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PREFACE 

The Stockholm-Abo conference in October 1992 on PROBLEM, PROCESS ,  PRODUCT IN 
LANGUAGE LEARNING was the sixth in a series of travelling symposia in which language 
researchers from Abo Akademi and Stockholm University have presented current research 
activities in the field of second and foreign language. A list of publications from previous 
conferences is given below. This time, as earlier, papers were read during one day in 
Stockholm and one day in Abo (Turku) ,  and the participants travelled together on the ferry. 

The conference this time was organized by Bjorn Hammarberg in Stockholm with Hakan 
Ringbom taking care of the arrangements in Abo. The present volume contains 14  of the 1 8  
contributions . 

The conference was made possible by generous grants from Letterstedtska fOreningen, the 
Precidency of Stockholm University and Stiftelsens for Abo Akademi Forskningsinstitut, 
which is gratefully acknowledged. 

Frescati, May 1 993 

Bjorn Hammarberg 

PREVIOUS ABO-STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS 

Foredrag vid konferensen om kontrastiv lingvistik och felanalys, Stockholm & Abo, 7-8 
februari 1977. Papers from the Conference on Contrastive Linguistics and Error Analysis, 
Stockholm & Abo, 7-8 February 1977, ed. by R. Palmber� and H. Ringbom. Meddelanden 
fran Stiftelsens fOr Abo Akademi Forskningsinstitut, or 19 .  Abo, 1977. 

Kontrastiv lingvistik och sekundiirspraksforskning. Foredrag vid en konferens i Abo och 
Stockholm 13-14 februari 1979, ed. by B. Hammarberg. Stockholm: Stockholms universitet, 
Institutionen fOr lingvistik, 1 979. 

Psycholinguistics and Foreign Language Learning. Papers from a Conference Held in 
Stockholm and Abo, October 25-26, 1982, ed. by H. Ringbom. Meddelanden fran Stiftelsens 
fOr Abo Akademi Forskningsinstitut, or 86. Abo, 1 983 .  

Bilingualism and Second Language Acquisition. Papers from a Conference Held in Abo and 
Stockholm, February 13-14, 1985, ed. by A. Viberg. Scandinavian Working Papers on 
Bilingualism, 4. Stockholm: University of Stockholm, Institute of Linguistics ,  1 985 .  

Language Learning and Learner Language. Papers from a Conference Held in Stockholm 
and Abo, 17-18 October, 1988, ed. by B. Hammarberg. Scandinavian Working Papers on 
Bilingualism, 8. Stockholm: University of Stockholm, Centre for Research on Bilingualism, 
1989. 



FRENCH INTERLANGUAGE - DEVELOPMENT AND VARIATION 
A Presentation of a Research Project* 

Inge Bartning 

Department of French and Italian, Stockholm University 

This paper presents a research project of French second language acquisition . After a 

brief survey of issues in theories of S LA and research on French as a second language, 

a few results of a pilot study of some advanced Swedish learners of French are given 

(verb and noun phrase agrrement, gender, task variation , interaction patterns) . The 

main part of the article then describes the new project initiated at the Department of 

French and Italian , Stockholm University , in the autumn of 1992 , French Interlanguage 

- Development and Variation. The project is based on the advanced French oral 

interlanguage of 37 Swedish speaking students . 

1. Preliminaries 

In the last few years the interest in more advanced proficiency in foreign languages has 

increased with the realization that Sweden is becoming more and more integrated in European 

co-operation . There are discussions on how to attain the necessary advanced proficiency by 

applying new teaching methods such as immersion or the introduction of foreign languages 

as early as the first years of school . At university level the significance of the connection 

between research on language acquisition and the quality of modern language teaching is 

emphasized (cf. Bartning 1990e, Enkvist 199 1 ) ,  thus underscoring the importance of 

investigating foreign language acquisition . The project French Interlanguage - Development 

and Variation, which deals with French at university level , has been developed from these 

premises . 

In what follows I will first consider some distinctions and issues in theories of second 

language acquisition and give a brief survey of the research on French as a second language. 

Then some early results of a pilot project begun in 1988 are presented . The bulk of the article 

describes the new project initiated in Stockholm in the autumn of 1992 , French Interlanguage 

- Development and Variation, and the investigations which are planned to be included in it. 

2. A few distinctions and issues in second language acquisition 

In the last three decades there have been intense research activities in the field of second 
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language acquisition . The research has developed from the study of contrastive analysis via 

child language research and error analysis to a concentration on the study of what are usually 

termed interlanguages. The limitations of contrastive analysis and the transition from 

behaviourist theories to more cognitive theories in psychology resulted in an entirely new type 

of research . The basis was no longer linguistic systems in general but three 'languages' as 

they 'meet' in the learner: those parts of LI that the learner knows and has a good command 

of; those parts of L2 to which the learner is exposed; and finally, as something new, the 

learner's own version of L2 , his/her interlanguage (the term 'interlanguage' was introduced 

by Selinker in 1969 and 1972) . More recently, the research has primarily been concerned 

with the systematic features , and the variability and development of these interlanguages . In 

interlanguage special rules seem to succeed one another in a particular order until the correct 

rule is mastered, so called acquisition orders and developmental sequences . These have been 

the focus of a great deal of second language acquisition research during the seventies and 

eighties . The aim of the present project is to use the approach of interlanguage research in 

order to investigate how Swedish students learn French at university level . 

A distinction made in this connection is that between informal second language 

acquisition , which occurs without any teaching whatsoever in what may be called a natural 

environment, andformal acquisition , which occurs with the help of instruction . The effects 

of these two types of acquisition may vary . One problem is concerned with finding out to 

what extent learners attending a language teaching programme also learn the language 

implicitly, i . e. by extracting , more or less unconsciously , a rule system from the linguistic 

material presented in class (the teacher's utterances, texts in the target language, etc . ) .  

Another problem focussed on  in  recent years i s  whether instruction i s  helpful or  not. The 

strongest argument against the usefulness of formal instruction is the theory of the natural 

developmental sequences; certain studies based on this theory indicate that it may be 

meaningless to teach grammatical structures for which the learners are not ready .  Other 

investigations demonstrate that instruction may produce an effect: formal learners will acquire 

e .g .  grammatical features more quickly than natural learners. However, it is still maintained 

that formal and informal learners follow the same developmental sequences (cf. Pica 1 985 , 

Pienemann 1989) . Our students learn French both formally and informally , but must, on the 

whole, be regarded as formal learners. Schlyter (1984) has studied a few adult S wedes' 

natural acquisition of French . The material of her study may be used as an interesting 

comparison with the present investigation , which is concerned primarily with formal learners . 

Among other distinctions and issues advanced in the continued debate during the eighties 

and nineties the difference between conscious learning and automatic processes may be 
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mentioned (cf. 'knowledge' and 'control', Bialystok & Sharwood S mith 1985) ,  the 

relationship between implicit, unconscious and explicit, conscious knowledge in second 

language acquisition (cf. Ellis 1990) , and aspects of variation in interlanguage (cf. Tarone 

1988). In the latter part of the eighties researchers have also taken an interest in individual 

differences , as a result of e .g .  Skehan' s  (1989) book, which attracted considerable attention . 

It discusses the role of motivation in learning and aspects such as learning styles, age and 

intelligence. (For an informative and updated survey of international research on second 

language acquisition the reader is referred to Larsen-Freeman & Long 199 1 ) . 

3. Research in French SLA 

Research on French as a second language is conducted primarily within the framework 

of two large international proj ects : on the one hand, the recently concluded ESF project, 'The 

Ecology of Adult Language Acquisition' (cf. Perdue 1984) ,  on the other, the Canadian 

language immersion programmes (cf. Harley et al. 1990). The French part of the first project 

includes a longitudinal investigation of a number of Arabic- and Spanish-speaking immigrants' 

acquisition of French in a natural environment. The research team has conducted a thorough 

study of e.g .  the development of the utterance structure (see Klein & Perdue 1988, Perdue 

1990, Perdue 1991)  and the development of expressions of temporality in  the grammar, 

lexicon and discourse of learner language (see Bhardway et al. 1988,  Noyau 199 1 ) .  In the 

Canadian programmes the pupils had a large portion of their lessons in different subjects 

taught in their second language, i .e .  French . The results as regards linguistic competence 

resemble strongly the problem areas of Swedish learners' acquisition of French (cf. Harley 

1 984 and Kihlstedt, this volume) . 

In France the research on French as a second or foreign language is dominated by the 

research groups connected with the ESF project, above all in Paris and Aix-en-Provence. 

There are numerous reports on the development of this research in France, e .g .  Noyau & 

Veronique (1986) ,  Giacomo & Veronique (1986) and Pujol & Veronique (199 1) .  Important 

research on the influence of interaction on learning is conducted in the French-speaking part 

of Switzerland. These researchers maintain that certain sequences of feedback and support in 

interaction are particularly favourable to language development. These sequences are termed 

potential learning sequences (see Py (1990) and Vasseur (1990) in Gaonac'h (1990». 

At the first international congress of EUROS LA (European Second Language Association) 

in Salzburg in 1991 it turned out that there are several projects on the acquisition of French 

in Europe, e .g .  JM Dewaele's (Brussels) investigation of variation of French interlanguage 

(see Dewaele 1992 and in press) . At the University of Dublin (Trinity College) Vera Regan 
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is currently preparing a longitudinal study of English-speaking students' acquisition of French , 

an analogue of our project. Mention should also be made of Towell's ( 1987) longitudinal 

investigation of university students' acquisition of French as L2. For a recent survey article 

on SLA with special reference to French , see Hawkins & Towell ( 1992) .  

4. A presentation of some results from the pilot study 

In 1988/89 the project 'Swedish University Students' French Interlanguage - aspects of 

acquisition and development' was initiated at the Department of Romance Languages at 

Stockholm University . The aim of the project was to establish a corpus of S wedish university 

students' French and to map the development of certain characteristic features as regards first 

of all syntax and morphology but also text structure and various aspects of interaction and 

learner strategies . By studying these areas both longitudinally and cross-sectionally we aimed 

at giving a picture of the development of the students' learner French . 

For the longitudinal study conversations and interviews of a number of students were 

recorded during four terms at the university: eight students participated during the first two 

semesters , then six of them during the third semester and three in the fourth semester. Our 

purpose was to collect a great deal of material from a few students so that each of them could 

be compared with him/herself as well as with the rest of the group. The longitudinal 

investigation material was supplemented with a cross sectional material for which data had 

been collected from another 1 2  informants from the first semester level and six from each of 

the second semester and third semester levels .  (For a pilot study of learner and semester 

levels in French , see Bartning 1 989. )  Thus, we had a total of 32 different informants. 

Data were collected twice each semester. The material consists of recordings of 

interviews (five interviews of 15-20 minutes of each informant in the longitudinal 

investigation , September 1 988 - May 1990) and retellings of video films and comic strips .  

In addition , there are essays from three semesters, one final retelling with retrospection and 

one acceptability test (for a presentation , see Bartning 1990d) . The same kinds of data were 

collected for the cross sectional study in the autumn semester of 1988 .  

In  Bartning (1 990a,b) a few early results are presented from two of the 'longitudinal' 

informants in ten different tasks concerning a few grammatical categories (gender, noun 

phrase agreement, subject - verb agreement) and the development of syntax as it is reflected 

in the use of subclauses. One tendency common to both learners is that there is development 

of the gender category and noun phrase agreement, but not of e .g .  verb agreement. As 

regards the use of subclauses , there is considerable variation related to both the individual and 

the tasks . Continued studies will show whether the use of subclauses as a measure of syntactic 
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complexity is reflected in the development of the informants' language in the longitudinal 

study . 

In Bartning ( 199Oc) it is shown that verb agreement, which is a problem area for our 

students, varies not only individually but also according to the task presented . The percentage 

of errors in the reproduction tests is considerably higher than in the interviews. One 

explanation of the latter result may be that the informants 'lose' some of their grammar when 

they are forced into specific referential frames in tasks with high cognitive demands. They 

lose control and automatization of the rules they already 'know' (cf. the above-mentioned 

article by Bialystok & Sharwood-Smith 1985) . 

Bartning ( 1992) describes a study of interactive activities (own and others' corrections, 

repairs , repetitions, hesitation pauses, etc . )  The issue is whether it is possible to discern 

changes in interaction patterns,  i . e. in what are called potential learning sequences (cf. Py 

1 990 above) , among the informants in the longitudinal study , and whether it is in these 

interaction sequences that learning takes place. There are many indications that it may be in 

these sequences that the intedanguage system is stimulated and is made to move in the 

direction of the target language norm. A hierarchy of differences in degree (degrees of 

elaboration) in interaction patterns which may be favourable to learning is presented. Also, 

the amount of solicitation used by different learner types varies . The sequences can be studied 

from other points of view, e .g .  the problem of whether the intedanguage is stabilized exactly 

at this point, whether the learner wants to co-operate and negotiate, whether the native 

speaker takes advantage of the opportunity to didacticize, etc . 

5. The new project "French Interlanguage - Development and Variation" 

As has been seen, a large recorded and transcribed material has been produced within the 

pilot project. Indeed , one of the ideas behind this proj ect was to establish a major learner 

corpus in French which could be used in the future for a variety of research programmes. 

Thus ,  in the new project it is largely this corpus which will be used . New material will be 

collected for one of the studies planned to be included in the project (no . 6 below) . 

The aim of the new project is to study, in performance analyses , the development of both 

the structural competence of the learners, as regards syntax , morphology and discourse 

(narrative) and the strategic competence as regards the choice of strategies in interaction 

among primarily the longitudinal learners . As a theoretical frame, I intend to try to apply 

Ellis's integrated theory of second language acquisition , which is based mainly on the 

components implicit/explicit knowledge, learning styles and control procedures (see Ellis 

1 990) . Moreover, variation in intedanguage will be studied from different points of view: 
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variation according to task, variation due to linguistic context and individual variation . 

Thus ,  increased and more systematic knowledge will be attained about our students' 

difficulties and strategies as they learn the foreign language. The results may be useful for 

educational purposes so that we get a more solid basis for teaching foreign languages . 

Study no. 1 :  Grammatical problem areas and the use of subclauses - development or not? 

We intend to base this study on Bartning ( 1990a,b) in order to analyze the emergent 

learner language in further ' longitudinal' learners' production as regards gender, noun phrase 

agreement and verb agreement. The investigation covers the production of all the 'longi

tudinal' students . Thus, case studies can be made in the course of four semesters . The 

problem of subclauses and length of sentences which we intend to examine concerns whether 

they are a measure of L2 development (cf. Bartning 1 989, Dewaele, in press) . Viberg's 

(1990) hypothesis on verbs as syntactic prototypes in the construction of subclauses will also 

be tested. Thus, we aim to study sentence connectors in both main clauses and subclauses, 

e.g .  different functions of parce que which is not only an introducer of causal subclauses in 

the material . The selected grammatical categories and the use of sub clauses turned out to be 

fruitful in the earlier investigations .  The cross sectional material may well be investigated 

from the same points of view at the three different levels (first, second and third terms) as 

a sort of control material . 

Study no. 2 :  Verb agreement - a vulnerable area. Aspects of variation 

In Bartning (1990c) ,  five 'longitudinal' informants and their use of rules of verb 

agreement are investigated in three different types of tasks during three semesters . To obtain 

a more conclusive picture of this use, production by these same informants during the fourth 

semester and the total production of a sixth informant will also be investigated . The problems 

concern primarily variation according to task, individual variation , context dependent 

variables and the distinction 'knowledge'l' control , in Bialystok & Sharwood Smith ( 1 985) . 

The relationship between theories on markedness and varying levels of difficulty in L2 

acquisition will also be examined in connection with verb agreement and verb morphology . 

Here, too, the cross sectional material is available as control material . 

A new aspect not studied earlier, which will be connected to the study of verb agreement 

and other grammatical areas , is that of focussed self confrontation , investigated in the 

longitudinal part. The same 'longitudinal' students have been asked to comment on two comic 

strips directly after their own spontaneous production (at the end of the third semester) . This 

may give an interesting insight into how the learner was thinking at the moment of speech 
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production , as well as certain indications of their explicit and implicit knowledge of the rules . 

Study no . 3 :  Interaction activities and learner strategies 

As we have seen above, in Bartning (1992) different types of interaction activities are 

studied in a small number of learners. Sequences in which the interviewer corrects or is asked 

to correct the learner are analysed specially . Certain scholars (cf. for example Py 1990) 

maintain that such sequences may be favourable and even 'privileged moments' for learning . 

In the new project I wish to base myself on the total interview production of all the 

'longitudinal' learners. Thus, we obtain six longitudinal case studies of interaction patterns 

in the acquisition of French . 

In this connection , it should be mentioned that research papers at the fourth semester 

level have been completed in which four learners' first interviews are studied from the point 

of view of interaction : the authors analyse different types of communication strategies (Le. 

what the learner does when problems of communication occur) and suggest a preliminary 

classification of these strategies (see Lindqvist 199 1  and Brundell 1 992) . 

Study no. 4 :  Narrative proficiency in two languages - L1 and L2 

The corpus offers an interesting material for comparing the students' textual competence 

in their mother tongue and the foreign language, since recordings of retellings in both 

languages of the video films have been made. This aspect has not been studied before. Here, 

areas of investigation may include the choice of clause connectors ,  the use of subclauses , the 

length of sentences and texts and syntactic complexity. Furthermore, a longitudinal study can 

be made of the same recurrent retellings in French made by e .g .  three learners on three 

different occasions during semesters 2-4 .  This study may later be extended into a comparison 

between several types of learners and other languages , since the same video films have been 

used at the Stockholm University Centre for Bilingualism, regarding the acquisition of 

Swedish (cf. Lindberg , Juvonen & Viberg 1989) and the Department of English  by Lisa 

Washburn regarding the acquisition of English . 

Study no.5 :  The use of tense and aspect 

The aim of this investigation is to map the learners' use of tense and aspect in the 

different types of linguistic situations .  In the first place the relationship between form and 

function will be studied in the use of verb forms to express the past, later also to express the 

future. We wish to find the learners' solutions to the problem of expressing time relations 
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through the use of tense and aspect. The study should also examine the use of adverbials of 

time and other ways of expressing time relations in conversations and retellings .  The study 

will probably concern the whole learner corpus, both the longitudinal and cross sectional 

material . We will then be able to make comparisons with Schlyter's (1984) material of adult 

'natural' learners as well as with Kihlstedt's (199 1 )  investigation of S wedish - French 

bilingual children's acquisition of the same area. 

Study no. 6: A few case studies of advanced learner French 

This study will be based on a new material consisting of interviews with five upper 

secondary school teacher candidates in their third and fourth semesters during 1992 and 

retellings of video films and comic strips made by the same students . The recordings were 

made both before they went to France to complete part of their programme (time 1 ,  Jan . 

1992) , and after their three months' stay (time 2 ,  May 1992) . The same type of recordings 

(interviews and retellings) were made at the beginning (time 3) and at the end of the last 

semester of their studies of French in the autumn semester of 1992 (time 4) . This new 

material may serve both as control material for the earlier corpus and as new material of 

advanced learner French . The areas of investigation will include not only grammatical 

problems, e.g .  agreement and automatization of this 'late' phenomenon , prepositions, 

connectors , the use of subclauses, but also interaction patterns and learner strategies . The 

problems examined will concern the effect of the studies abroad and the features characteristic 

of more advanced learner French . During the autumn semester of 1992 further material has 

been recorded in the form of picture descriptions and subsequent retrospective comments . In 

this way, we will obtain further knowledge of the strategies learners use at the moment of 

production . 

Study no. 7 :  Aspects on variation in interlanguage 

As is indicated by study no. 2 ,  variation in intedanguage is one of the issues the project 

wishes to study. It can be investigated from a number of points of view: variation depending 

on the linguistic context, interaction patterns and topic of conversation (different types of 

activities) , variation according to task or situation connected with the functional needs of the 

informant in these situations.  Another aspect is individual variation , which can be studied, 

in this corpus,  not only between individuals but also in the same individual compared with 

him/herself in different phases in the longitudinal study. 
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*) The project is  financed in  part by the Swedish Council for Resarch in  the Humanities and 

Social Sciences (HSFR F285 /92) . I would like to express my gratitude to Staffan Wahlen for 

his English translation. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF BILINGUAL COMPETENCE IN LATIN AMERICAN 

CHILDREN LIVING IN SWEDEN: SPEECH ACTS AND ROLE PLAY * 

Maria Borgstrom 

Department of Education, Stockholm University 

Latin American childrens' forms of request utterances directed towards both adults and 

other children in Spanish and Swedish were studied. It was found that when the children 

make requests to adults and children in Spanish and Swedish they do so in the same 

manner in both languages. Indirect requests were most common when the children 

addressed adults. The variation was greater when the children addressed other children. 

It appears that the two languages influenced one another in terms of the childrens' 

requesting behaviour. Particularly interesting was the timing and usage of the third 

person singular form in Spanish. 

The purpose of this project was to investigate the development of the communicative 

competence in children of Latin American origin living in Sweden. The work is based on 

Hymes' model of "communicative competence" (Hymes, 1977). Within this framework, I have 

chosen to focus on the following components included in the model: grammatical competence, 

textual competence and sociolinguistic competence. This article is a summary of a previous 

report (Borgstrom, 1992) which explains the sociolinguistic competence in terms of the 

childrens' request utterances. 

Sociolinguistic competence is the individual' s  ability to adapt his or 

her language output to the current social norms of communication. Pragmatics is the discipline 

which defines the relation between the speaker himself and the context in which his speech 

takes place. 

Fraser, Rintell and Walter ( 1969) state that "Pragmatic competence may be seen as the 

knowledge required to determine what is meant by a certain phrase when expressed in a 

certain manner in a determined context" . 

Pragmatics has been studied extensively. (See Levinson 1983 for a rewiew). 

What the speaker does when speaking in a social context is to perform several speech acts : 
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to demand, to apologize, to request information, to exhort etc. Consider the phrase "It is cold 

here" .  It may be interpreted as a statement, but may also be intended or understood to mean 

"Will you close the window?".  The listener who correctly interprets the underlying meaning 

of the phrase is said to have good pragmatic competence. 

Not all speakers attain good pragmatic competence. A speaker learning a second language 

may experience difficulties and may require time to recognize the social norms for 

communication. During such a period of learning, many different speaking problems and 

situations may arise. Thomas ( 1983) states that when a speaker commits grammatical errors, 

he or she is regarded as having linguistic difficulties. However, if that same speaker commits 

a socio-linguistic error, that error may be interpreted by a native listener not as a linguistic 

error, but as a reflection of the speakers personality, i.e. that the speaker is rude, inconsiderate, 

or some other negative attribute. 

According to Austin ( 1962), a speech act is a phrase or an expression which involves more 

of an "action" as opposed to just "saying something" with regard to the emphasis in the 

spoken phrase, he distinguishes three forms of speech acts: 

i) A "locutionary act" is a speech act in which speech has a determined 

reference. 

meaning and 

ii) An "illocutionary act" is what the speaker performs in the act of saying something. When 

expressing a phrase one may promise or declare, depending on the conventional strength 

associated with the same. 

iii) A "perlocutionary act" is the effect the speaker creates by the way in which he or she 

expresses herself in a given situation. 

Searle ( 1 975) has studied how speech acts may be enacted indirectly. 

To request 

To request is a speech act in which the speaker expects the listener to perform a possible 

action, beit verbal or non verbal. A request is "face-threatening" ,  i.e. the listener may interpret 

the request as a restriction on his freedom of action or as a power factor. The speaker may 

hesitate to make a request, fearing that the listener will feel as if an order has been given. A 

number of social factors influence the way in which the speaker adopts a more indirect or less 

straight forward mode of speech: higher rank, age, social status, psychological distance, 

tension and the listener' s relationship to the speaker. 
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Method 

In order to study how the Latin American children use their two languages (Spanish/Swedish), 

I simulated different speaking situations. This was achieved through elicitation and role play. 

The children were told to imagine themselves in specific situations and were then asked to 

react accordingly. The answers were recorded for later transcription. The Spanish teacher 

guided the students when they were told to react in Spanish and the Swedish teacher guided 

the students when the reaction was to come in Swedish. In cases where the students had 

difficulties in imagining and reacting as if an opposite party were present, the teacher took that 

role. The group I studied consisted of thirty children of Latin American origin residing in 

Sweden. The children originated from different countries and different social classes. Due to 

these differences, there can be assumed to have been more than one linguistic norm for how 

the children demand or request information etc. Here I have analysed requests, using other 

variables which arose from the children' s  responses. 

The children included in this study may be divided into categories according to two main 

variables: the number of years of residence in Sweden and the primary language in which they 

received their basic education, Spanish or Swedish. 

Twenty of the thirty children were either born in Sweden or arrived there before the age 

of three. These twenty have in turn been subdivided into two groups: ten who have received 

their education in Spanish (hemsprMcsklass) and ten who have been educated in Swedish. The 

remaining ten children arrived in Sweden after the age of five, of which half were placed in 

preparatory Swedish class and the other half in Spanish class. I have used two control groups. 

One Swedish control group consisting of ten children attending school at Kungsholmen, 

Stockholm and one Spanish control group from Puerto Madryn in southern Argentina. The 

reason for choosing the Spanish control group from Puerto Madryn is that children from 

various Latin American countries (Chile, Uruguay, Peru, Bolivia) are represented there. 

During the role playing part of this study, the children were supplied with the following 

scenario: 

A) You are sitting in the library reading a book. Suddenly your teacher enters and starts 

speaking very loudly to a lady. They are disturbing you. You tum to your teacher. What 

do you say to her? 
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B) How would you have reacted if it had been a school mate rather than your teacher? 

What would you have said? 

At this point it is important to ask the following questions: 

- What is the degree of elaboration of childrens' statements? 

- Do the children address adults and children in different ways? 

In the "Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP)" ,  

Shoshana Blum-Kulka, Julian House and Gabriele Kasper ( 1989) studied cross-cultural and 

lingustic strategies found in two speech acts: requests and apologies. 

In her article "Variation in Intedanguage Speech Act Realization" ( 1987), Gabriele Kasper 

mentions that the intensity of the request is modified using the following three basic 

dimensions: 

1 - choosing a certain directness level 

2 - modifying the utterence of the request internally by adding either a 

reinforcing modality marker (syntactical or lexical) 

3 - modifying the utterence of the request externally by adding 

moves 

mitigating or 

supportive 

I shall follow the request sequence defined by Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper and apply it, 

with some modifications and/or additions, to the material I have available. 

In particular I shall examine the following factors: 

i) ATIENTION MARKERS (Alerters) 

- words used to get attention 

- Christian names, address terms 

ii) HEAD ACTS 

- directness level 

- use of third person 

- perspective 
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iii) INTERNALLY MODIFYING MOVES 

- mitigating or reinforcing modality markers 

- choice of words 

iv) SUPPORTIVE MOVES 

- additional information provided through supportive moves which may 

mitigate or reinforce the request 

Example: Informant number 12 turns to the teacher and says in Swedish: 

"Birgitta ! I am trying to read here. Will you please speak more quietly? " 

Attention Marker: "Birgitta" 

Supportive Move: "I am trying to read here" 

Head Act: "Will you please speak more quietly?" 

Internally Modifying Move: "please" and "more" 

motivate, 

The function of the attention marker is to focus the listener's attention toward the speech 

act to follow. It may be a name, nominal category, title or semantic variation, etc . .  

The supportive move forms part of the request and may either preceed or follow the head act. 

It may be interpreted as an agreement or may be used to justify the request in the form of 

motivation or promise. 

The head act is the part of the speech act which can be made independently of other 

elements. It can be varied on two dimesions: 

1) strategy types (within the Head Act) 

2) perspective 
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1 )  Strategy Types 

If one considers the work of Erwin Tripp ( 1976), House & Kasper ( 198 1 )  and Blum-Kulka 

( 1982),  it can be seen, within the CCSARP a distinction is made between three directness 

levels. These depend on what the listener interprets as implicit in a request, and on that which 

is explicity said. 

a. Direct request 

i) The intensity of the utterence is indicated by grammatical, lexical or semantic means. 

IMP: imperative form 

eg. : "Be quiet ! "  

ii) Expanded Direct Request 

PER: performative/commanding 

eg. : "Will you please be quiet" 

or 

"You must be quiet" 

b. Conventional Indirect Request 

Expressed via fixed lingusitic conventions which are established by society's mode of speech. 

IND: Indirect form 

eg. : "Could you be more quiet?" 

or 

"Could you possibly be more quiet please" 

c. Non-conventional Indirect Request 

The receiver is required to intrepret the request by relating the actual message to its context. 

SUO: suggestive 

eg. :  I beg your pardon, your talking is disturbing me. 

2) Perspective 

The choice of perspective allows a wide spectrum of request variants. The request can stress 

the agent role and become speaker oriented ("May I have it?") or focus the role on the listener 
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and become receiver dominated ("Could you do it?"). The request may also be both speaker 

and listener dominated ("Can we wash now?") or it may be neutral("It is time to wash now"}. 

The choice of perspective is influenced by the relative social status betwen the speaker and 

listener. 

Internally modifying moves are elements which mitigate or reinforce the request 

(downgraders, upgraders). However their presence is not necessary in order to understand the 

meaning of the request. The elimination of modifying moves causes the request to lose its 

pragmatic strength. 

eg. : (Darling) , if you are going into town today, would you mind (awfully) cashing this cheque 

for my father,(please}. 

The internally modifying moves can become multifunctional in two different ways : one ways 

is to use a device of the pragmatic strength (Le. could you be a little quieter) and the other 

device is socio-pragmatic. Socio-pragmatic devices concern politeness and social standing. 

They are used by way of mitigation, syntactical mitigation or reinforcing modality markers. 

(Le. be a little quieter vs could you � a . . .  ) 

Analys 

The summarising tables which follow demonstrate the childrens' choice of strategy when 

making requests to children and adults respectively. The ftrst tables show how the children 

expressed themselves when addressing adults. The choice of strategy is shown in the Head 

Act. In the tables, I have indicated when the children employ solely the Head Act and/or 

modality marker and supportive moves when requesting. 
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Table 1: Choice of strategy. Usage of solely the Head Act or the Head Act together with 

modality marker and supportive moves. Latin American children 

and Spanish control group, addressing an adult in Spanish 

Strategy type Spanish Class Swedish Class 

B F B F 

Direct Expand. 2 1 3 
Indirect 2 
Suggestion 7 1 3 4 

1 3 2 1 

Person 
2nd 5 1 5 1 
3rd 5 3 4 4 

Attention marker 
Modifying 3 1 2 3 
marker 
Supportives 9 3 8 4 
moves 

6 3 5 4 

The figures represented number of occurences of each behaviour. 

B = Latin American children born in Sweden 

Total 

B 

5 
2 

10 
3 

10 
9 

5 

17 

11  

F = Latin American children who have been only a few years in  Sweden 

Person = "ni" (3rd), "du" (2nd) 

Spanish 
control 

F 

1 2 

5 7 
4 1 

2 1 
7 9 

4 6 

7 6 

7 6 

The choice of directness level is related to what the listener interprets what has been said. In 

the direct request, the strength of the utterance is determined by grammatical, lexical or 

semantic means. When employing the expanded direct form, the strength is given by a 

performative verb. By using the indirect form the children opt for a conventional formula for 

requesting. The suggestive form influences the receiver to interpret the request by relating the 

utterance to its context. 
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Table 2 :  Choice of strategy. Usage of solely Head Act or the Head Act together with modality 

marker and supportive moves. 

Latin American Children and Swedish control group, addressing an 

adult in Swedish 

Strategy type Spanish Class Swedish Class 

B F B F 

Direct 0 1 2 0 
Expand. direct 0 1 1 0 
Indirect 8 1 6 5 
Suggestion 2 2 1 0 

Person 
du (2nd) 7 2 5 4 
ni (3rd) 3 2 5 1 

Attention 
marker 3 3 4 2 
Modifying 
marker 7 2 6 4 
Supportives 
moves 7 3 2 3 

The figures represented numbers of occurences of each behavior. 

B = Latin American children born in Sweden 

Total 

B 

2 
1 

14 
3 

12  
8 

7 

13 

9 

F = Latin American children who have been only a few years in Sweden 

Person = "du" (2nd), "ni" (3rd) 

Swedish 
control 

F 

0 0 
1 0 
6 9 
2 1 

6 2 
3 7 

5 

6 9 

6 8 

When the children addressed adults the most commonly employed forms were the indirect 

forms, in both Spanish and Swedish. When making request in both languages, most children 

(approx. 70%) employed the same strategies when speaking to children and adults. 

In this kind of strategy we notice in the tables that both the Spanish and the Swedish control 

group were uniform in their response. This means that most of the children tended to respond 

in the same way. The same type of response was given by children from Spanish class and 

the children who have only been in Sweden only a few year. 



ego Informant SC 1 :(Swedish control 1 )  

- Aa det har ar ett bibliotek. Kan ni va' lite tysta darborta nu. 

(This is a library. Could you be a bit quieter over there now ? )  

2 1  

The informant used an indirect request as his strategy and began with a supportive move "This 

is a library" ,  in order to mitigate the request. In this case the child moralized by using this 

phrase. The use of "a little/a bit" is a common modifying move which is used by most 

children to mitigate a request. The teacher was addressed in second person singular. 

Informant SP54 employs four moves in Spanish: 

- Maestra, perdon que te interrumpo, pero yo estoy leyendo y una biblioteca es para leer y 

para que todos se sientan bien, pero usted me esta estorbando porque usted esta hablando con 

alguien que, y est1n hablando muy fuerte, en, entoces Ie pido maestra que baje la voz un poco 

y si quieren seguir hablando pero bajenla. 

"Maestra" Informant 54 starts with an address term. Few children employ such a term. Such 

terms were not used by the children belonging to the Swedish control group. 

"perdon que te interrumpa" is a preparatory supportive move, it alerts the listener to a coming 

request. By announcing to the listener that he is about to be requested to do something, the 

speaker also intends to obtain permission from the listener that is alrigth to make the request. 

"pero yo estoy leyendo" is a supportive move in which the speaker tells of his motive for 

wanting the listener receiver to comply with the request. 

"pero usted me esta estorbando porque usted esta hablando con alguien que, y estan hablando 

muy fuerte" focuses the interest on the listener (listener oriented perspective). The informant 

used the third person singular and reinforce the request by his choice of the word "fuerte" 

(loud). 

"entonces Ie pido maestra que baje la voz un poco" is the head act with a perfomative verb 

and a mitigating supportive move. 

"y si quieren seguir hablando pero bajenla. " The informant allowed the listener to continue 

talking but terminates he request with an imperative verb "bajenla" (lower it !). 
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When the children address another child we see the following 

Table 3 :  Choice of strategy. Usage of solely Head Act or the Head Act together with modality 

marker and supportive moves. 

Latin American children and Spanish control group addressing a child in Spanish 

Strategy type Spanish Class Swedish Class 

B F B F 

Direct 6 2 6 3 
Expand. direct 0 1 0 0 
Indirect 4 2 2 1 
Suggestion 0 1 2 1 

Person 
2nd 10  9 9 5 
3rd 0 1 1 0 

Attention 
marker 2 2 1 1 
Modifying 
marker 8 3 5 3 
Supportives 
moves 4 3 4 3 

The figures represent numbers of occurences of each behavior. 

B = Latin American children born in Sweden 

Total 

B 

12 
0 
6 
2 

19 
1 

3 

13 

8 

F = Latin American children who have only been in Sweden a few years 

Person = "usted" (3rd) , "tU" (2nd) 

F 

5 
1 
3 
2 

10  
0 

3 

6 

6 

Spanish 
control 

4 
0 
5 
1 

10  
0 

3 

2 

2 
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Table 4: Choice of strategy. Usage of solely the Head Act or the Head Act together with 

modality marker and supportive moves. 

Latin American children and Swedish control group, addressing a child in 

Swedish 

Strategy type Spanish Class Swedish Class Total 

B F B F B 
F 

Direct 3 3 3 1 6 
Expand. direct 0 0 0 0 0 
Indirect 4 1 6 3 10  
Suggestion 3 1 1 1 4 

Person 
Du (2nd) 10  5 9 5 19  
Ni (3rd) 0 0 1 0 1 

Attention 
marker 4 2 2 1 6 
Modifying 
marker 6 3 5 1 1 1  
Supportives 
moves 7 2 4 4 1 1  

The figures represented numbers of occurrences of each behaviour 

B = Latin American children born in Sweden 

F = Latin American Children who have only been in Sweden a few years. 

Person = "du" (2nd) , "ni" (3rd) 

Swedish 
control 

4 3 
0 1 
4 6 
2 1 

0 8 
10  2 

3 1 

4 4 

6 7 

When the children made requests to other children, their directness level varied more than 

when making request to adults. When speaking in Spanish, they were more direct than when 

speaking in Swedish. When the children addressed another child using both languages, the 
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indirect form was used by seven children from the Swedish control group and six from the 

Spanish control group. This was also the case with the Latin American children born in 

Sweden, regardless of which language was their primary language of instruction. When the 

Latin American children spoke Spanish, the contrary often occurred. 

With regard to children recently arrived in Sweden, we see that those who attend Swedish 

classes employed the same manner of speech as did the children born in Sweden, Le. a less 

direct form in Swedish and more direct in Spanish. Of the children attending Spanish classes 

however, three employed the direct form in Swedish and an additional three used the indirect 

form in Spanish. Most children employed internally modifying moves (Le. could you be a 

little .. ) in order to mitigate the request, even when addressing another child, although some 

reinforce the request by repeating it. 

eg. : Informant 05 

- Ee, j dejate ! ,  j dejate ! estoy leyendo. 

- Ee ga away ! ,  ga away ! I 'm reading. 

Conclusions and discussion 

The tendencies appear clearly in the summary table below. With regard to the directness 

levels, both the control groups and the informant followed the same trend in their response 

pattern. 

The table shows the choice of strategy when addressing adults and childs and the usage of 

solely the Head Act or the Head Act together with modality marker and supportive moves. 

The choice of person (du, ni) also appears in the table. 

The figures represent percentage occurences of each behavior. 

Bil. = bilingual children, (The Latin American children). (N = 30) 

Con. = Both Swedish and Spanish control groups, combined (N = 20) 

"N" = refers to the number of subjects. 
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Table 5 :  Summary table. In this table the studied bilingual children are compared to the 

control groups of Swedish and Latin American children. 

Latin American children and control groups addressing adult and children in both languages 

Strategy 

Types ADDRESSING AN ADDRESSING A 

ADULT CHILD 

Directness level In Spanish In Swedish In Spanish In Swedish 

- Biling. Can. Biling. Can. Biling. Can. Biling. Can. 

Direct 20 20 10  0 57 40 33  30 

EXQand. direct 7 0 7 0 3 0 0 10 

Indirect 50 70 67 90 30 50 47 60 

Suggestion 23 10 17 10 1 3  1 0  20 10  

Person 

du (2nd) 47 10  63 20 100 100 97 80 

ni (3rd) 53 90 36 70 0 0 3 20 

Att. Marker 30 60 40 0 20 30 30 10  

Mod. Marker 77 60 63 90 63 20 50 40 

Sup. Moves 37 60 50 80 47 20 57 70 
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- When the children addressed adults the indirect form dominated in both Spanish and 

Swedish. When the Latin American children made requests in both languages, most children 

(70%) (see table 5) chose the same strategies when speaking to children and adults. 

Examples in Spanish: 

Informant 07 

Maestra, puede hablar mas bajo que estoy leyendo. 

In Swedish: 

- Kan Du inte sanka ner ljud, jag Uiser. 

Informant 05 

In Spanish: 

- Se puede callar un 

poquito, estoy leyendo, 

me desconcentro. 

In Swedish: 

- Kan ni prata lite tystare 

fOr jag laser, ni stOr, jag 

blir okoncentrerad, sa ni mAste 

vara lite, ni mAste vara mera lite 

tyst om ni ar snall. 

- When the children made a request to other children the directness 

levels were more variable. 

Some examples: 

Informant 38 

In Spanish: In Swedish: 

- jCallate ! -Kan inte Du va' tyst 

Informant 20 

In Spanish: In Swedish: 

-No hables tan fuerte -Kan Du va' lite tystare 
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Here the  children demonstrated differences when requesting in the different languages. When 

speaking Spanish they were more direct than when speaking Swedish. It should be observed 

that the Latin American children (regardless of whether they receive basic instruction in 

Swedish or Spanish) when speaking Swedish used the indirect form in the same way as the 

children from the control group. Does this imply that the children have assimiliated the 

Swedish form of expressing requests? In light of the result that the Spanish way to request 

another child is more direct, this might be the case. 

Usage of third person singular: 

- Children used second person singular in both languages when addressing other children. 

- When addressing an adult the third person singular dominated in Spanish, while in Swedish 

the second person singular was more common. 

Some examples: 

Informant 04 

In Spanish: 

- Puede hablar mas despacio 

In Swedish: 

- Ee, kan Du va'lite tystare jag 

fOrsaker koncentrera mig. 

When using the third person in Swedish, the Latin American children did so in nearly the 

same manner as the children belonging to the Swedish control group. There was, however, one 

difference, that is the former did not accentuate the third person plural. 

Ex: Fraken kan ni vara tyst. 

The children from both control groups used the third person singular when addressing an 

adult. In some cases the children from the Swedish control group used the third person plural. 

Ex: Control child 09 

- Kan ni va' lite tysta, jag fOrsaker llisa hlir. 

In other cases it is not as common that they used the third person plural. There are two 

explanations for this. One is that the children used third person form in order to be polite. The 
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other is in Swedish one prefers to mitigate the strength of the request by addressing all those 

present rather than speaking directly to one person. In Spanish request can be expressed in a 

more direct manner. 

Another interesting result is that almost half of the Latin American children used the second 

person singular when addressing adults in Spanish. Can this be interpreted as an influence of 

the use of Swedish on the childrens' Spanish? 

- Approximately 90% of the requests made by the children were listener oriented. 

- To gain attention the children used attention markers. Six of the children did so to emphasize 

social distance.  

- Generally one can say that the Latin American children regardless of whether they receive 

basic instruction in Swedish or Spanish, used an equal amount of attention markers. 

- Proportionally, children who had lived in Sweden for a shorter period of time used this 

move more frequently. This can be related to the fact that six of the children from the Spanish 

control group used the same expressions, while none from the Swedish control group did. 

- The children mitigated the request internally by use of the modality marker "a little" (un 

poco). (In Spanish 10 out of 30 and in Swedish 11 out of 30). Looking at the control groups 

the ratios are four from the Swedish group and three from the Spanish. 

- Half of the children from the Spanish control group and a tenth of the informants use 

conditional form as a mitigating factor. It is worth noting that the children using conditional 

form in Spanish also demonstrate a highly developed capacity in other aspects (grammatical, 

textual competence). (See Borgstrom 1990.) 

- The mildest supportive moves were most frequent in the chilren' s  requests. 

- Children from the Swedish language classes generally used fewer supportive moves. 

We can see that with regard to the Latin American childrens ' use of speech 

(Swedish/Spanish), there was a mutual influence between the two languages. As to the 

utterance 's degree of elaboration, we can see that some children elaborated the request further. 

These children are said to employ all components of a request. Others employed only the 

Head Act. In general one can say that the children who were able to elaborate their request 
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further, proved to have greater linguistic capacity in  other aspects. We have also noted that 

children differentiated between addressing an adult and a child. The use of the indirect form 

is also corroborated by Svanes' study ( 1 992) . 

The work presented here has been extracted from a more extensive rapport (see Borgstrom 

1 992). 

Note 

* This study is part of a larger project on the development of bilingual proficiency in Latin 

American children living in Sweden, which is being carried out in coorperation with the 

project "Bilingual at School" .  The latter project, which is located at the Centre for Research 

on Bilingualism at Stockholm University, is concerned with the bilingual development of 

Finnish-speaking students in home language classes in Sweden (see Viberg, in press; Lindberg, 

Juvonen & Viberg 1 990). 
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PROFILING SECOND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT O F  SWEDISH; A METHOD 

FOR ASSESSING L2 PROFICIENCY 

Gunilla Colliander 

Centre for research on Bilingualism, Stockholm University 

In this paper an investigation of adult learners' knowledge of and performance in 

Swedish as L2 is presented and an hypothesis about developmental stages is 

reviewed in order to construct a profile chart which could serve as a performance 

assessment tool for L2 learners' of Swedish. 

In Sweden every year there are approximately 40,000 adult second-language learners 

involved in basic studies of Swedish. The goal is to give the learners the communication 

skills necessary to function within Swedish society (SkolOverstyrelsen, 1 986, 1 99 1 ) . In order 

to make the instruction as effective as possible it is important to have an assessment tool that 

ensures that the learners participate in a class appropriate to their abilities and performance 

in the language. 

With the goal of designing a method for assessing second-language learners' oral 

performance in Swedish, a project called the SIG-projectl has been carried out at the Centre 

for research on Bilingualism, Stockholm University with start in July 1 989 .  The idea to the 

assessment method proposed comes originally from David Crystal's work with Profiles of 

grammatical ability for use in the assessment and remediation of language disorders by 

children with English as L 1  (Crystal, Fletcher & Garman, 1 976) . This profile method has been 

further developed by Harald Clahsen with the purpose of establishing a method for a 

comprehensive linguistic description of a second-language learner's interlanguage and an 

assessment of his linguistic development in German (Clahsen, 1 985) .  These two profile 

methods have resulted in so called Profile Analyses Charts. It is the latter study by Clahsen 

that has inspired the SIG-project. 

1 .  Profile Analysis 

This paper will provide an informal method for the evaluation of linguistic performance 

within the framework of the profiling approach. The theoretical framework for the profile 

analysis rests on the assumption that there are universal developmental stages which dictate 

the development of certain grammatical categories in interlanguages and that these stages 

can be described in terms of an approximately invariant order, i .  e .  all learners seem to pass 

through an ordered set of developmental stages on their way to acquiring the L2. This order is 

independent of factors such as age, education, intelligence etc. According to this theory, the 

difference between learners is shown in the rate at which they acquire the grammatical 

features and reach the various stages (Ellis, 1 985) .  
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The profile analysis should, thus, be based on a grading system that is developmental in 

nature, i .e .  the measurements should follow the order of acquisition in natural L2 

development. Despite the differences in the learning conditions between the formal learning 

of a language in a classroom setting and natural L2 development, a considerable number of 

structural parallels and similar learning strategies have been found between these two modes 

of learning (Felix & Simmet, 1 98 1 ;  Hahn, 1 982; Weinert, 1 987). These data support the 

assumption of universal stages of development independent background factors .  

A critical step in performing a profile analysis is to discover which grammatical categories 

are acquired in an invariant manner and to define these stages of acquisition. With L l  there 

appears to be a natural order given by age (Crystal, 1 98 1 ) . For L2 there are a number of 

factors that must be considered in order to identify these invariant features.  One method 

often used as a criterion for determining developmental stages is implicational scaling (cf. 

Hyltenstam, 1 977; Meisel et aI . ,  1 98 1 ) . This scaling indicate features' ordered appearance 

with the sign >, where A > B > C means that the feature A appears and is acquired 

before the feature B which is acquired before C etc. 

The purpose of Clahsen's profile analysis was to develop a profile chart that could serve as 

an instrument for assessing second-language learners' performance in German as L2. The 

chart was divided into stages for proficiency levels (from low-level to high-level) on which 

expected forms and structures were marked. The assessment was accomplished by comparing 

features in a speech sample from a learner to this chart. Clahsen's data for the classifying of 

performance in different stages came from the Zisa-project. This was a longitudinal and 

cross-sectional study in which the acquisition of German as L2 by 45 immigrant workers was 

analysed and the developmental sequences for certain word-order phenomena were 

established, (Zweispracherwerb Italienischer und Spanischer Arbeiter, Clahsen, Pienemann & 

Meisel, 1 983) .  

The categories found to have an invariant order of acquisition in the Zisa-proj ect were the 

placement of verb, adverbial and negation .  The different developmental sequences for these 

three categories were related to one another and formed the different proficiency stages on 

the profile chart used in the German project. 

2. The design of the SIG-project 

The purpose of the SIG-project is :  

1 .  to establish those categories that can be presented in terms of 

developmental stages in Swedish and to establish the order of 

acquisition of the different features within them; 

2.  to, from these findings, construct a profile chart that could serve as an 

instrument in assessing L2 learners' performance in Swedish. 
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The SIG-project is a longitudinal study in which 30 adult learners studying Swedish at a basic 

level have been interviewed on five different occasions (A-E) spaced at intervals of about two 

months. The 30 learners had as L 1  Persian, Spanish and Polish, Ten learners come from 

each language group. After carrying out the interviews the learners were grouped according to 

their performance into high-, middle- and low-level groups. Criterion for this grouping 

involved combining the comments and judgements of the learners' teachers with the author's 

own impressions from the five interviews. Factors considered were the learners' fluency, type 

of monitored language and extension of the language on the level of phrase, clause and 

sentence. 

During the interviews, the learners were encouraged to use as spontaneous and natural 

language as possible, thus, the interviews were more like informal conversations or 

discussions than formal interviews. At the same time the discussions were guided in order to 

get a comprehensive picture of the learner's total knowledge of, and performance in, Swedish. 

Every interview lasted for 20 - 30 minutes and was tape-recorded. 

At the first interview the aim was to establish contact and to create mutual confidence. 

The learner was asked to introduce himself and to tell about his plans for the future. At this 

time he was also encouraged to put questions to the interviewer. On the two following 

occasions picture sequences were used as a basis for the talks and during the fourth and fifth 

sessions the learner was shown short videos. The task was not to retell the pictures and videos 

but rather to let them serve as a starting-point for further discussion. 

The interviews were transcribed and 'tagged' twice according to two different tag lexicons, 

one for word-class tagging and one for syntax tagging. 'Tagging' means that every word is 

marked with type of word-class and syntax by means of the computer program BETA, which 

also classifies the files according to different categories in alphabetical concordances 

(Brodda, 1 99 1 ) . 

The SIG-study included 1 4  different grammatical categories mainly consisting of function

and form-words. The reason for the choice of these kinds of words instead of content-words 

was twofold: 1 )  In the analysis of early interlanguage the function- and form-words play an 

important role, first by their absence and later by their successive presence and 2) The 

function- and form-words are relatively limited in extent but not in range of use, a fact that 

makes the choice of topic of conversation of less importance. 

Ten categories were tagged according to word-class with the TISOL lexicon, which was 

established within the project 'Bilinguals at School' at the Centre for Research on 

Bilingualism, Stockholm University. These categories consist of seven pure word-classes, 

adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, verbal modals, particles, prepositions and pronouns, and 

three categories including more special classes considering correctness, omissions, 

grammatical errors and seman tical errors. The remaining four categories were tagged 

according to clause-structure with the SYNT lexicon which was developed for the purpose of 
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the SIG-project. The categories here concerned the syntactic order in clauses with marked 

topics, i .e .  clauses initiated by other element than the subject, subordinated clauses, 

negated clauses and clauses with incorrect word order. 

At the present stage there is a computer based text corpus of 1 50 transcriptions which have 

been analyzed according to the 1 4  categories mentioned. In the analysis of these files, the 

statistical program SAS has been used, and seven different types of data have been cross

tabulated. 

Up to this point, the three categories of negation and two types of adverbials, the sentence 

adverbials and 'TSM-adverbials ' (time, space and manner) have been examined and 

analysed in detail. This article will present some of the results from these analyses. 

3. Negation in the SIG-project 

The first category investigated was negation. The reason for the choice of this category was 

that it exists in all natural languages in one way or another and that there is a great deal of 

research material about it, which assists in making hypotheses about the learning of its 

placements rules in Swedish. 

There are different ways to negate a clause syntactically. 

1 .  The most common way is to make use of an unconjugated negation word (Dahl, 1 979). 

2. The most common placement of the negation word is close to the finite verb 

when the negator tends to be preverbal (Jespersen 1 9 1 7, Dahl 1 979) . 

Thus we have the universal tendency NEG V. 

The Gernlanic languages adhere to point 1 .  but make an exception to point 2 .  as they 

normally put the negator postverbally, i .e .  after the finite verb. The Scandianvian languages 

are even more complicated as they have the negator postverbally in main clauses but 

preverbally in subordinated clauses. The placement of the negation in Swedish can be 

regarded as marked in relation to other languages and some learning problems are to be 

expected by learners whose L l : s are less marked in this respect. So, despite the fact that the 

Swedish clause negator (inte) belongs to group 1 .  and should be easy to learn, it would be 

expected to cause the second-language learner of Swedish certain difficulties due to its 

postverbal position in main clauses. Initially the learner is likely to follow the universal 

tendency, NEG V, and to place the negator in front of the verb as in the following example: 

Incorrect: *Han inte arbetar. 

(He not works) 

Correct: Han arbetar inte . 

(He works not) 

There are numerous studies about the placement of negation in different languages and 

they all give support to the tendency NEG V with main verb at early stages of learning. They 
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also show that the negation tends to easily take the postverbal position with certain auxiliary 

verbs such as can and the copula is (Cancino, 1 978 ;  Wode, 1 98 1  m fl). Consequently we 

expect the Main clause Auxiliary verb context (MA) to be acquired before the Main clause 

Main verb context (MM). 

MA > MM 

Hyltenstam ( 1 977) and Bolander ( 1 987) confirmed the hypothesis MA > MM in their studies 

about the placement of negation by second-language learners of Swedish as L2. They also 

showed that the rules for negation in main clause contexts are acquired before subordinated 

clause contexts. Furthermore, their results indicated that acquisition of the rules for negation 

in subordinated clauses seems to take place in reverse order to the acquiring of 

corresponding rules in main clauses, i .e .  Subordinated clause with Main verb (SM) was 

learned before Subordinated clause with Auxiliary verb (SA). 

SM > SA 

Weinert ( 1 987) demonstrates in her study of second language learners of German, that the 

learning process proceeds from external use of the negator to internal use. Initially the learner 

negates isolated words, later he continues with several words and constituents, and finally 

with complete clauses, where the placement initially tends to be preverbal and then 

postverbal . 

3.1 Hypothesis for the use of negation 

The three first-languages (Persian, Spanish and Polish) do all belong to the previously 

mentioned group 1 .  and 2. that is, they have an unconjugated negation word which takes the 

preverbal place. 

In the light of the above facts the hypothesis for the use and acquiring of the rules of 

placement of negation in the SIG-project will be as follows : 

external > internal 

MA > MM > SM > SA 

3.2 Results of the negation study 

Totally there are 2, 1 70 complete negated clauses in the SIG-study. Figure 1 shows the 

distribution over the different types of clauses : 
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Figure 1 .  Distribution of  negation in different clause contexts . MM = Main clause, Main 
verb, MA = Main clause, Auxiliary verb, SM = Subordinated clause, Main verb, SA = 
Subordinated clause, Auxiliary verb. 

The MM context is the most frequent and covers 70 % of all negated clauses, the MA 20% 

and the subordinated clauses (SM and SA) share the remaining 1 0  %.  The total percent 

correct is as follows for the four contexts 

MA > MM> SM > SA 

96 % 93 % 1 4  % 0 % 

which confirms the above stated hypothesis. The learners seem to master the rules for 

placement of negation quite well in main clauses but not in the subordinated clauses. Further, 

the MA context seems to be easier than the MM and the SM easier than the SA. 

In the following the results from each subgroup are presented separately. 

3.2.1 Main clause with main verb (MM) 

The development over the five interview sessions showed an increased percent correct from 

92 % to 99 %. Concerning the learner groups the results show a somewhat lower percent 

correct for the Spanish learners (90%) and higher for the Persian and Polish learners (95%). 

The cross-language group classified as 'low-level' group also showed a lower percent correct 

(86%) while the middle- and high-level groups scored about 96% corrects. 

In order to get a more detailed picture of the acquisition in earlier stages, the development 

of the use of negation in main clauses by five low-group learners were analysed in detail . 

Figure 2 shows the development of the correct use of negation over the five occasions (A - E) 

when the holophrases ('Jag vet inte '. = I don't know) and clauses with copula verb have been 

excluded. This gives us quite a different picture. 
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Figure 2. The development of 5 low group learners correct use of negation in MM (Correct 
use = postverbal placement of the negator in main cluase.) over the interview sessions A -
E. Holophrases and copula verb phrases are excluded. 

As we can see, the acquisition process is very linear. At the first session A, the percent correct 

rate is 1 4% and at the last, E, it is 69 %. This tendency is obvious for all five learners and can 

be understood from table 1 ,  where it is given in absolute figures. The results from learner 04 

differ somewhat for the last session, though. 

Table 1 .  The development of 5 low group learners' negated MM (Main Clause Main 
verb )Number of correct instances/total number of instances 

Lear- A B C D E TOT 

ner 

02 -/ 1 -/ 1 2/4 4/6 6/8 12/20 

M 04 -/ 1 -/ 1 -/ 1 1 /4 -/2 119 

M 12 -/1 -/ 1 -/5 2/8 2/15 

15 1 14 2/5 3/5 3/3 9/17 

19  1 13 1 12 1 1 1  317 

Tot 117 116 5/1 7 1 1/24 9/13 27/68 
% 14 % 17% 29% 46% 69% 

Totally the learners made 41 ill-formulated negations in the MM context of which 38 were of 

the preverbal type. *NEG V : 

Incorrect: * Jag inte prata, * Jag inte tycker om 

(I not talk) (I not I ike) 

This study of the five low-level learners confirms the tendency of initial preverbal 

placement of negation in MM context at early stages. 
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3.2.2 Main clause auxiliary verb (MA) 

A corresponding study of the five low-level learners' acquisition of MA shows that this 

context appears later but in no case with an incorrectly placed negator. The five learners have 

47 total instances of MA, all of which are simple structures.  1 9  instances consist of the 

structure 'S V neg' and 28 of 'S V neg V2'. 23 of these 28 concern the auxiliary verb kan 'S 

can not V2' . Although the MA contexts are very simple the results clearly show that the MA

context causes the learner no syntactic problem. 

These two studies of the five learners' use of negation in main clauses, confirm the 

hypothesis stated about the acquistion order of negation in main clauses, MA > MM 

3.2.3 Subordinated clauses (SM, SA) 

Concerning the subordinated clauses the hypotheses SM > SA is already confirmed by the 

fact that in the whole SIG-material there exists no subordinated clause with auxiliary verb 

with correct placement of the negation while 1 4  % of the subordinated clauses with main verb 

have the negation correctly placed. 

Another interesting observation is that some negated subordinated clauses with main verb 

are correctly formulated in the very low levels while the negations in main clauses still take 

the wrong position. This seems to indicate that the acquisition of negated subordinated 

clauses (SM) passes through three phases : 

1 .  The negator is correctly placed but 'for the wrong reason' . 

2. The negator is wrongly placed for other reasons. 

3 .  The negator i s  correctly placed for the right reason. 

1 .  The negator is correctly placed but 'for the wrong reason '. 

It often happens that the negator takes the right place in the subordinated clause at the 

beginning of the learning process, as a result of overgeneralization of the rule for the main 

clause that is wrongly formulated: 

Ex: Main clause 

Incorrect: 

*Hon inte arbetar. 

( She not works) 

-> Subordinated clause 

Correct: 

-> Jag undrar om hon inte arbetar. 

(I wonder if she not works.) 

This doesn't mean that the learner has acquired the correct placement rule for SM. 

2. The negator is wrongly placed for other reasons. 

When the learner has acquired the rule for negated main clause he overgeneralizes this rule to 

the subordinated clause which will now be incorrect. 
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Ex: Main clause 

Correct: 

Hon arbetar inte . 

(She works not) 

-> Subordinated clause 

Incorrect: 

->Jag undrar *om hon arbetar inte . 

(I wonder if she works not .)  

3.  The negator is correctly placed for the right reason. 

Much later the learner returns to the initial structure again: 

Ex: Main clause 

Correct: 

Hon arbetar inte . 

(She works not. ) 

Subordinated clause 

Correct: 

Jag undrar om hon inte arbetar. 

(I wonder if she not works.) 

but now because he is well aware that Swedish negation follows two different rules, one for 

the main clause with postverbal negation and one for the subordinated clause with preverbal 

negation. 

The SA (Subordinated clauses with Auxiliary verb) is from the very beginning wrong due to 

the fact that the MA context causes very little problem and is normally correctly formulated. 

Copying this correct MA rule will necessarily result in an incorrectly formulated SA. 

To conclude, the result of the SIG-study confirms the order of acquisition of the placement 

rules for the negation found in several other studies (cf. Hyltenstam, 1 977) . 

MA> MM > SM > SA 

The hypothesis of external > internal placement which concerns the negation of 

constituents was also confirmed by the results from the negation study but is not accounted 

for here . It is mentioned, though, due to its interest for the sentence adverbials treated in the 

next section. 

4. Sentence-adverbials in the sig-project 

In Swedish there is a special group of adverbials called sentence-adverbials .  This group 

include among others adverbials concerning frequency, attitudes, valuation and negations . 

The somewhat remarkable thing with the sentence-adverbials is that they take the same 

position as the negator. Some of them can also stand initally or finally. The most natural 

place, however, is the same as for the negator ' inte' ,  postverbally in main clauses and 

preverbally in subordinated clauses. 

Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether an adverbial should be classified as sentence

adverbial or an ordinary adverbial . In order to pick out the 'true' sentence-adverbials in the 

SIG-project, one definition was followed, according to which they can be distinguished by a 
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test with cleft clauses. A sentence-adverbial cannot be transformed into a cleft clause 

(Lindberg, 1 980). 

4.1 Hypothesis for the use of sentence-adverbials 

The hypothesis in terms of developmental order of the sentence-adverbial is that it behaves in 

the same manner as does the negator inte, i .e .  

external position > internal position 

MA > MM > SM > SA. 

The position in the three mother tongues is about the same as for the negation. There were 

1 6  different sentence-adverbials in the SIG-material from which one is accounted for in this 

report (bara, 'only') . In fact, this adverbial is a little special in the sense that it can take the 

preverbal place, but still it gives a good picture of the development in main clauses and 

subordinated clauses. 

4.2 Results for the sentence-adverbials 

The learners' preferences for placement of the sentence-adverbial in main-clauses were 

compared to corresponding placements made by a Swedish control group The two diagrams 

for the placement of bara ('only') by the learner groups show that the position for this special 

adverbial admits a preverbal place in Swedish too, though it is not very frequent. 
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Figure 3. Placement of bara(= only) in main clauses by language groups compared to a 

Swedish control group. Figures in % 

As we can see the Persian and Spanish groups behave very much alike in the placements of 

bara, while the Polish group is closer to the control group in the sense that they have fewer 
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preverbal positions ( 1 1 % compared to the norm of  9 %)  and more postverbal placements than 

the other two language groups (36% compared to 20 % for the Persian and Polish group and 

about 60 % for the control group). Even more interesting is the comparison between the 

proficiency level groups which we find in the diagram below. 

70 

Preverba l ly Postverba l ly 
• Contro l  
• Midd le-level 

as Constituent 
� High-level 
D Low-level 

Figure 4. Placement of hara (= only) in main clauses by proficiency level groups compared 

to a Swedish control group. Figures in % 

All three positions are interesting. Concerning the preverbal placement the percentage of the 

high-level group is almost equal to the control group while the middle- and low-level groups 

score a higher rate . The figure for the postverbal placement shows distinctly the development 

towards the L2 . The high level group has 40 % postverbal placements, the middle 28% and 

the low group only 1 4  %. - Even the distribution of bara as a constituent is remarkable. 

Among the language groups there was no considerable difference in this respect while the 

proficiency level groups show a higher number of constituents for the low group (63%) than 

for the other two (48%). The figure for the control group is 30  %. 

These figures are representative of the placement of the 16 different sentence-adverbials in 

the whole SIG-material though sometimes there are other relations for the language groups. 

The high-level group comes closer to the control group with more postverbal placements and 

fewer preverbals and constituents while the results for the low-level group are reversed. 

The main result for the sentence-adverbials in main clauses supports the tendency that the 

learners use more constituents (external position) in the initial stages.  In more advanced stages 

the sentence-adverbials are placed either initially or finally and when the learner realizes that 

the natural place for the adverbial should be close to the verb he normally puts it, first, 

preverbally and later on postverbally. This result confirms the hypotheses which are stated: 

external position > internal position and preverbal > postverbal placement. 

The sentence-adverbials have been divided into three groups of frequency of occurrence, 

group A, B and C. If we equate postverbal (and some other) positions as the correct 

placement and the preverbal as the incorrect position within main clauses (with the exception 
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of bara ('only') and kanske ('may be') which can take the preverbal position in some positions) 

we can state that the sentence adverbials in main clauses have a correct frequency between 

80% and 1 00% in group A, between 50 % and 63 % in group B and about 75 % in group 

C. 

The correct placement of the sentence adverbials in subordinated clauses is preverbal, the 

same as for the negator (3 .2 .3)  The number of sentence-adverbials in subordinated clauses is 

not high but sufficient to give support to the following interesting tendency: The percent 

correct profiles for main and subordinated clauses form a mirror image of one another as can 

be seen in figure 5 .  
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Figure 5.  Frequency of correct formulated negation and sentence-adverbials in main clauses 
(= postverbal) and in subordinated clauses (= preverbal) . (Inte = 'not' , ocksa= 'also', alltid = 
'always', aldrig = 'never', fortfarande = 'still' . Ocksa belongs to group A, the other three to 
group B.) 

According to figure 5 the percent correct formulated subordinated clauses with sentence

adverbials is inversly related to the percent comect for the main clauses, e .g.  the correct rate 

for ocksa (,also') is 80% in main clauses and 20% in subordinated clauses. Corresponding 

figures for alltid ('always') are 6 1  % and 63 % , for aldrig ('never') 5 1  % and 68% etc . The 

figures for the negator inteare included too for comparison. They are 96 % in main clauses 

and 1 1  % for subordinated clauses .  

This results could be interpreted as an effect of overgeneralization of the rule for the main 

clause position to the subordinated clause. When the rule is ill-formulated in the main clause it 

will be well-formulated in the subordinated clause and vice versa. This indicates that the 

learner is still in the two first of the three stages (3 .2 .3)  and formulates the subordinated 

clause correctly 'for the wrong reason' or wrongly for other reason. The correct use of 

sentence-adverbials in subordinated clauses appears very late in the learning process. 

The results also demonstrate that the rate of correctly placed sentence-adverbial depends on 

the type of sentence-adverbial .  As noticed before the adverbials of type A have the highest rate 

of correctness in main clauses, which could be an effect of their higher frequency of 
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occurrence but which also could be due to their higher degree of tolerance and flexibility to 

different positions in the clause than the 'B- and C-adverbials' in which the positions are very 

inflexible. Whatever the reason, this makes it possible to describe the occurrence of the 

sentence-adverbials in terms of an implicational pattern. 

5. TSM-adverbials in the SIG-project 

The third category investigated concerns the ordinary adverbials, the so called TSM-adverbials 

(Time, Space, Manner) which usually take their places after the nexus-field in Swedish S V 

O R T M 

There are TSM-adverbials that can take the postverbal place as the negation and the 

sentence-adverbials in main clauses. The hypothesis for this category of TSM-adverbials is 

more exploratory due to the lack of research in this area of the Swedish language. A syntactic 

and a semantic perspective have been taken in examining these three adverbials. Briefly, the 

results from the syntactic view demonstrate that learning of time- and manner-adverbials 

partly follows the same pattern as negation and sentence-adverbials, i .e .  external > preverbal 

> postverbal . The semantic view shows that the number of different adverbials (as well as of 

the sentence-adverbials) increases with higher level of proficiency. For example, for the 

highlevel group there were 2 1  different types of time-adverbials, for the middle group 1 9  and 

for the lower group only 1 2 . 

6. Consequences for the P A-chart 

The main findings from this study are that acquiring the placement rules for negation and 

for different types of adverbials in main clauses seems to follow the two following patterns : 

externally > internally 

initiallylfinally > pre verbally > postverbally 

The placement rules for subordinated clauses seem to pass through the following three 

stages. 

1 .  They are correctly accomplished due to the learners' over-generalization of 

an incorrectly formulated main clause rule to the subordinated clause. 

2 .  They are incorrectly accomplished due to the learners' over-generalization of 

a correctly formulated main clause rule to the subordinated clause. 

They are correctly accomplished due to the learners' mastering of the 

3 .  placement rules for subordinated clauses. 

These findings can be used as criteria for level of proficiency and are the first to be used in a 

preliminary PA-chart for the SIG-project. This chart has been divided into four stages with 

forms and structures marked respectively as in the following scheme (figure 6) . 
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Figure 6. Sketch of a profile chart with 4 different grammatical categories (Const. = 
constituent, Prevo = preverbally, Postv. = postverbally, SM = Subordinated clause with Main 
verb, SA = Subordinated clause with Aux-verb) 

Figure 6 shows an outline for a profile chart and has to be evalutated before its use . The four 

stages should be regarded as continua from a low rate of proficiency to high, thus, there are 

no distinct limits between the stages. 

According to the sketch, we can see that a learner at e.g. stage III, puts the negative and 

sentence-adverbials of type A and B in the correct postverbal position. Of course he also uses 

the final and initial positions as well as consituents, but less often than the low-level learner 

who, moreover, often prefers the preverbal position. The high-level learner at stage IV 

should have stopped using the preverbal positions in main-clauses and should have started to 

formulate the subordinated clauses correctly. Concerning the TSM-adverbials there is the 

same relation between the preverbal and postverbal use of the time- and manner-adverbials .  

Semantically the number of different types should be augmented in the higher level .  The 

numbers indicated have to been regarded as objectives and not exact limits. 

There seems to be a difference in time between the three first categories, i . e .  the 

'postverbal period' is reached earlier with the use of the negator than with the 'A-adverbials' ,  

with which it is reached earlier than with the 'B-adverbials' etc . The 'constituent-period', 

however, seems to be much shorter with the 'B-adverbials' than with the negator and the 'A

adverbials ' ,  probably because of the fact that the languauge on the whole is more expanded 

when these adverbials are introduced, with less consituents as a result . 

The implication of this chart is that learners do not neglect the different stages and that 

they will  all take the same learning path even if some pass the initial stages very quickly. Of 

course there is an overlap with correct and incorrect use for a time and also, learners can vary 

in that they can be more advanced in one grammatical category than in an other. That is one 
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reason why it is not sufficient to look at only one or two categories and why this chart should 

be expanded further to include findings from other syntactic and semantic structures such as 

modals, particles, prepositions, etc. ,  the goal being to identify the developmental stages for 

these categories as well . 

This first profile chart is intended to be used at the proficiency level for learners in sfi (= 

basic studies in Swedish for immigrants) and within these sfi-courses the learners will not 

reach higher than the upper limits for stage IV. Naturally, some features fall outside the profile 

chart presented here. Thus, charts and developmental schedules for even higher level students 

learning Swedish need to be devised. 

Note: 

1 .  The three letters S I G stand for Sprakutveckling (Language development) hos Inlarare 

(by Learners) inom Grund-sfi (within Basic instruction of Swedish for immigrants) . 
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INLARNING A V DE V ANLIGA OCD OV ANLIGA ORDEN I FINSKAN DOS 

SVENSKSPAAKIGA GRUNDSKOLELEVER 

Maija Gronholm 

Institutionen fOr Hirarutbildning, Abo Akademi 

The purpose of my study is to find out about the learning of Finnish as a second 

language by Swedish-speaking pupils of the comprehensive school. I have measured 

the increase of lexical skills from the verb vocabulary in the corpus of composition 

writing . By using frequency calculations I have been able to draw conclusions from a 

L2-learner's excessive use of the most common basic verbs in the target language com

pared with a native speaker of the language. Semantically, a language learner's  verbs 

are concrete basic verbs which have a wide use and which are morphologically non

complex. The excessive use of the most common verbs is balanced during the 

secondary school and is almost on the same level as that of a control group speaking 

the language as a native language. 

Speaking about rare unique verbs (hapax legomenon words) it can be observed that 

a L2-learner' s unique verbs are mainly ordinary basic verbs of the target language even 

during the secondary school. Compared with the lexicon of a native speaker, the 

lexicon of a L2-learner only contains approx . one fifth of the amount of verbs which 

are less common on the basis of their frequency (the ordinal number is over 3000) .  

Bakgrund 

Vid institutionen fOr Hirarutbildning vid Abo Akademi har jag ar 1990 inlett ett 

forskningsprojekt fOr att utreda, hur de lexikala fardighetema i finska spraket utvecklas hos 

svensksprakiga skolelever. MaIet fOr forskningsprojektet ar att i belysning av 410  elevers 

uppsatsmaterial klarUigga, hurudan sprakkunskap i finska elevema uppnar i grundskolan med 

s.k. traditionell undervisning. Uppsatsema ar skrivna pa finska av elever i arskurs 4,  6 och 

8 pa tre olika orter (Borga, Yanda, Pargas) . Den finsksprakiga kontrollgruppen i Salo har 

skrivit 132 uppsatser. 

For att kunna analysera sambandet mellan sprakfardighet och andra faktorer an aIder 

(arskurs) och miljo, har det skapats ett matt pa bamens sprlliiga och sociala status. Bamens 

en- eller tvasprakighet baserar sig pa ett antal olika variabler, med vars hjaIp man har kunnat 

rakna ett sk. sprakindex ( 1 .00 - 3 . 50 tvasprakiga, 3 . 60 - 5 . 00  svensksprakiga) . Elevemas 
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skolframgang har matts med hjalp av betyg (medeltalet i alIa amnen) och elevemas sociala 

status (status 1 ,  2 och 3) har bedomts pa basen av fOriildramas utbildning (se narmare 

Sundman 1 990: 1 69- 170) . Elevema har ocksa delats in i olika grupper enligt kon (se 

Gronholm 1 992a) . 

Material och metod 

Materialet bestAr av tva olika serier uppsatsskrivningar, en argumenterande "Tarvitaanko 

televisiota" (Behovs televisionen) och en berattande "Retkella" (Pa utfard) . I den argu

menterande serien har analyserats bl .a. alIa de verblopord och verblexem som elevema 

anvander. I detta sammanhang har jag koncentrerat mig pa att undersoka hur 

verbanvandningen utvecklas hos elevema, eftersom det ar bekant att utvecklingen av 

lexikonet i manga stycken fOljer en universell inlamingsordning , som ocksA fOrekommer i 

fraga om fOrstasprAket. Nomina inlars fOre verben , eftersom det ar Iattare att uppfatta det 

semantiska innehA1let hos nomina an hos verb (se Dietrich 1 990: 23) . Uttryckligen 

verblexikonet anses beratta mycket mer om sprAkinlararens niva (Viberg 1 99 1 :  1 8 ;  se aven 

Gronholm 1 99 1a) .  

Jag har undersokt verbordfOrradet och dess fOrkovran genom absoluta medeltalsvarden (av 

lopord och olika ord och engangsord) och genom att utnyttja olika matinstrument. I min 

undersokning har jag som sadana koefficienter brukat TTR-varde, logaritmvarde, Guirauds 

index , M-koefficient och OVIX-varde (se Gronholm 1992a) . 

Rikedomen kan aven matas med hjalp av ordfrekvensema sAlunda att frekvensen for hela 

urvalet ord undersoks . Ju storre del av hela texten som bestAr av nogfrekventa ord, desto 

fattigare ar sprAket och vice versa. Som matinstrument fOr rikedomen har i manga samman

hang utnyttjats aven i texten endast en gang fOrekommande s .k. hapax legomenon-ord och 

deras relativa andelar (se ytterligare Gronholm 1 992c) . 

VerbordfOrradet: frekvensen fijr de vanligaste verben hos L2-inIararen 

Da man kanner till i vilken proportion verben befinner sig till orden i sprAkbrukarens hela 

lexikon, kan man dra slutsatser aven om den stilart skribenten brukar. Andelama i procent 

hos L2-inlarama ar i varje arskurs c. 1 -2 % hogre an hos infOdda (Sv 23 . 7  % - 25 . 3  % -

23 . 1  % ;  Pi 22.9  % - 22. 9  % - 20. 9  %) .  Harav kan man sluta sig till att sprAkinlararens text 

ar annu mer talsprAksmassig och darfor aven mer verbal . Likadana observationer har 

rapporterats aven i andra undersokningar (SjOdoff 1989: 84-85 ; Korkman 1 992: 286-288) . 

SprAkinlararen beharskar annu inte en sadan normalstil , som fOrekommer hos Pi-gruppens 

(Pi = finsksprAkiga) flickor i hogstadiet. Sv-gruppens (Sv = svensksprAkiga) flickor 

anvander t .o. m.  litet flera verb an pojkama, hos vilka det annu i arskurs 4 pa mellan-
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sprAksstadiet fOrekommer typiska predikatlosa satser (se Gronholm 199 1b ,  1 86) . Bruket av 

verb hos de tvaspnikiga elevema ligger mellan bruket hos de svensksprcikiga och 

finsksprcikiga: Tvaspr. 23 . 6 %  - 22.4 % - 2 1 . 8  % i olika arskurser. 

Man ar medveten om att ordfrekvensen ar en viktig faktor vid processeringen av ord. Det 

gar Hittare att ur minne finna ord med hog frekvens jamfort med lagfrekventa ord (Viberg 

199 1 :  1 6) .  Darfor ar det motiverat att speciellt noggrant undersoka frekvensema i 

sprcikinlararens ordforrad under sjaIva inlamingsprocessens gang. 

I varje sprak (savaI i finskan som svenskan) finns det verb med hog frekvens och 

mangskiftande bruk (sv. basverb) . Bland dessa verb finns det s .k. kamverb med talrika 

omarkerade drag och manga polysema betydelser. Deras stora anvandbarhet medfOr att 

sprcikinlararen gynnar dem i mellanspraket. Aven i andra undersokningar som fOretagits , har 

det allmant observerats att de vanliga basorden i sprcikinlararens sprak tacker en mycket 

storre del av totalantalet ord an hos den nativa sprakbrukaren Gfr Viberg 1992 : 143) . 

Verbens frekvensberakningar visar att de verb som mest brukas av L2-inlararen i mitt 

material hor till de mest hogfrekventa i maIspraket och betydelsemassigt tacker de mest 

grundlaggande semantiska faIten i finskan . Nastan alIa de verb som hor till de 20 mest 

frekventa verben , har enligt Finska sprakets frekvenslexikon (Saukkonen et al . 1979) 

ordningstal under tusen dvs. de ar vanliga. 

Skillnadema mellan ortema ar stora i samband med de mest frekventa verben annu i 

lagstadiet. Exempelvis i arskurs 4 tacker fOrekomstema av verbet olla 'vara; ha' i Pargas 

nastan haIften av alIa verb, medan de i Yanda tacker endast en tredjedel. I arskurs 8 har 

bruket av verbet olla jamnat ut sig pa alIa orter till knappt en tredjedel av alIa verb (29 %) .  

Olla-verbets frekvens ar da densamma oberoende av spraklig bakgrund savaI hos L2-

sprcikinlararen som hos tvasprcikiga och hos Fi-referensgruppen (se narmare Gronholm 1992b : 

120- 125) . 

Da de 10  eller 20 vanligaste verben jamfOrs i ordning enligt fallande frekvens med bruket 

av den infOdda referensgruppens verb, ar det mojligt att dra slutsatser om de fOrenklingar, 

overgeneraliseringar och overanvandningar, som fOrekommer i sprcikinlararens interimsprak. 

Overanvandningen av vanliga verb ar helt klar i arskurs 4. Min utrakning i tabell l ar gjord 

ur grafemnivan. Den beaktar inte flera huvudbetydelser el . funktioner hos lexemet. Exv. 

verbet olla fungerar i finskan bade som huvud- och hjaIpverb och motsvarar till sin betydelse 

bl .a. verben 'vara' och 'ha' i svenskan . I tabellen 1 har har upptagits endast de ti� vanligaste 

verben hos sprcikinlararen, eftersom de verb som intar platsema 1 1 -20 ar helt marginella pa 

detta arskursstadium. 
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Tabell 1 .  De 10 vanligaste verben hos Sv-elever 1 4 .  klassen jamfOrt med Fi

kontrollgruppen. 

Rank/verb Frekv.nr* Sv Fi OVER! 
UNDER** 

1 .  olIa 'vara; ha" 1 38 .0  3 1 . 3 OVER 
2 .  tulIa 'komma; bli' 1 6  14 . 1 10 .4  OVER 
3 .  voida 'kunna' 9 7 . 9  6 .5  OVER 
4. katsoa ' titta pa' 98 6.4 6.5 
5 .  oppia 'lara sig ' 487 4 . 0  0 .2  
6.  saada 'fa' 1 0  2 . 9  1 . 7 
7. pitaa 'bor' 29 2 . 3  1 .0 
8 .  tykata 'tycka om' 1 1536 2 . 3  
9 .  tietaa 'veta' 100 1 . 5 1 . 2 
10.  katsella ' se pa' 633 1 . 3  2 . 4  

80. 7  % 6 1 . 2  % OVER 

* Fr.ekvensnummer enligt Finska sprakets frekvenslexikon (Saukkonen et aI. 1 979) 
** Over-/Underrepresentation i Sv-gruppen 

Den oerhort snabba lexikala utvecklingen (som tyder pa U-formad inlaming) hos inlarama 

i arskurs 6 och den starka retardationen i utvecklingen av ordfOrrcidet hos infooda i samma 

arskurs ger upphov till att t. o .m.  de vanliga verb en olla , tulla och voida fOrekommer mindre 

hos Sv-gruppen an hos Fi-gruppen . Denna overanvandning som fOrekommer i gruppen 

infooda kommer till synes aven i de ti� vanligaste verbens tackningsgrad: Sv 54 . 2  % och Fi 

59. 3  % .  Se tabell 2 .  

Tabe1l 2. De 10 vanligaste verben hos Sv-elever i arskurs 6 jamfort med Fi-kontrollgruppen. 

Rank/verb Frekv. nr 

1 .  olla 'vara; ha' 1 
2 .  tulIa 'bli ; komma' 1 6 
3 .  katsoa ' se pa' 98 
4. voida 'kunna' 9 
5 .  saada 'fa' 10 
6.  tietaa 'veta' 100 
7.  tapahtua 'handa' 4 
8 .  pitaa 'bor; tycka om' 29 
9. oppia 'lara sig ' 487 
10. tarvita 'behova' 1 09 

Sv 

24 . 2  
6 .4 
5 .4 
4 .5  
3 . 7  
2 . 9  
2 . 3  
2 . 0  
1 . 6 
1 . 2 

54 . 2  % 

Fi 

35 . 9  
10. 1 
6 .5  
4 . 1 
1 . 7 
0 .7  
0 . 9  
1 . 2 
0 . 7  
1 . 2 

59. 3 % 

OVERlUNDFR 

UNDER 
UNDER 
UNDER 

UNDER 
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I frekvensema fOr de vanligaste verben fOrekommer ej Hingre namnvarda skillnader mellan 

Sv- och Fi-gruppen i arskurs 8 .  I tackningsgraden (Sv 69. 8  % ja Fi  6 1 . 9  %)  kommer dock 

ater en svag overanvandning av grundverben till synes hos sprllinlarargruppen, till fOljd av 

U-formad inlaming (se om termen Viberg 1989 : 72- ) . Se tabell 3 .  

Ordningsnumret enligt frekvens ar i allmanhet av de vanligaste verben mindre an tusen. Aven 

verbet tyktita ' tycka om' ar vanligt i talspraket, fastan det inte upptas i frekvensordboken. 

Verben oUa 'vara; ha' , tuUa 'bli ; komma' , pitaa 'bor; tycka' och tehda 'gora' hor annu till 

de 30 vanligaste orden i finskan . Verbet oUa 'vara' ar det vanligaste ordet i finskan , och dess 

bruk ar mycket frekvent aven hos de skonlitterara fOrfattarna (t.ex .  Linna 27. 6  % av alIa 

verb) . 

TabeU 3. De 20 vanligaste verben hos Sv-elever i arskurs 8 jamfOrt med Fi-kontrollgruppen 

Rank/verb 

1 .  olla 'vara; ha' 
2. voida 'kunna' 
3 .  tulIa komma; bli ' 
4 .  katsoa ' se pa' 
5 .  tarvita 'behova' 
6. saada 'fa' 
7. pima 'tycka om; bor' 
8 .  alkaa 'boIja' 
9.  tehda 'gora' 
10.  katsella ' se pa' 
1 1 .  haluta 
12 .  tiema 

'vilja ha' 
'veta' 

1 3 .  menna 'ga; fara' 
14. nahda ' se' 
15 .  ottaa 'ta' 
16.  oppia 'lara sig ' 
17.  istua ' sitta' 
1 8 .  ajatella 'tanka' 
19 .  tapahtua 'handa' 
20. kertoa 'beratta' 

Frekv.nr Sv Fi OVERlUNDFR 

1 29 . 1 28 .9  
9 5 . 6  4 . 2  
1 6 5 . 3 .  6 .5  
98  3 . 8  4 . 1 
109 3 . 5  1 . 2 
10 3 . 4  5 . 0  
29 3 . 1 1 . 1  
73 3 . 0  0 . 8  
30 2 . 0  1 . 9 
633 1 . 9 0 .4  
148 1 . 5 1 . 2 
100 1 . 3 0 . 9  
68 1 . 3 0 . 8 
69 1 . 1  1 .5 
44 0 . 9  0 . 3  
487 0. 8 0 . 5  
3 7 1  0. 8 0 . 7  
2 10 0 .7  1 . 4 
4 0 . 7  0 .5  
1 4 1  0 .4  0 .4  

69. 8  % 6 1 . 9  % OVER 

De tre vanligaste verben hos fjardeklassistema tacker hela 60 % av verbanvandningen och 

de 10 vanligaste redan drygt 80 % .  Samma 10 verb tacker i Fi-kontrollgruppen endast drygt 

60 % .  Ett mangsidigare bruk av verb hos sjatteklassister kommer markant till synes i 

tackningsgradema. Med 8 verb uppnas redan 50 % tackningsgrad, men fOr 60 % 
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tackningsgrad kravs redan drygt 20 verb. I arskurs 8 jamnas utvecklingen sedan u t  sa att de 

20 vanligaste verben tacker mer, dvs. 70 % .  
De vanligaste verben hos kontrollgruppen ar i huvudsak: desamma som hos L2-inlararen. 

Anvandningen av verb hos skoleleverna (och ordfOrradet i allmanhet) ar annu inte sardeles 

mangsidig i detta skede. De grundlaggande hogfrekventa nukleara verben byts inte sa 

vasentligt ut mot mera lagfrekventa verb i grundskolan varken hos sprakinlararen eller den 

infOdda eleven (se aven Leskinen et al. 1974: 1 30) . Ug frekvens hos Sv-gruppen tenderar 

att bero pa sarspr3.kliga drag i finskan (t ex ratt manga avledningsandelser och verbens 

langd) . Man maste ocksa beakta det amnessval (diskurstyp) som hos bada gruppernas elever 

leder till en behandling , dar det berattas "vilka program som kommer, vad man tycker om 

dem, hurudana de ar, om man kan eller far titta pa dem" etc. (se narmare Gronholm 1992b ; 

1993) . 

De brukade verben ar konkreta basverb , som inte ar morfologiskt komplexa. En klar 

skillnad mellan grupperna forekommer satillvida att sprakinlararens verb ar for det mesta 

rums- och existenssverb, rorelseverb , modala verb och perceptionsverb . InfOdda kan bruka 

mer mangsidigt aven semantiskt svarare tanke- och avsiktsverb, kognitiva verb och 

emotionella kansloverb. Sadana verb ar ofta samtidigt morfologiskt mer komplexa 

avledningar t .ex .  kauhistuttaa ' forskracka' ,  arvostella 'kritisera' eller kompastua ' snubbla' . 

Eftersom sprakinlararens verb betecknar enkla semantiska fOrhaIlanden (de fungerar som 

semantiska och syntaktiska prototyper) och ar basverb med hog frekvens i maIspraket, ar de 

aven vad antalet stavelser betraffar kortare i det fOrsta skedet av inlarningen . Antalet 

stavelser hos verben okar sakta vid overgang till hogre arskurser, vilket utgor en indikation 

pa att mer komplicerade relationer uppenbarar sig i sprakinlararens Iexikon . 

Verbordfijrradet: tillvaxt av de sonstikerade engangsverben hos L2-inHiraren 

Genom att rakna ut antalet engangsverb i texten , dvs. hapax legomenon-verb ( = HL-verb , 

VI -verb) , kan man dra slutsatser om hur rikt och sofistikerat sprakinlararens sprak ar. Deras 

frekvenser i maIspraket ger dmill intressant belysning om deras saIisynthet i jamfOreise med 

de infOdda eleverna. Engangsord har brukats redan tidigare vid analys av L2-inlararens ord

fOrrad (Linnarud 1986: 5 ;  Broeder et al . 1988: 9) . Urvalets storlek inverkar kraftigt pa 

antalet HL-ord, de rna sedan raknas i fOrhaIiande till alIa ord eller alIa olika Iexem. l ett litet 

korpus, t .ex .  c. 2000 ord, ar deras procentuella antal storre (upp till 80 %) an i ett stort 

korpus (Niemikorpi 199 1 :  78-79) , vilket inverkar, da man ska11 uppskatta sofistikeringen av 

ordfOrrad ur L2- inlararens mycket korta uppsatser. Antalet HL-verb i mitt korpus ar klart 

mindre an i jamforelsegruppen . T.o. m .  i arskurs 8 nar andraspraksinlararna upp till endast 

cirka 50 % (8 . 8 .  HL-verb/eIev) av Fi-kontrollgruppens antal ( 17 .4  HL-verb/elev) . 
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Skillnaderna mellan orterna gar i samma riktning som vid de tidigare analyserade 

omstiindigheterna. De basta resultaten har uppnatts i Borga (ca 12  HL-verb/elev i 8 .  

arskursen) , de svagaste i Pargas (ca 7 HL-verb/elev i 8 .  arskursen) . Skillnaderna mellan 

konen ar i L2-gruppen ratt sma, medan skillnaderna i Fi-gruppen ar ratt stora (se ytterligare 

Gronholm 1992b) . Bland L2-gruppen ar pojkarna i arskurs 6 lika bra som flickorna. Se figur 

1. 
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Figur 1 .  Antalet engangsverb i medeltal hos flickor och pojkar i Sv- och Fi-grupper. 

A yen skillnaderna mellan de olika statusgrupperna ar ratt sma. Eleverna i den minst utbildade 

gruppen, statusgrupp 3 ,  skriver flera engangsverb an eleverna i grupp 2 .  Eleverna i grupp 

1 ar litet battre i detta sammanhang an i samband med totalantalet lopord. Hela Sv-gruppens 

korrelation ar negativ (-0. 1 10) liksom aven i samband med totalantalet lopord (se Gronholm 

1992b) . 

En klarare korrelation, an med status, finns med skolframgangen . Skolframgangens 

positiva korrelation med antalet HL-verb kan observeras i vardera gruppen. Korrelationen 

mellan vitsordet fOr alIa amnen och antalet HL-verb ar positiv: i Sv-gruppen 0.084 och i Fi

gruppen hela 0.287. Man kan sluta sig till att L2-inlararens korrelationer inte ar sa starka 

som hos infOdda (se Gronholm 1992b : 152) . Uttryckt i absoluta tal blir saken mycket mer 

askAdlig : Sv-eleverna i arskurs 8 skriver endast 6 HL-verb, de basta 1 1  sadana verb. 

Skillnaden mellan resultatet fOr de svagaste (3 HL-verb/elev) och de basta (23 HL-verb/elev) 

i Fi-gruppen ar som storst 20. 

De tvasprAkiga eleverna har inte kunnat sofistikera sitt ordfOrrad. I arskurs 4 nar de upp 

till 58 % i jamfOreIse med gruppen nativer och i arskurs 8 endast till 48 % .  Se figur 2.  
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Figur 2. Antalet engangsverb i medeltal hos svensksprakiga (Sv) , tvasprakiga och 
finsksprakiga (Pi) elever. 

Matning av verhordforradets sonstikeringsgrad 

I tidigare undersokningar (bl .a.  Linnarud 1986: 44; SjOdoff 1989 : 89 ; se aven Hultman et 

al . 1977: 60) har fOrhci11andet Vl/V betraktats som ratt prognostiserande vid matningen av 

sprakinlararens lexikala individualitet. HL-verbens relativa andel av de olika verben , dvs. 

Vl/V-fOrhci1landet, ar i arskurs 4 och 6 nagra procent svagare an hos infOdda (Sv 79.9 ,  Fi 

86.5) . I arskurs 8 ar resultaten redan lika bra med denna matare (Sv 75 . 3 ,  Fi 75 .3) .  AUt som 

allt ar vardena litet hogre i vardera gruppen an de varden som utraknats fOr det finska 

riksspraket, eftersom de av skolelevema producerade textema ar sa korta att verben just inte 

hinner upprepas.  Da ar i praktiken de olika verben ofta engangsverb och deras andel blir 

alltfOr hog.  Den har mataren ar ldinslig fOr textlangden, fast det i tidigare undersokningar 

ofta har pastatts att sa inte ar fallet. 

Pa basis av Vl-ord har aven skapats s .k. K- och H-karakteristika, med vilka man stravar 

efter att annu mer exakt utreda ordfOrradets sofistikeringsgrad (se ytterligare Gronholm 

1992b: 1 69- ) .  Dessa matinstrument har veterligen inte tidigare brukats fOr att mata sprakfar

digheten hos andraspraksinlarare. Jag har dock konstaterat att det ar mojligt att fa belysande 

resultat med demo K ar index fOr stereotypi ,  vilket utraknas med formeln K = N - V : F (N 

ar totalantalet lopord , V ar antalet lexem och F ar skiUnaden mellan lexem (V) och 

engangsord (VI) .  Ju storre andel V I -orden utgor av texten desto hogre blir vardet. Denna 

koefficients beroende av 1. ex. textlangden borde inte ha sa stor betydelse. 

K-vardena ar aven i detta sammanhang de basta i Borga och vardena (3 .5) narmar sig i 

arskurs 8 de varden som erhci1lits fOr det finska riksspraket (3 .5  -4 . 6) (se Muikku 1982: 
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144) . Medeltalsvardena visar dock att sprakinlararens texter ar litet mer stereotypa an 

infOddas texter. Vid bruket av H-vardet ( H = 20 VI  : N) har dock framkommit storre 

problem, eftersom det inte beaktar antalet olika verblexem utan endast hela ordfOrcldet i fOr

hci1lande till engangsverben. De varden som darvidlag erhci1lits betonar textens grad av 

saIIsynthet och blottar narmast skillnader mellan de olika stilartema. 

Vid en granskning av totalantalet HL-verb kan man observera att de producerade 

totalantalen ar ansprAkslosa i alIa arskurser i relation till infOddas antal .  Skillnaden 

accentueras annu mer om man som utgangspunkt fOr granskningen tar de av elevema 

producerade verb, vars rangnummer (enligt Saukkonen et al . 1979) ar over 3000 och vilka 

ar relativt saIIsynta. Da ar resultatet det att Sv-elevema i arskurs 8 producerar sadana endast 

c. 20 % av Fi-gruppens antal , som ar angivet som 100 % .  Se om detta figur 3 .  De absoluta 

antalen och deras jamfOrelse inom en annan frekvensgrupp avslojar de kvalitativa skillnadema 

i ordfOrrMet mellan de olika gruppema. Da exv. Sv-elevema i arskurs 4 producerar 3 . 3  verb 

per klass i frekvensklassen 1000-3000, sa ar antalet i Fi-gruppen 1 8  eller nastan sexdubbelt. 

Om man daremot granskar de olika frekvensklassemas procentuella fOrdelningar mellan 

sprakgruppema, erhci1ls inte betydande skillnader. 

4 .  k: 1 . 

6 .  k l .  

6 .  k l .  

Figur 3. Andelen verb med ordningsnummer over 3000 i Sv-gruppen (svart) och i Fi
gruppen (streckat) . Fi-gruppens andel ar har 100 % .  

Nastan alIa verb med ordningsnummer over 3000 ar i finskan avledningar. Elevema i arskurs 

fyra skriver endast ttA-kausativer, i arskurs sex dartill aven passivt-reflexiva U-verb och ele

frekventativer och i arskurs atta klarar de redan av flera olika slags momentana, 

frekventativa, kausativa och kontinuativa verb och t .o. m .  verb med sam man satta 

avledningssuffix (stA , stU, ntU, stU, Oi, ksi, AhtA,  UtU, ntU, stU, ttU, UttA, stele, skele) 

t .ex .  harmittaa ' irritera' , haukkua ' skalla' , hyiJdytttiti 'gagna' , puuhailla ' syssla med' ,  
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slUinnOstellli ' reglera' , lUinittlUi 'banda' ,  askarrella 'pyssla med ' ,  aukaista ' oppna' , ehdottaa 

'fOresla' , halvaantua ' forlamas' ,  hermostua 'bli nervos' ,  hukkua ' drunkna' , hliiriintyli 

' storas' , inhota 'avsky' , istuskella ' sitta' , kompastua ' snubbla' , liioitella 'overdriva' ,  

maleksia 'driva omkring' ,  ohjelmoida 'programmera' , rojahtaa ' sjunka ned' , rentoutua 

'koppla av' , riehua ' lopa amok' , rikastua 'bli rik' , sammua ' slockna' , sorkkia ' rota i nagot' , 

tollottlUi 'glo' , vahingoittua ' skada' , vaurioittaa ' skada' , viestittlili ' signalera' , vlisyttlili ' trotta 

ut' . Semantiskt borjar det komma in bland dessa verb alIt mer emotionella kansloverb , 

rorelse- och fOrflyttningsverb samt en del kognitiva verb . SaIlsynta ar de verb som ar 

temabundna och bruket av dem beror helt pa diskurstypen . 

I uppsatsen RetkelUi (pa utflykt) utgors de saIlsynta temabundna verbavledningarna av 

aktiva rorelse- och fOrfuldringsverb sasom kiipeillli 'kHittra' , temmeltlili ' tumla om' , liukastua 

'halka' , tasapainoilla 'balansera' , luikahtaa ' smita in ' .  

I undersokningen har ocksA jamfOrts fOrdelningen mellan olika verb och engangsverb i 

olika frekvensklasser. Da observerar man att skillnaderna fulnu i arskurs 4 ar stora i de olika 

grupperna. Andelen mest vanliga olika verb (med frekvensnummer 0 - 500) i Sv-gruppen ar 

58 .8  % ( i Fi-gruppen endast 43 .4  %)  och andelen av de vanligaste engangsverben i samma 

grupp (0-500) ar i Sv-gruppen 43 .4  % (i Fi-gruppen 30. 3 .  %) .  

Pa basen av dessa tal kan man dra slutsatser aven om de kvalitativa skillnaderna i sprAkin

lararnes verblexikon i relation till infOdda: sprAkinlararens verblexem liksom engangsverben 

ar vanligare ord i maIsprAket ful hos referensgruppen . Detta resultat indikerar fOrenkling och 

overextension av verben . Resultaten forbattras avsevart vid intradet i hogstadiet och det kan 
inte formarkas nagra namnvarda skillnader mellan L2-inlararen och nativerna i anvfuldning 

av de 20 vanligaste verben i finskan. Daremot finns det kvar ratt stora kvalitativa skillnader 

i anvfuldningen av de saIlsynta verb (med frekvensnummer over 3000) som i finskan alltid 

ar morfologiskt komplexa och langa avledningar. 
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The fIrst two years of an adult learner's acquisition of Swedish as a third language (L3) 

have been documented in the form of recorded conversations and picture story 

narrations. Parallel to this, the learner's introspective comments on her language 

production were also recorded. The two types of data, L3 utterances and introspective 

comments, form separate data corp uses which can be used for a combined analysis. One 

purpose is to explore how the learner's Ll  and prior L2s interact in influencing the 

acquisition process. We present some preliminary fIndings here which show effects of 

cross-linguistic phonological influence on L3 pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar 

in an early phase of L3 acquisition. 

Quite often, adult language learners are already familiar with one or more second languages 

at the point at which they start learning a new one. This type of situation is probably 

becoming even more frequent in the present-day society, due to several factors : an increase in 

travelling and working abroad, more focus on languages in education, more exposure to other 

languages through the media etc. Prior L2 knowledge is often mentioned as a source of 

influence on the acquisition of a new language. Despite this, there have as yet been only very 

few comprehensive studies carried out in order to investigate the influence of previously 

learned second languages on the new language being learned (cf. the bibliography by 

Henriksson & Ringbom, 1985,  and the survey of previous research in Ringbom, 1987 : 1 12ff.) 

This situation may be due to an assumption that the influence of prior L2 knowledge is 

generally weak or insignifIcant, or the diffIculty in fInding suitable situations in practice 

where the interaction between prior Ll  and L2 knowledge and the developing new language 

can be studied. 

In this paper, we will distinguish between the first language (Ll), prior second languages 

(L2s), and the language that the learner is currently acquiring, which we will label the third 

language (L3). We will present an outline of a longitudinal case study of one learner's 

acquisition of Swedish as a third language, and give some examples to illustrate a few, as yet 

very preliminary fIndings. 

L3 acquisition 

One reason for exploring L3 acquisition is that it may enhance our understanding of the 

acquisition processes, and processes of cross-linguistic influence in particular. The L3 
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situation provides an opportunity to study how a complex pattern of prior linguistic 

knowledge is utilized by the learner. 

Among the few existing substantial studies of L3 acquisition, there are two which involve 

Swedish as L2 in L3 acquisition. Both are known from earlier Stockholm-Abo conferences, 

where they have been brought to the fore. The first looks at Finnish students' German studies 

at Stockholm University and comprises part of the project on pedagogy in teaching German at 

university level, 'Tyskans universitetspedagogik' (TUP) (Biedermann & Stedje, 1975;  Stedje, 

1977). The second constitutes part of the project carried out at Abo Akademi in which results 

are compared from Finnish-speaking and Swedish-speaking students of English (Ringbom 

1985, 1987 : 1 12- 1 29, 146- 162). Here, the constellations Ll=Finnish, L2=Swedish, 

L3=English are compared with Ll=Swedish, L2=Finnish, L3=English. Both of these projects 

are based on cross-sectional data taken from language tests. 

The relative roles of L l  and L2 in influencing the acquisition of L3 appear to depend on a 

complex set of interacting factors. Below is a brief mention of some such determinants, based 

on findings reported in Stedje ( 1 977) and Ringbom ( 1987). 

1 .  The degree of similarity between the languages concerned. L2 is seen to exert stronger 

influence on the acquisition of L3 if it is closer to L3 than if it is more distant. Also, if L2 is 

more similar to L3 than is L l ,  the relative role of L2 tends to be stronger. 

2. Level of competence in L2. The greater and more current the knowledge of L2, the greater 

its influence on the acquisition of L3. 

3.  Natural setting for L2, and automatized skills in L2. In addition to the amount of L2 

knowledge, it seems that L2 influence on L3 is furthered if L2 has been acquired in a natural 

environment, rather than a foreign language learning environment. The automatized use of L2 

is identified as a furthering factor. 

4. Oral vs. written production. As suggested by Stedje ( 1977: 1 54) and Ringbom ( 1987: 128), 

limited control in speech situations causes cross-language influence to occur more often in 

speech than in writing. 

5. Type of language phenomenon. 'Generally the cross-linguistic influence between non

native languages in a European context has been shown to occur primarily in lexis' (Ringbom, 

1987 : 1 14) .  In both the Abo and the Stockholm studies, various types of lexica1isemantic 

problems are discussed. Broadly stated, for the Finnish-speaking learners in both projects, 

problems of 'word choice' tend to show influence from L l ,  whilst various problems 

concerning 'word form' tend to show influence from L2. Grammatical influence from L2 on 

L3 is found to be more limited, whereas such influence from L I  is fairly common. 

Phonological influence is reported to come predominantly from L t .  
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The present study 

One of the authors, Sarah Williams (SW), has served as the subject in producing the data for 

our project. She is English and lived in Germany for 6 years before coming to Sweden in 

August 1990, when she began to learn Swedish in an informal context, i.e. everyday life in a 

Swedish environment, without formal language teaching in Swedish. Her Ll is English, her 

main L2 is German (although she can also speak French and has learnt a little Italian) and her 

L3 is Swedish. This project traces the first two years of SW's development in Swedish. 

SW is a clear example of a third language learner, as we have defined this concept here, 

and we have taken her encounter with Swedish as a given opportunity to study the nature of 

L3 acquisition. In view of the determinant factors mentioned above, the chances of L3 being 

influenced by both LI and L2 are relatively great in our project. The three languages, English, 

German and Swedish, are all closely related to each other and, to a certain extent, are 

structurally similar. SW's German shows a high level of competence, fluency and 

automatization, which was maintained during the period of our study through visits to 

Germany. We have concentrated on oral production. Our material, consisting mainly of free 

coherent speech, comprises all levels of language structure. 

Since August 1990, we made recordings of SW's Swedish, which, during the first three 

months, took place roughly every week, and then roughly once every three weeks. Each 

recording comprised a natural conversation between SW and Bjorn Hammarberg (BH), who 

is a native speaker of Swedish, and the narration of a picture story, in the form of either a 

monologue or a dialogue. (In the early sessions we also included some other activities, such 

as reading; see below.) Each picture story was narrated again at a later point in time so that 

specific comparisons could be made when the data was analysed. This corpus, which covers a 

period of about two years, forms the basis for a longitudinal performance analysis. 

In addition to this, introspective data were also collected during each recording session. 

These data took two forms, firstly SW's own general observations about her developing 

Swedish, recorded orally in the form of 'diary observations' and secondly, specific (textbound) 

comments pertaining to the material (conversation and picture story) that had just been 

recorded. Here, two tape recorders were used. The original material (conversation, picture 

story) was recorded on the first tape recorder. This was then played back, during which time 

both SW and BH could stop the machine to comment on any aspects of the language being 

heard. The whole of this activity, both the playing back and the comments made, was 

recorded on a second tape recorder. This introspective material will also be analysed and used 

as a complement to the corpus of L3 utterances. 
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Introspection 

The use of introspective data in intedanguage analysis has to be handled with some care, the 

problem being how to take advantage of the 'inside information' from the learner without 

being seriously trapped by a subjective bias. On the other hand, introspective methods have 

often been employed in linguistic analysis, and recent concern with such methods in cognitive 

psychology (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1984) has also influenced second language research (see 

especially the contributions in Faerch & Kasper, 1987a). A typology of introspective methods 

in second language research, which is also a useful methodological guide, is given by Faerch 

& Kasper ( 1987b). 

Poulisse, Bongaerts & Kellerman ( 1987) discuss the issue of the reliability of retrospective 

data (which pertains especially to SW's textbound retrospective comments in our case). They 

specify the following requirements, based on Ericsson & Simon ( 1984). 

1 .  the data should be collected immediately after task performance, when memory is still 

fresh; 

2. the subjects should be provided with contextual information to activate their 

memories; 

3. all the information asked for must be directly retrievable, i.e. must have been heeded 

during task performance, so that the subjects are not induced to generate responses 

based on inferencing and generalizations; 

4. for the same reason the information asked for should relate to specific problems, or a 

specific situation; 

5. no leading questions should be asked, to minimize the effects of 'researcher bias'; 

6. the subjects should not be informed that they will be asked for retrospective comments 

until after task performance, so as not to affect their performance on the task. 

(Poulisse et al. ,  1987 :2 17) 

Our project fulfils requirements 1 -5 but not 6. Requirement 6 obviously refers to single test 

situations. In a longitudinal study in which retrospection takes place regularly, the informant's 

knowledge that retrospection will occur is technically inavoidable. The question then arises as 

to whether introspection is too risky in this case. The risk obviously has to be acknowledged, 

but it should be measured against the potentially valuable information that can be gained from 

longitudinal data, and the possibilities of obtaining supporting evidence on specific points. 

We believe there are good reasons for not overemphasizing this risk factor or allowing it to 

hinder the use of retrospection. Firstly, the commentaries take place in English; talking in 

Swedish and commenting on re-played passages in English becomes a routine with two 

separate activities. Both BH and SW have the strong impression that SW actually forgets 

about the introspective aspects during the conversation/narrative in Swedish and concentrates 
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on what she is attempting to communicate. Secondly, during the entire period when data were 

being gathered, we avoided any deeper discussion of the linguistic phenomena with each 

other or analysis of either the performance data or the introspective data, as this could have 

influenced subsequent observations. Thirdly, the analysis of the introspective data will 

function as a complement to the analysis of the performance data and will be interpreted in 

relation to the latter, which may give us an idea of the relevance and weight of the 

introspective part in each case. An important methodological point here is that the 

introspective statements - like the L3 utterances - can be located in time and context. 

Even if the conclusions we can draw from the combined consideration of L3 utterances 

and introspective comments are hypothetical for the time being and would need to be 

confrnned by further investigation, the introspective part may have a value because it may 

lead us to discover things which would not have been discovered on the basis of the L3 

utterances alone. 

Some preliminary findings 

While we intend to study several areas of language production and the processes involved, we 

shall present some preliminary findings here which relate especially to phonological influence 

of LI and L2 on L3 at early stages. 

We shall first present a few examples of observed data from the conversations and picture 

stories, then take into account SW's recorded introspective comments on these points which 

she made a few minutes afterwards, and finally consider the combined objective and 

subjective data. 

Observation 1 :  Pronunciation 

During SW's first week in Sweden, a recording was made of her narration of a picture story, 

'Runden'. As SW's knowledge of Swedish at this point was very minimal, this was prepared 

for in the same session by BH ftrst doing the exercise himself, so that SW had had some 

input. A narration of the same picture story was recorded one year later (see Appendix for 

both texts). 

What is striking on comparing SW's pronunciation in these two recordings is that they give 

the impression of two markedly different 'foreign accents' :  predominantly German in the early 

one, and predominantly English in the later one. This has still to be analysed carefully before 

we can give the relevant detailed data. But the difference is so salient that native Swedes, who 

listened to the two recordings without being informed in advance, thought that there were two 

subjects with different LIs ,  German in the first and English in the second recording. Both 

specific sound segments, intonation contours and the voice quality were reported to differ. 
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During the ftrst recording session, SW also read two simple passages aloud from a 

Swedish language text book. This was arranged as two different types of task. The fust 

passage was ftrst read by a Swedish speaker to SW in small segments (ca. 3-6 words), each of 

which she then repeated immediately after having heard them. No such help was given with 

the second passage; SW simply read it out on her own. 

Here, too, native Swedish listeners reported noticing a clear difference between the two 

readings. When SW read by repeating segments, however, her attempts to approximate the 

Swedish pronunciation did not sound especially German, but rather showed traces of English. 

However, when she read on her own, her pronunciation appeared markedly German. 

Observation 2: Lexicon 

During conversation and narration, SW often attempts to invent or construct lexical forms on 

her own. The interaction of various linguistic sources for these word creations is one of the 

areas we are planning to study. Particularly in the early period, SW sometimes makes use of 

lexical items which are unmistakably French in origin. Words such as restaurant, fauteuil, 

which actually do exist in more or less the same form in Swedish, restaurang, fiitolj, occur 

with a somewhat adapted pronunciation. An example in the fust picture story is the verb 

sjettar 'throws'. Even considering only the recorded utterance, there is no doubt that the 

source is the French jeter 'throw', in which the initial voiced fricative has become a voiceless 

fricative and the stress and the stem vowel have been changed, thus yielding interlanguage

Swedish sjettar [J etar] as a present tense form (see Appendix, Passage 1 ) .  

Observation 3: Morphology 

An early phenomenon in SW's Swedish interlanguage is the use of i to represent defmite 

article plural . This happens on several occasions, whereby the noun may occur with or 

without the Swedish deftnite plural suffix -na: 

i grannarna 'the neighbours-the' 

i personer 'the persons' 

Target form: 

grannarna 

personerna 

At the point at which this phenomenon emerges, it appears to be quite strong; even when 

confronted with the correct Swedish version, SW still uses i as plural defmite article. 

Consider the following extract from a conversation in the second week in which SW is 

attempting to elicit the Swedish word form from BH. Both the pronunciation and the word 

ending reveal that SW is starting with the German Studenten 'students' as a model. 
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SW: [St-] [.l'Itudenten. i [f]tudenten? 

BH: mhm. studentema. 

SW: i studentema. 

Obviously, SW was focussing her attention on checking the noun form and was not then 

aware of any problem with i. 

Observation 4: Morphology 

SW varies her infinitive forms in the early recordings. The predominant variants are standard 

Swedish forms (mostly ending in -a) and non-target forms ending in -ar or -er (variants often 

observed with other English speakers as well). But occasionally she uses intedanguage forms 

ending in -are, as in the following examples: 

ja tycker inte om skriv- skrivare mycke (2nd week) 

I don't like write- write much 

ja kan spelare min instrumentena (3rd week) 

I can play my instruments 

SW's introspective comments 

A comment repeatedly made by SW is that she did not want to sound English in her first 

attempts to approximate the Swedish pronunciation, but would rather prefer to approach the 

sound of Swedish from the basis of another foreign language such as German. 

In the retrospective interview after 'Runden' in the first week, SW attested that she had 

formed the verb sjettar from French jeter. But her comment on this also indicates that this 

choice of a French source was quite deliberate and related to phonological problems. In 

particular, she was searching for a word that might be viable as a Swedish word, and rejecting 

words which in her opinion would be phonologically too alien to Swedish. We quote a 

passage from the interview: 

SW: I was going to say something German but that just didn't seem right, because I didn't 

have any recollection of you saying something like werfen and so I looked around for 

some other foreign-sounding word, and the only other language I can speak is French, 

so I came up with jeter. And then I thought 'I'll try a Swedish version of that'. I didn't 

want to use my English as a back-up, because something like throw - throwa - that 

wouldn't be - throware, or whatever the Swedish people would say - So I was looking 

round for possibilities of using foreign words that I know in a Swedish setting, and 

perhaps making them Swedish . . .  

BH: And you were somehow reluctant to use English words, because you feel that they 

wouldn't fit? 



SW: Yes, because it would just sound ridiculous . . . .  
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SW: .. . I  would never have thought of using throw. Perhaps because of the nature of the 

word throw, because it's got a t h and Swedish just doesn't happen like that. Whereas 

jeter - those words, those sounds might possibly be it in Swedish. 

As for the article form i and the infinitive form with -are, SW did not observe them at the 

time, and BH avoided focussing attention on them. But later, when SW's attention was called 

to these forms, she explained them as coming from Italian. 

Discussion 

First, it seems quite clear that L2 phonological influence on L3 acquisition does occur. 

Judging from the differences in pronunciation between the two narrations of 'Hunden' (as well 

as informal observations of the early tapes yet to be carefully analysed), this phonological 

influence on L3 is prominent in the initial stage of L3 acquisition, and then gradually 

becomes weaker. We suspect that a reason why phonological L2 influence on L3 has hardly 

ever been mentioned in earlier studies (Ring born 1987 : 1 14) is that not enough attention has 

been paid to the initial phase of the learner's encounter with L3. 

From early on, SW developed conceptions about what would be phonologically possible in 

Swedish, and these phonological intuitions were gradually refined as she gained more 

experience with Swedish. We suggest that this feeling for L3 phonology very quickly creates 

a phonological filter which guides the selection of both L2 and Ll elements which are 

potential candidates for incorporation into L3. SW's interpretation of the verb creation sjettar 

exemplifies this. This would also apply to the Italian-based morphological elements i and 

-are. SW's knowledge of Italian is mainly theoretical, but even this type of knowledge 

appears to function as a source of L2 influence on L3. The preposed definite article i has 

support both from standard Swedish phonology and morphologically from SW's prior 

languages: both English, German, French and Italian use preposed definite articles ;  Swedish 

is the first of SW's languages which requires a suffixed article. The Italian-inspired infinitive 

form ending in -are occurs with an adaptation to the Swedish stress pattern, e.g. ['spe :lare] 

instead of * [spe'la:re] . 

The different pronunciation styles that SW displayed in the two read-aloud tasks suggests 

that the learner's tendency to make use of L2 in coping with L3 is in part task-related. This 

certainly is an aspect which remains to be explored further, but at least we can see that a 

performance situation in which fresh L3 input and interaction with a native L3 speaker is 

given, such as the read-after-me task, produces a different result than a situation where the L3 

model is not present, such as the read-on-your-own task. In the former case, the learner 

naturally concentrates on interpreting the perceived input, whereas in the second case she is 

more dependent on previously established linguistic skills. This general conclusion may seem 
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rather trivial, but the interesting point is the division of labour between L1 and L2 in the 

process. In the imitative reading task, the secondary language (German) apparently exerts 

little influence, but the phonetic categories in the primary language (English) cannot be 

entirely suppressed. In the read-on-your-own task, however, using German phonetic models 

seems to be SW's main strategy for coping with the unfamiliar L3 , so that L2 influence 

suppresses L 1  influence. 

The use of L2 phonology in L3 , then, seems more consciously controllable than L1  

phonology and, in SW's case, i s  even used in  an attempt to block L1  influence. This 

dominance pattern changes with time. Through increased input and usage of L3 and 

consequent refining and strengthening of the phonological filter, the insufficiency of using L2 

as a phonological strategy is noticed by the learner, and this strategy is gradually dropped; 

more attention is now paid to the direct production of L3 , without going through the agency 

of L2. The disappearance of this more or less conscious 'layer' of L2 removes the means of 

blocking L1  and results in an increase in unconscious phonological influence from L 1 ,  which 

would explain SW's gradual shift from a German to an English accent. 
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APPENDIX 

SW's narration of the picture story Hunden 'The dog' 

1 .  First week 

det ar en gammal huset. (B : JA) % en man % e framfOr huset. % e tid- tidnings
tidningsman. % % sj- sjettar rat- sjett- % sj- sjettar tidning <in den in den garten = % 
runten>. % ja det ar hunden. hunden vill ha den tidning. % hunden = hun den har = 

tidningen. % / aah / hun den springer = mmm = hunden springer framfOr = a tar = 

tidningen. % gar = gar till = huset. % hunden laser tidningen = framf- framfOr huset. % 
dja- / (SUCKAR) den gammal / det gammal man = roker. ja. 

English: 

There is an old house. (B : YES) A man is in front of the house. Is newspaperman. Throws 
newspaper <German: down into the garden>. Yes it is the dog. The dog wants the paper. 
The dog has the paper. Aah, the dog runs in front and takes the paper. Goes to the house. 
The dog reads the paper in front of the house. (SIGH) The old man smokes. Yes. 

2. A year later 

% = har e de sa att en man % sitter a somnar lite % framfOr huset / fram- framfOr ett hus. 

% de finns ocksa en hund. (B : MHM) % sen kommer en % pojke % som kastar tidningen 

in i garden. a hund tittar pa en man / mannen sova. % sen springer % s- springer hun den 
efter tidningen. % och mannen marker ingenting. % hunden hamtar tidningen och gar 
tillbaka till huset. kanske % tanker han ger tidningen till mannen. men % i alIa fall i sis- / i 
den sista bilden sa ser vi att % mannen har fortfarande ingen intresse. och hun den borjar att 
Iasa tidningen sjaIv. 

English: 

Here it is so that a man sits and falls asleep a little in front of a house. There is also a dog. 
(B :MHM) Then comes a boy who throws the newspaper into the garden. And dog looks at 
a man the man sleep. Then the dog runs after the paper. And the man notices nothing. The 
dog fetches the paper and goes back to the house. Perhaps he intends to give the paper to 
the man. But after all in the last picture we see that the man has still no interest. And the 
dog begins to read the paper himself. 

Legend 

= pause 
% pausefiller ( 'er', 'aah' etc.) 

end of T -unit (macrosynta,gm) 
/ syntactic break 

interrupted word 
< > switch to other language 
(B :) BH's feedback signals, not breaking the turn 
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BILINGUALS AT SCHOOL: THE USE OF CONNECTORS IN FINNISH ORAL 

PRODUCTION 

Paivi Juvonen 

Department of Linguistics,  Stockholm University 

The present study investigated the use of a formal class of words combining clauses into 

coherent spoken language units in Finnish, the connectors, by Finnish-Swedish bilingual 

adolescents at grade levels 4, 6, 7 and 9 in Swedish compulsory school. The data were 

collected during interviews. The use of connectors was studied on a global level in terms 

of their relative frequency of occurence. There were no apparent differences between the 

monolingual comparison and bilingual groups, nor were there any apparent differences 

between the grade levels. In other words, the bilingual subjects displayed a competence 

comparable to that of their monolingual peers. This study was part of a larger project 

titled Bilinguals at School (BAS). 

A more detailed comparison of the use of relative pronouns was also made. 

Interestingly, the frequencies of the two most common pronouns,joka and mikii, differed 

for the monolingual and the bilingual groups. The use of mikii was more frequent in the 

monolingual groups, whereas the bilinguals shifted from using joka (the form 

recommended and more frequent in written language) more frequently at grade levels 4 

and 6 to the monolingual pattern at grade levels 7 and 9. In both the monolingual and the 

bilingual groups we can also see a developmental pattern in which they do not separate 

the different pronouns according to the animacy of the correlate (as in adult written 

language) at the lower grade levels, and do so at the higher grade levels. 

'Bilinguals at School' - a short presentation of the proj ect 

The present study forms a specific part of a more general study on the development of 

bilinguals' L l  and L2 proficiency within the project 'Bilinguals at School' (The BAS-project; 

project leader Ake Viberg, principal researchers Paivi Juvonen and Inger Lindberg). The 

project has been financially supported by the National Board of Education (Skolverket and its 

predecessor Skoloverstyrelsen). 

The main aim of the project is to describe the parallel development of both Ll and L2 in 

bilingual children in Swedish compulsory schools. The project is, from a theoretical point of 

view, concerned with both first and second language acquisition and thus also with the 

development of a general theory of language acquisition. The linguistic development of the 

children is studied both longitudinally and cross-sectionally, and also in relation to the 

characteristics of the instruction they receive and to their social background. 
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SUbj ects i n  the main study 

In the main study, language data was collected from schoolchildren living in the Stockholm 

area who reported Finnish to be the language spoken in their homes. This first round of data 

collection was carried out during academic year 87/88 . As can be seen in Table 1 ,  a total of 59 

bilingual subjects participated at Time 1,  half of them at grade 4 and the other half at grade 7.  

A second round of data collection was carried out during academic year 89/90 (Time 2), when 

the same students were at grade levels 6 and 9, respectively. This allows tracking of the 

development of individual subjects longitudinally over two years and, using all the data, the 

development from grade levels 4 to 9 can be described cross-sectionally. Data has also been 

collected from monolingual Finnish and Swedish control groups. 

Table 1.  Subjects in the main study: number of subjects and type of class 

Time 1 ,  grade 4 
Time 2, grade 6 
Time 1 ,  grade 7 
Time 2, grade 9 

Bilingual subjects 
Swedish class Finnish Class 

7 
6 
12  
4 

20 
20 
20 
1 6  

Monolingual subjects 
Swedish Finnish 

1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  

1 0  
20* 
1 0  
20* 

* A larger number of monolingual Finnish subjects participated at Time 2. 

The types of classes compared are of two kinds: 1) a regular, mainstream Swedish Class and 2) 

a Home Language Class. A Home Language Class is a class in which all the students have a 

common mother tongue other than Swedish. The instruction is, to begin with, primarily in the 

mother tongue, e.g. Finnish, and the amount of instruction in Swedish is increased gradually 

so that the students can be placed in mainstream Swedish Classes from grade 7 on. A 

mainstream Swedish Class is a class in which all the instruction is in Swedish and most of the 

children speak Swedish as their home language. For those in the Swedish class who do not 

have Swedish as their home language, a few hours of Home Language Instruction is arranged 

weekly and on a voluntary basis. Home Language Classes are usually provided for major 

immigrant groups only, at grade levels 1 to 6 .  There have been temporary, experimental 

Finnish Home Language Classes in the Stockholm area covering grade levels 7 to 9, and as can 

be read in Table 1 ,  1 6  of our subjects at the higher grade levels have participated in these 

classes. 

Because the goal of the project is to give a relatively detailed picture of the linguistic 

proficiency of each student, the total number of subjects has been kept low. At the same time, 

it was important that the subjects came from a number of different residential areas. For these 
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reasons, only a small number of students have been selected from the same class. In order to 

have comparison groups for the bilingual subjects, data from monolingual Finnish and Swedish 

schoolchildren of the same age and grade level has also been collected. The monolingual 

Finnish data comes from schools in the municipality of Vantaa, Finland and the monolingual 

Swedish data from the same schools as the bilingual data. 

Besides the main study, there exists data from 20 Assyrian/Syrian speaking and 3 0  Spanish 

speaking students at grade levels 4 and 6. The Assyrian/Syrian data was collected by Juvonen 

and Viberg during 1986 (see Viberg 1 988a) in a pilot study testing data collection methods and 

the Spanish data was collected by Maria Borgstrom (see Borgstrom 1 99 1  for details) . Thus, 

future comparison with two other groups is possible. 

The data in the main study 

Data on language proficiency in both L 1 and L2 has been collected individually from all the 

subjects. Classroom observations have also been made. 

In order to describe the subjects' language proficiency from several different aspects, diverse 

types of data have been collected. From all the subjects participating in the project there exists, 

at both time 1 and time 2, and in both L 1 and L2: 

An oral interview 

Oral retelling of stories 

Written essays 

From some of the subjects there also exists: 

Conversations between the students 

Solving of communication tasks 

Role Play activities 

The oral data was recorded on audio tape. It was transcribed and, as of yet, partially annotated 

in terms of word classes, i .e .  each word has been tagged with the appropriate word class it 

represents. The data is now arranged in a large bilingual corpus of free and structured oral 

production in both Finnish and Swedish. Several kinds of automatic statistical analyses can be 

made from the corpus. The data can also be organized and displayed in different ways to 

facilitate further analyses and comparisons of the groups. PC Beta (Brodda 1 99 1 )  has been 

used for writing many programs but, as the corpus consists of pure text files, most of the 

CLAN-programs (MacWhinney 1 99 1 )  designed for linguistic analyses are also applicable. 

As several non-linguistic variables are known to impact language acquisition, individual 

background data have been collected from all of the subjects. In addition to basic information 

about socio-economic background, the data includes detailed information about subjects' 
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language use, i .e .  which language they are most likely to use when talking to siblings, parents, 

peers - at home, at school, during leasure time etc. The results of the inquiry can be found in 

Tuomela ( 1 992). The students' teachers were also interviewed and general information about 

the residential areas in which they live is also available. 

In the beginning of the project the need for classroom studies was emphasized by recording 

natural interaction in the classroom. Clearly, any thorough analyses of the impact of different 

kinds of programs requires including recordings of actual classroom behaviour. However, it 

was soon found that due to the heterogenity of activities in the classrooms, regardless of 

whether the program was said to be the same or different, it was necessary to observe a larger 

amount of classes and classroom activities in order to validly represent the classroom 

environment. The informal observations in 'our' classrooms and in parallel classrooms have 

been made and analyzed by Bergman ( 1 992) . 

On language proficiency 

The general aim of the project is to describe the parallel development of the two languages (Ll 

and L2) in the bilingual subjects from a number of different perspectives. The view taken here, 

of what language proficiency is, is based on a wide functional definition, comparable to that of 

"communicative competence" (Canale & Swain 1 980) and used in studies of language 

development of immersion children in Canada (Harley et al 1 990) . 

Although the work presented here is based on a clearly defined model (see Viberg 1 988a, in 

press), the exact nature of the components of language proficiency is still considered tentative. 

In fact, one of the general goals in the project is to attempt to discover some of the 

components of language proficiency. 

When analyzing discourse, a distinction has been made between textual structure, the 

construction of different kinds of internally connected entities such as stories and accounts, and 

conversational structure, the management of interaction in conversation. The analysis of the 

retelling of stories in terms of a story grammar in Lindberg, Juvonen & Viberg ( 1990) is an 

example of textual structure, as is the analysis of how the students combined clauses together 

with a specific class of words (which are refered to as connectors) in the same study, in 

Juvonen & Viberg ( 1 993), and in the present study, which builds partially on the former. The 

analysis of role play activities in terms of different kinds of speech acts in Borgstrom ( 1 992 and 

this volume) is an example of how well Spanish speaking students can adjust their language to 

the situation of use and also, how different cultural values affect the language used, thus, is an 

example of conversational structure. The study of self-repairs in narrative discourse in Juvonen 

( 1991 )  is also an example of interactional management of conversation. 

In studying lexicon, the focus of interest has been on the lexical variation the students show 

when using both their languages. An analysis of the use of different verbs of motion in Finnish 
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was made in Juvonen ( 1 989) and a comparison of the realization of  a proposition in the 

students' two languages when retelling the same story was made in Juvonen & Viberg ( 1 993) .  

A description of the theory lying behind the analyses and a description of the method can be 

found in Viberg ( 1 988b). 

The use of connectors in Finnish 

There are several ways in which the worlds' languages combine clauses, sentences or other 

kinds of entities such as intonation units (Chafe 1 988) together into coherent texts. Halliday & 

Hasan ( 1 976) discuss five: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. 

The class of formal devices of clause combining discussed here, the connectors, consists in 

Finnish of a small group of words relating linguistic elements (sentences, clauses, intonation 

units) to each other by forming a cohesive structure. This group of words is traditionally 

referred to as conjunctions (English: and, but; Finnish: ja, mutta), sub junctions (English: that, 

because; Finnish: etta, koska), WH-elements in indirect questions, a class of frequently 

topicalized/initial adverbs (English: then, so; Finnish: sitten, nUn) and as adpositional 

expressions containing a referential item ( English: in addition to that, because of that; Finnish; 

sen lisaksi, sen takia). The class of connectors, thus, corresponds to the class of conjunctive 

elements of Halliday & Hasan ( 1 976) with minor exceptions (e.g. 'continuatives', i .e .  well, now, 

anyway, surely and after all have not been analyzed as connectors) and contains, thereby, the 

class of discourse particles primarily marking textual cohesion in Finnish (Hakulinen 1 989). 

It is interesting to study connectors because they formally link linguistic entities together in 

organized sequences such as stories. In a previous study (Lindberg, Juvonen & Viberg 1 990) it 

was found that there were significant differences between mono- and bilingual children on one 

hand, and children and adults on the other, in terms of the use of connectors in a story retold in 

Swedish. The bilingual students at grade levels 4 and 6 used the language specific Swedish 

connector sa (sequential 'so') significantly less and the Swedish sen (sequential 'then', with a 

common Finnish translation equivalent) significantly more than their monolingual Swedish 

peers. Interestingly, at this global level, no significant differences were found in the use of 

connectors by monolingual and bilingual students in Finnish. Compared to adults, all the 

children used significantly more connective adverbs and showed less variation in the type of 

connectors initiating a subordinated clause in both languages. Later the results were confirmed 

for the oral interview data at grade levels 4 and 6 (Juvonen & Viberg 1 993 ; see also Viberg 

1993) .  
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The present study 

One of the aims of the BAS-project is to compare the students' performance in their two 

languages and follow their development from grade levels 4 to 9 .  In the present study, the 

childrens' use of connectors in Finnish during the interviews, and at all grade levels is presented 

using descriptive statistics. 

Examples 1 and 2 illustrate how frequently connectors were used when the subjects retold a 

silent cartoon they had seen. In this cartoon, which was called "The Circus", a male artist, 

looking like a cowboy, and his female assistant bow to an invisible audience. The assistant 

steps aside and places herself in front of a target. The male artist throws knives around her 

body. When he has thrown all the knives, the assistant collects the knives, goes to the artist and 

returns them. She then blindfolds him with a piece of cloth and disappears towards the target. 

After this, the artist throws the knives again under the shouting and hooting of the audience. 

Then, the picture focuses on the assistant, who is hiding behind the target. The artist throws all 

the knives as if the assistant were there, and before he removes the blindfold, the assistant 

takes her place between the knives. After that, the artist removes the blindfold, bows to the 

audience and that is the end of the film. 

Example 1. The use of connectors in a story retelling task. Monolingual Finnish subject 

(C07) at grade 4. The connectors are marked in italics. The English equivalent is given 

on the same row to the left. A slash (I) indicates a short pause. 

no siin oli semmone aika ylpee kans semmone / mies 

who joka oli niinku / veitsenheittajana sirkukses 

and ja / sil oli semmone apulaine 

who joka pelkas sita / vaha 

that et se ei uskaltanu kumminkaan olla siin 

that et se ei ollu yhtaav varma 

that et onks se 

as-as nUn hyva 1m se ite luuli 

The story goes approximately as follows: 

well there was this kind of also pretty proud kind of / man 

who was throwing knives in a circus 

and he had this assistant 

who was a little afraid of him 

(so) that she didn't dare to stand there anyway 

(so) that she wasn't sure at all 

if he was 
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as good as he thought he was 

Example 2. The use of connectors in a story retelling task. Monolingual Finnish subject 

(C04) at grade 4. 

who 

and 

and 

or 

or then 

and 

and 

and 

but then 

and 

and 

and then 

but 

or 

then when 

so then 

no taas semmonen et 

onkohan se sarna mies 

joka siin oli 

se heitti puukkoja 

ja tommonen nainen seiso niinku jotain tauluu tai lautaa vaste 

ja .hhh heitti puukkoi niinku sen ylka- ylo-

tai sem paalle niinku 

tai sit tanne sivuille 

ja se heitti niinku patin ylapuolelle 

ja kasien viereen 

ja jalkojen viereen / 

mut sit se nainen men- otti ne puukot pois siita 

ja vei ne jonnekki tynnyrii 

ja sito sen miehen silmat 

ja .hhh sit se mies heitti uudestaan ne / tota ne puukot 

hhh mut se naine oliki sie1 / takana siel taulun takana 

tai siella laudan jonku? takana / .hhh 

sit ku se mies oli heittany kaikki 

ni sit se nainen meni takasi siihe 

The story goes approximately as follows: 

well again a kind of that 

I wonder whether it is the same man 

that was in it 

he threw knives 

and a woman was sort of standing against some kind of board or plank 

and .hhh threw knives sort of avo-/ abo- her 

or on her sort of 

or then here beside her 

and he threw sort of above her head 

and near hands 

and near feet 

but then the woman we- took the knives away from it 

and put them in some barrel 
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and covered the mans eyes 

and . hh then the man threw again the / I mean the knives 

hhh but the woman she was / behind the board instead 

or behind the plank or whatever / .hhh 

then when the man had thrown all of them 

then she went back there 

The data and the subj ects in the present study 

The results presented here are based on an analysis of the individual interviews carried out 

with all of the subjects at all grade levels. In sum, 120 interviews have been analysed, 60 at 

time 1 and 60 at time 2. 20 bilingual subjects enrolled in Home Language Classes (HLC) and 

10  monolingual subjects have been analyzed at grade levels 4 and 6 (time 1 and 2). 

Unfortunately, at the higher grade levels, many subjects were lost despite the fact that more 

than 20 subjects enrolled in HLC were recorded at time 1 .  All of the interview data from all of 

the students that participated in the project at grade levels 7 and 9 have been analyzed. At 

grade 9, 16  students enrolled in HLC were recorded and an additional 4, who had previously 

been enrolled in HLC at grades 1 -6, but were currently enrolled in Swedish Classes, were also 

recorded. As there were no apparent differences between the 4 subjects from the Swedish 

classes and the 16  from HLCs in the use of connectors, their data have been combined. 1 0  

monolingual subjects have also been analyzed at both times 1 and 2 .  

The interviews can b e  characterized as semi-structured. The native speaking interviewers 

did not have interview schemata with specific questions which they followed. Instead they 

encouraged the subject to talk about things that interested herlhim (school, hobbies, being 

bilingual etc.) . The interviews, which also contain retellings of short video films shown to the 

students during the interview, were from 30 to 45 minutes long. 

The results 

As could be anticipated from example 2, ja 'and' and sitten 'then' were the most frequent 

connectors used by all of the subjects, at all grade levels. The number of different connectors 

used alone or in combination with others varied from 20 to 26 in the different groups, but, as 

can be seen from tables 2-5, the ten most frequent connectors comprized 95-98% of all 

connectors used at all grade levels. There were no apparent differences between the 

monolingual and the bilingual groups in this respect. 

The ten most frequent connectors were the same in both the monolingual and the bilingual 

groups, at all grade levels. Most of the subjects used them at least once during the interview. 

What's more, there were no differences between the groups with regard to the frequency of 
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occurrence of  connectors, though at grade levels 4 and 6 there i s  a tendency for the bilinguals 

to make more use of the connective adverbs sitten 'then', nUn 'so' and (at grade 4) ensin 'first'. 

It has been argued elsewhere (Lindberg, Juvonen & Viberg 1 988) that this is a typical 

developmental feature found in child language. 

Two of the connector types in the tables consist of several related words. 'Question', which 

as a category replaced the connector ensin 'first' at grade levels 6, 7 and 9 in the top ten list, 

contains the Finnish indirect WH-questions (mainly mikii 'what' in our data) . 'Relative' also 

covers several related words. According to the normative rules of written language, which can 

be found in Finnish grammars (see e.g. Karlsson 1 982) there are two primary relative pronouns 

in Finnish, joka and mikii. The former is said to be used more frequently: it is always used 

when the antecedent is a living creature, though it can be used otherwise (corresponding 

roughly to 'who', 'whose' and 'which') . Joka is the nominative case, but the pronoun is also 

inflected in other cases. Compared to mikii, joka can be said to be the more specialized 

relative pronoun in Finnish: it has few other functions (as uninflected indefinite pronoun 

'every') and its use is not restricted to animate antecedents. Mikii, on the other hand, can in 

writing, only refer to inanimate objects, whole sentences or superlative forms (corresponding 

roughly to 'that') . Referring to animate antecedents, its use in spoken Finnish is recognized 

but not recommended in the standard Finnish dictionary Nykysuomen sanakirja (Sadeniemi 

1 985) .  Mikii (in the nominative case, can also be inflected in other cases) also has another 

important function in Finnish as the interrogative pronoun 'what' . As mentioned earlier, it was 

the most common connector used to indicate an indirect question in the data. The use of 

relative pronouns in the spoken language data, displayed in tables 6-9, shows a different 

pattern from that of written language. 

In the monolingual control groups, mikii was the most frequently used relative pronoun at 

all grade levels. At grade 4, and less so at grade 6, it was used to refer to any kind of 

antecedent, animate of inanimate. At grade 7, mikii was used only once to refer to a group of 

people and at grade 9 it was used exclusively according to the written language norm, i .e .  

when the antecedent is inanimate, a sentence or a superlative form. Contrary to the distribution 

of joka and mikii in written language, the latter was more common at all grade levels in the 

spoken language data. In other words, there seems to be a difference between written and 

spoken Finnish in this respect, at least in Finnish spoken by adolescents. In the data, two more 

pronouns were also used as relative pronouns, kuka and kun. They were both exclusively used 

to refer to people. Both these pronouns are listed as relative pronouns in Nykysuomen 

sanakirja, but the latter is marked as 'not recommended'. The primary function of kuka is that 

of an interrogative pronoun, 'who', and kun is the most common connector to mark the 

beginning of a temporal subordinated clause ('when'). 
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Table 2. The ten most frequent connectors. Time 1 ,  grade 4 .  

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N =  10 N = 20 

Rank Connector n f %Con n f %Con 

1 ja 'and' 1 0  457 27 20 1 25 1 28 
2 sitten 'then' 1 0  404 24 20 1 163 26 
3 lam 'when' 1 0  166 1 0  20 409 9 
4 nUn 'so' 1 0  149 9 20 422 1 0  
5 etta 'that' 1 0  1 38  8 20 225 5 
6 tai 'or' 1 0  122 7 20 228 5 
7 mutta 'but' 1 0  82 5 20 248 6 
8 Relative 1 0  38  2 1 9  14 1  3 
9 jos 'if 8 29 2 1 8  69 2 
10 ensinleka 6 22 1 14  48  1 
Total 'first' 1 607 94.69% 4204 94.72% 

Total amount 1 697 443 8 
of connectors 

N = total number of subjects in a group 
n = total number of subjects who use a certain element 
f = frequency of occurence of an element 
%Con = proportion of a certain connector out of the total number of connectors 

Table 3. The ten most frequent connectors. Time 2, grade 6 

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N =  10 N = 20 

Rank Connector n f %Con n f %Con 

1 ja 'and' 1 0  720 28 20 1456 26 
2 sitten 'then' 1 0  7 1 4  28 20 1483 26 
3 etta 'that' 1 0  244 10  20 425 7 
4 kun 'when' 1 0  1 96 8 20 472 8 
5 nUn 'so' 1 0  1 95 8 20 692 12  
6 mutta 'but' 1 0  1 72 7 20 339  6 
7 tai 'or' 1 0  1 1 9 5 20 3 1 0 5 
8 Relative 1 0  64 3 20 25 1 4 
9 jos 'if 1 0  40 2 19  63 1 
1 0  Question 9 25 1 1 6  66 1 
Total 2489 98 .03% 5557  97.45% 

Total amount 2539 5702 
of connectors 



Table 4. The ten most frequent connectors. Time 1 ,  grade 7. 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  

Total 

Connector 

ja 'and' 
sitten 'then' 
kun 'when' 
etta 'that' 
nUn 'so' 
mutta 'but' 
tai 'or' 
Relative 
Question 
jos 'if 

Total amount 
of connecton 

MONOLINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS 
N = 10 
n f %Con 

1 0  676 29 
1 0  5 14 24 
1 0  1 99 9 
1 0  1 88 9 
1 0  1 5 8  8 
1 0  1 07 5 
1 0  8 5  4 
1 0  56 3 
9 40 2 
8 32 2 

2055 97 .57% 

2 1 06 

Table 5. The ten most frequent connectors. Time 2, grade 9. 

MONOLINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS 
N =  10 

Rank Connector n f %Con 

1 ja 'and' 1 0  77 1 25 
2 sitten 'then' 1 0  570 19  
3 etta 'that' 1 0  445 1 5  
4 kun 'when' 1 0  287 9 
5 nUn 'so' 1 0  272 9 
6 mutta 'but' 1 0  223 7 
7 tai 'or' 1 0  1 3 7  4 
8 Relative 1 0  83 3 
9 jos 'if 1 0  79 3 
10  Question 1 0  70 2 
Total 2937 95 .98% 

Total amount 3060 
of connectors 

8 1  

BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS 
N = 20 
n f %Con 

20 857 29 
20 678 23 
20 302 1 0  
20 3 1 5  1 1  
20 222 7 
1 9  1 59 5 
20 1 69 6 
1 9  8 8  3 
1 8  46 2 
1 9  87 3 

2923 97.75% 

2990 

BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS 
N = 20 
n f %Con 

20 766 24 
20 676 2 1  
20 353  1 1  
20 299 9 
20 284 9 
1 9  306 9 
20 205 6 
1 9  1 09 3 
20 1 06 3 
1 9  6 1  2 

3 1 65 97.32% 

3252 
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In the bilingual group the distribution of  relative pronouns was slightly different. At grade 

levels 4 and 6 joka occured more frequently than mikii. at grade 7 the frequency was the same 

and at grade 9 relatives with mikii outnumbered relatives withjoka by 25%. This pattern seems 

to parallel the bilinguals' avoidance of some spoken language forms in Swedish, which they 

also begin to use later than their monolingual peers. The reasons for this behaviour in Finnish 

are uncertain. All of the subjects reported speaking Finnish with their parents at home and their 

language of instruction was almost exclusively Finnish (only 4 of the subjects at grade levels 7 

to 9 were enrolled in regular Swedish classes) . Although the use of Swedish with siblings and 

peers increased with age (see Tuomela 1 992 for details), this should not have had any impact 

on their use of the Finnish relative pronouns as there are no comparable Swedish pronouns to 

interfere (Swedish almost always marks the relative with the uninflected particle som). The 

increased use of the normative case may also be due to language instruction, however, there is 

no conclusive evidence of this. It is also unknown how relative clauses are marked in the 

language used in the subjects' homes. Thus, before more knowledge can be gained about the 

kind of language input the bilingual subjects have received, an explanation for the different 

pattern of use can only be tentative. 

Parallelling the use in the monolingual group, the bilingual subjects also used mikii at grade 

levels 4 and 6 to refer to all kinds of antecedents. At the higher grade levels they also prefer 

joka when referring to people . As both the monolingual and the bilingual groups showed the 

same change in behaviour, this may be another good candidate for a developmental feature in 

child language, i .e .  this pattern of learning to choose different pronouns according to the 

animacy of the antecedent may a pattern in language development in Finnish. 

Table 6. The distribution of relative pronouns. Time 1 ,  grade 4.  

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N=10 N=20 

Pronoun n f %REL n f %REL 

mikii 
joka 
kuka 

9 2 1  57% 1 6  66 
7 1 5  40% 1 3  7 1  
1 1 3% 3 4 

N = total number of subjects in a group 
n = total number of subjects who use a certain element 
f = frequency of occurence of an element 

47% 
50% 
3% 

%REL = proportion of a certain pronoun out of the total number of relative 
pronouns 
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Table 7. Distribution of  relative pronouns. Time 2 ,  grade 6 .  

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N=10  N=20 

Pronoun n f %REL n f %REL 

mikii 8 43 67% 1 9  1 1 7 47% 
Ijoka 6 20 3 1 % 1 7  1 2 1  49% 
kuka 1 1 2% 4 7 3% 
kun 2 2 1 %  

Table 8. Distribution of relative pronouns. Time 1 ,  grade 7.  

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N=10 N=20 

Pronoun n f %REL n f %REL 

mikii 1 0 33  59% 1 5  3 8  43% 
Ijoka 8 2 1  3 8% 1 4  3 9  43% 
kuka 2 2 4% 3 1 1  1 3 %  

Table 9. Distribution of  relative pronouns. Time 2 ,  grade 9.  

MONOLINGUAL BILINGUAL 
FINNISH STUDENTS FINNISH STUDENTS 
N=10  N=20 

Pronoun n f %REL n f %REL 

mikii 8 49 59% 1 7  6 1  56% 
Ijoka 6 32 3 9% 1 3  3 4  3 1 % 
kuka 1 2 2% 6 1 3  1 2% 
kun 1 1 1 %  

Summary and conclusions 

In the present study, the use of a formal class of words combining clauses into coherent spoken 

language units in Finnish, the connectors, was reported on. The data were collected in the form 

of interviews conducted with Finnish-Swedish bilingual adolescents at grade levels 4, 6, 7 and 

9 in Swedish compulsory school. All of the subjects were born in Sweden and reported Finnish 

to be the language used at home. All of the bilingual subjects (N=20 at all grade levels) have 

been enrolled in Finnish Home Language classes at grade levels 1 -6 and all but 4 at grade 

levels 7-9. The use of connectors by 1 0  monolingual subjects at each grade level served as a 

baseline for comparison. 

The use of connectors was studied on a global level of relative frequency of occurrence. 

There were no apparent differences between the mono- and bilingual groups nor were there 
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any apparent differences between the grade levels. The relative frequencies of the connectors 

used were nearly identical. In other words, the bilingual subjects studied showed a competence 

comparable to that of their monolingual peers in this respect. 

A more detailed comparison of the use of relative pronouns was also made. Interestingly, 

the frequencies of occurence of the two most common pronouns, joka and mikii, differed for 

the monolingual and bilingual groups. Mikii was produced more frequently by all monolingual 

groups, whereas the bilinguals shifted from using joka (the form recommended and more 

frequent in written language) more frequently at grade levels 4 and 6 to the monolingual 

pattern at grade levels 7 and 9. In both the monolingual and bilingual groups, development 

from not separating the different pronouns according to the animacy of the correlate (as in 

adult written language) at the lower grade levels, to doing so at the higher grade levels can also 

be seen. 

The results of the present study are encouraging from the point of view of the bilingual 

subjects' language proficiency in Finnish. At this global level, considering their ability to 

produce coherent texts in Finnish, they are comparable to their monolingual peers who have 

the advantage of living in a monolingual Finnish speech community. The results at the group 

level are interesting to compare with the results of frequency of occurrence in the Swedish 

data: the same bilingual groups differ from their monolingual Swedish peers in the use of 

connectors (see Juvonen & Viberg 1 993 for details). The results relating to the development of 

the use of relative pronouns clearly indicate that more functionally oriented research and 

studies of the individual variation among adolescents are needed in order to reveal possible 

developmental patterns in the acquisition and use of connectors during the school years in 

both monolingual and bilingual students. 
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A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF TWO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ' USE OF VERB 

FORMS AND FUNCTIONS IN THEIR FRENCH INTERLANGUAGE* 

Maria Kihlstedt 

Department of French and Italian, Stockholm University 

The aim of this study is to examine the use of verb fonns in the interlanguage of two 

Swedish university learners of French. A survey of the Swedish and French verbal 

systems, with special focus on the aspectual differences expressed by past tense fonns 

in the two languages, is given. The results section deals mainly with the use of past and 

present tenses. Evidence of L2 development with regard to tense is discussed, as well 

as compensatory linguistic strategies, e.g. overuse of the present and influence from the 

Swedish temporal system. The inherent lexical aspect of the verb seems to have an 

impact even in the morphological marking of these relatively advanced learners. 

1 .  Introduction 

This study intends to examine longitudinally the temporal system of two learners in the 

project French Interlanguage - development and variation (henceforth, the INTERFRA

project) which is being carried out at the Department of French and Italian at the University 

of Stockholml . The data consists of their oral production in interviews and in the retellings 

of video films and comic strips. Data collection took place at regular intervals during a period 

of two years. The infonnants, Eva and Marie, seem relatively comparable; they both studied 

French for six years at school, and they both spent several months studying French in a 

French-speaking country the year before they began to take part in the investigation. 

The temporal system was chosen for several reasons. Firstly, it can generally be claimed 

that the verb plays a central role in the clause. For the learner it is therefore of major 

importance to master the rules of verb fonns and functions in the target language. Secondly, 

the question can be raised as to how complex time relations are expressed when the learner 

as a cognitively mature adult is able to conceive of them, but might lack the linguistic tools 

to express them in the foreign langauge. 

This pilot study establishes the frequency of finite verb fonns and the proportions of certain 
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tenses in the production of two learners. Thus the learners can be compared with each other 

as well as with themselves. This poses the question as to whether any tendency towards an 

increasingly complex tense system can be distinguished in the production of the individual 

learner. In cases where the distribution of verb forms differs between the two learners, despite 

the similarity of tasks, one might ask whether this is a measure of L2 developmental level or 

simply indicates individual differences. Finally, this study looks at whether the learners' verb 

form use is target-deviant, and if so, in what fashion. The focus will be on different kinds of 

learner solutions in the data. 

2. Tense in French and Swedish 

2. 1 .  Forms 

The verbal systems of French and Swedish differ considerably with regard to form as well 

as function. French verbs mark person, number, tense, mood and sometimes gender, whereas 

Swedish marks only tense and mood. The verb is actually the inflectionally richest word class 

of the French language - an ordinary regular verb (i.e. an er-verb) may occur in at least 

fourteen different forms in spoken French (Valdman 1976) and in thirty-six written forms, 

including the two literary tenses Ie passe simple (preterite) and l 'imparjait du subjonctif. Many 

frequent irregular verbs exist in a greater number of forms (Pedersen et al. 1 980) . 

These learners are mainly classroom learners, so, most likely, a great many of these verb 

forms have been presented to them more or less systematically. But they have also been 

immersed in a French-speaking environment and come across verb forms as they occur 

naturally in conversation. The question might therefore be raised as to whether these relatively 

advanced learners have not only acquired the 'morphological jungle' of the French verbal 

system in writing, but also in their oral production. Bartning ( 1990) has shown that verb 

agreement in the oral interlanguage of some of the subjects in the INfERFRA-project 

constitutes a vulnerable area. Harley's investigations in the Canadian language immersion 

programmes confirms this tendency, as verb morphology was the area with the highest score 

of non target-like use in all the immersion groups (Harley 1984). These groups consist of 

pupils that receive part of their schooling in their second language, i.e. French. 
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2.2. Function 

There are also considerable differences between French and Swedish in the meaning 

expressed by the verb form, especially when referring to past time. The French distinction 

between l 'imparJait/le passe compose does not correspond, functionally speaking, to the 

Swedish imperfect (or preterite) and perfect tenses, even if they are morphologically similar. 

Traditionally, this is considered one of the main problems for Swedish learners of French. 

Harley ( 1989a) likewise indicates that the use of l ' imparjait is problematic for the immersion 

learners. They differed significantly from the native French pupils with regard to their use of 

past tense forms. In addition, when l 'imparJait was used to the same extent as among the 

native speakers, it mainly expressed a different function. Coppetiers ( 1 987) has shown that 

even near-native speakers of French differed from native-speakers in acceptability tests with 

the contrast l ' imparjaitlle passe compose. 

The main source of difficulty in French past tenses is not of a temporal but rather of an 

aspectual nature. A comparison with the Swedish temporal system gives the following schema: 

Swedish 
PERFECT 
Form: 

aux + past participle 

Function: 

1 .  Related to the 'here and now' 

Han har Ilkt. 'He has left. ' 
(=he is not here now. ) 

PRETERITE (IMPERFECT) 
Form: 

stem + suffix 

Function: 

1.  Imperfective aspect 

Han gick med kapp och verkade svag. 
' He was walking with a stick and seemed weak' 

2. Perfective aspect 

Han iirvde en miljon och sen kopte han en Rolls. 
' He inherited a million and then he bought a Rolls . '  

French 
PASSE COMPOSE 
Form: 

aux + past participle 

Function: 

1. Related to the 'here and now' 

Il est parti. 

2. Perfective aspect 

Il a herite d'un million et puis it a achete une 
Rolls. 

' He inherited a million and then he bought a 
Rolls . '  

IMPARFAIT 
Form: 

stem + suffix 

Function: 

1.  Imperfective aspect. 

Il marchait avec une canne et semblait faible.  
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2.2.1 .  Le passe compose 

This tense expresses two different functions in French. As in Swedish, a compound form -

le passe compose - is used to express perfect, i.e. to refer to events that have already 

occurred, but that are related to the time of the utterance, such as it est parti = ' he has left' , 

the result of the event being that he is not here now. The event is focused from a ' here-and

now' perspective; what is important is ' the continuing present relevance of a past situation' 

(Comrie 1976:52). 

As opposed to Swedish, however, French perfect - le passe compose - is also used to 

express past events without direct relevance to the ' here-and-now' .  In other words, it is used 

in common speech situations where a speaker relates one or several already completed events 

in the past. This is what Dahl ( 1985) calls 'narrative discourse' :  

( 1 )  L' annee demiere, il a hhite d'un million et puis it a achete une Rolls. 

as opposed to : 

(2) Forra aret iirvde han en million och sen kopte han en Rolls. 
' Last year, he inherited a million and then he bought a Rolls. '  

So, here French uses one form, le passe compose, for a distinction marked by two different 

forms in Swedish, the perfect and the preterite. 

2.2.2. L'imparjait 

In French, there is also a simple form to express pastness - l 'impaifait - but it is not used 

like the Swedish preterite (or imperfect) . Whereas the Swedish preterite only marks a temporal 

relation, l 'impaifait contrasts with le passe compose from an aspectual point of view. When 

one talks about what happened, the main story-line rarely consists solely of narrative 

discourse. The story-line is often interrupted by background information and descriptions. In 

French this contrast is marked by means of two different forms :  the actual story-line which 

allows the action to progress in le passe compose and the descriptive circumstances in 

l ' impaifait: 

(3) Marie a quitte la ville vers midi. Le soleil brillait et elle se sentait heureuse. Tout 
d 'un coup, elle a entendu un cri. 

compared to 



(4) Marie liimnade stan vid middagstid. Solen sken och hon kiinde sig lycklig.  
P16tsligt horde hon ett skrik. 
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' Marie left town towards noon. The sun was shining and she was feeling happy. Suddenly, 
she heard a scream. '  

So,  here Swedish has one form, the preterite, for a distinction marked by two different past 

forms in French. The French forms encode grammatical aspect, as opposed to lexical aspect 

(cf. 2 .3 .  below). In other words, they express the perspective, the ' aspect' from which the 

speaker chooses to look at a situation. An imperfective (Comrie 1 976) aspect focuses on the 

process of a situation, 'viewing a situation from within' (ibid:24) . French grammar books 

typically make reference to the ' descriptive circumstances' of a course of events to explain 

this aspect, which is marked morphologically by l 'impaifait: 

(5a) n marchait avec une canne et semblait faible. 
(5b) Han gick med kapp och verkade svag. 
'He was walking with a stick and seemed weak. ' 

in contrast to : 

(6a) n a marche un kilometre ce matin. 
(6b) Han gick en kilometer i morse 
' He walked a kilometre this morning. '  

where the aspect, in terms used by Comrie and others, is peifective, i .e. it treats the situation 

or the event as a self-contained whole. The focus is on the completion of the event. In French 

grammars, this aspect, encoded by Ie passe compose (in spoken French) , is often defined as 

' a  single and completed event in the past' . 

To summarize, there is a simple and a compound form for reference to past time both in 

French and Swedish, but they differ semantically; in Swedish these two forms mark relevance 

(perfect), or absence of relevance, to the time of the utterance, an unmarked distinction in 

French. On the other hand, French encodes the imperfective/perfective contrast through the 

verb form, (cf. 5a, 6a above) which Swedish does not (cf. 5b, 6b above). This leads to the 

question of Swedish learners' behaviour as regards past tense marking in French. Given the 

morphological similarity between the Swedish preterite and l ' imparjait, i .e. stem + suffix, 

overuse of l 'impaifait could be expected, But the forms map different meanings. The Swedish 

preterite marks a clear temporal reference to what happened at a particular moment in the past 

(cf. ' narrative discourse' above) , which l ' impaifait does not. It could be hypothesized that 

learners transfer this frequent and semantically distinct function to the morphologically similar 
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imparjait. On the other hand, research has suggested that Swedish L l  does not influence the 

acquisition of French verb morphology (cf. next section, 2.3) .  

2.3. Tense and aspect in SLA 

Relatively little is known about the acquisition of tense among Swedish learners of French. 

Schlyter ( 1986) has shown both similarities and differences in some adult Swedes' natural 

acquisition of French verb forms. Thus, generally, the first form that systematically referred 

to 'past' events was one that was similar to Ie passe compose; e.g. 'je a partir, on a 

commencee ' (Schlyter 1984:325). Most often, this form occurred in ' perfect' contexts, but 

gradually also with a perfective function, i.e. according to target language use. However, 

learners differed in the sense that one learner showed potential Swedish L l  influence. He used 

a single form for past time reference in obligatory passe compose-contexts. Another leamer' s 

use of verb forms was more consistent with the general claim that aspect is marked before 

tense in the acquisition process. The aspectual distinction imperfective/perfective was encoded 

morphologically by this leamer, though not yet in a target-like fashion (cf. below) . 

More precisely, previous research has suggested that temporal morphemes are used 

unsystematically with regard to the actual time reference, but systematically if the inherent 

lexical aspect of the verb is taken into consideration. For French L l ,  this has been reported 

by BronckartlSinclair ( 1 973), Sabeau-Jouannet ( 1 977) and Schlyter ( 1990) and by Noyau & 

Houdaila ( 1 988) and Schlyter ( 1984, 1 990) for French L2. According to Clive Perdue ( 199 1 ) ,  

this phenomenon reflects one of the cross-linguistic tendencies in  the acquisition of 

temporality by adult immigrant learners in the ESF-project. Learners look for semantically 

transparent form-meaning relationships in the L2, regardless of the formal characteristics of 

their Ll .  

Grammatical aspect i s  what native speakers have at their disposal. In  accordance with how 

they view a situation, an imperfective or perfective aspect marking device (usually an 

inflection) can be used basically with any verb. It is the 'endpoint' of acquisition of aspect 

(Andersen 199 1 ) .  But during the acquisition process, the inherent lexical aspect (Comrie 1 976) 

of the verb, in Europe known as mode d' action or Aktionsart, seems to play a role. This is the 

inherent meaning of the verb, or rather, of the situation or event expressed by the verb. Unlike 

grammatical aspect, lexical aspect is not explicitly encoded in morphology. Vendler ( 1 967) 

has divided inherent aspect into four categories: 
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STATE2 ACTIVITY ACCOMPLISHMENT ACHIEVEMENT 
(telic) (punctual) 

have run run a mile find 
like swim make a cake win 
possess pull grow up realize 

Andersen ( 1990, 199 1 )  argues that learners are conservative in their use of ' past' inflections. 

He has shown that both child and adult learners of Spanish and English depend on the 

inherent meaning of the verb in this respect. Thus, punctual verbs (find, win, realize) mostly 

occur in the preterite form in Spanish interlanguage, which is the form that encodes 

perfectivity in Spanish, i.e. the equivalent of French passe compose. Conversely, activity (run, 

look jor, swim) and state verbs (have, like, possess) , i.e. verbs with some duration, are likely 

to be expressed by the Spanish imperfect or present form, regardless of temporal reference. 

Spanish, French and Italian all encode the perfective/imperfective distinction in past tense by 

verbal morphology. L1 and L2 learners of these languages acquire l 'imparjait (or its 

correspondance) subsequent to the form that marks perfective function, according to Andersen 

( 1990) , Schlyter ( 1 986), Ramat & Banfi ( 1990) and Kaplan ( 1987). This may account for the 

emergence of the present form in imperfective contexts in early interlanguage, which has been 

suggested in the studies above. In other words, learners tend to use verbal morphemes to mark 

aspect, not tense, initially. Thus, the present form marks imperfectivity, and may even refer 

to the past. An imperfect form is not yet 'needed' .  Subsequently, when both forms for past 

tense are used, l 'imparjait seems to be preferred for imperfective verbs, i.e. state and activity 

verbs, and le passe compose (or its equiValent) for perfective situations, i.e. punctual and telic 

verbs characterized by the 'endpoint' feature (Andersen 199 1 ). 

3. Aims of the present study 

In the light of the discussion above, the study will focus on the three following issues: 

Firstly, studying the frequency of verb forms3 in the data in a longitudinal perspective 

allows us to establish whether any development in the complexity of verb forms occurs over 

time. This issue also concerns variation among the learners. During the two years of 

investigation, the same films and comic strips were used for the retellings and the semi

structured interviews dealt with the same topics for both learners. Therefore, if there is still 

considerable difference in the verb form distribution between the learners, this poses the 

question as to whether it is different levels of L2 development or simply individual differences 
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that are responsible for this variation. 

Secondly, as has been seen, the verbal systems of French and Swedish differ considerably. 

French verb morphology is typically a complex area for learners. Therefore, different types 

of simplifications or other learner solutions which are not target-like will be examined, 

including potential Ll transfer. 

Thirdly, these learners make use of both 'past' forms, l 'imparjait et Ie passe compose. The 

aspectual difference between these forms has probably been explained to the learners on 

several occasions. Does inherent lexical aspect still influence the learners' choice of verb 

forms, or do these alternate freely between the aspectual inflections available in French? 

4. Results 

Table 1 .  Scores for verb forms in the interview data. 

PRESENT 

PASSE COMPOSE 

IMPARFAIT 

PL UPERFECT 

PERIPHRA STIC 

FUTURE 

SIMPLE FUTURE 

CONDITIONAL 

SUBJUNC TIVE 

O THERS 

TO TAL 

MARIE 

% 2  % 3  % 4  % 5  % 

1 1 6  65 1 62 85 1 86 78 1 53 72 1 22 54 

1 6  :}s 
o 3 5 9 7 

o 2 o 3 

6 o 6 2 4 

o o 4 3 o 

o o o 

1 79 1 90 240 21 2 226 

EVA 

1 % 2  % 3  % 4  % 5  % 

1 50 8 1  1 57 85 1 50 8 3  1 43 82 1 33 8 5  

1 1  

�} 
3 2 7 

o o o o o 

5 o o o 

o o 3 

o o o o o 

1 85 1 85 1 8 1  1 7 5 1 56 
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Table 2. Scores for verb forms in the retcl l ings. 

MARIE EVA 

Comic 7 Film 7 Comic 2 Film 2 Comic 3 Film 3 F17m .4 Comic 7 FUm 7 . Comic 2 Film 2 Comic 3 Film 3 FI7m 4 

PRESENT 56 57 3 50 42 62 48 79 70 28 43 44 57  56 

PASSE COMPOSE! 7 7 27 7 5 3 5 4 72 8 9 6 3 
PA SSE SIMPLE 

IMPARFAIT 2 76 0 0 0 33 30 72 6 0 0 0 

PLUPERFECT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 

PERIPHRASTIC 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FUTURE 

SIMPLE FUTURE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CONDITIONAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUBJUNCTIVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O THERS 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-- --- --------- - ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------------- --------------------.. ------------------------------------------ ---- - - - - -- - -- - - ------ - - - - - .  

TOTAL 67 68 49 5 7  52 66 58 64 53 49 58 50 52 

4. 1.  Verb form frequency 

As can be seen from Table 1 ,  there is considerable difference in the frequency of various 

verb forms between the learners. Marie generally uses more 'non-present' forms than Eva, 

including a higher score of complex fonns such as SUbjunctive, conditional and pluperfect 

fonns. Past tense scores in Marie ' s  production exceed those of Eva both in absolute and 

proportional figures. Mention should be made of Marie ' s  maximum score of imparjait fonns,  

55 ,  in the last interview. 

As regards intra-individual development, it can be noticed that Marie ' s  verb forms move 

in the direction of higher proportion of 'past' fonns in the interviews. Similarly, there is a 

slight increase in the total number of verb fonns from Interview 3 onwards, as compared to 

Interview I and 2. This could be explained by individual variation, since her ' past' score is 

high already in Interview 1 .  On the other hand, it should be mentioned that Bartning ( 1990) 

has shown a slight increase in Marie' s  verb agreement correctness in these interviews. This 

speaks in favour of the assumption that the figures above reflect a development in Marie' s  

interlanguage. Eva's  interlanguage is characterized by a high proportion of present fonns, 

constantly around 80%. Her score of ' past' forms likewise remains remarkably stable: around 

15% in all the interviews. Here, no clear evidence of development can be found. 

59 
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These figures may suggest that the two informants have different interactional styles. 

Generally speaking, Marie seems more 'talkative ' .  The score in the retellings of the films in 

the learners ' Ll (Swedish) , which constituted a task in the data collection, supports this 

explanation. On that occasion Marie produced 99 verb forms whereas Eva carried out the same 

task using 70 verb forms. Individual variation might thus account for the different learner 

profiles regarding their use of verb forms. 

On the other hand, in relation to input characteristics, the figures in Table 1 would speak 

in favour of a developmental difference interpretation. Table 3 below shows that the number 

of questions with explicit past tense marking, in the speech of the native French interviewer, 

does not correlate with the number of 'past' forms in the learners' production. It should be 

mentioned that only questions with verb forms referring to the past have been taken into 

account. This excludes confirmations and reinforcements as well as questions referring to the 

past without a finite verb form: 

Table 3. Scores of questions with explicit past tense verbal marking in the interviewer' s 
speech compared to verb forms in past tenses in the learners' production. (1=lnterviewer) 

I Eva I Marie 
Interview 1 1 3  27 1 2  57 
Interview 2 1 1  26 4 23 
Interview 3 1 6  29 6 37 
Interview 4 1 1  24 9 45 
Interview 5 19  18  8 90 

As can be seen from this, the interviewer puts a higher number of questions to Eva that might 

have resulted in responses with ' past' verb forms, especially in Interview 5 .  But her score of 

'past' forms do not indicate that she responds to this attempt. Conversely, the considerably 

higher score of past tense marking in Marie' s  production cannot be accounted for by the 

interviewer' s  use of verb forms. The last interview seems particularly illustrative of this 

tendency. It is the only one where the interviewer' s  rate of past reference questions exceeds 

the leamer' s corresponding rate of past reference forms, 1 9  questions compared to 1 8  forms 

(Eva). On the other hand, this interview displays the maximum discrepancy between the 

frequency of past forms in the interviewer' s  questions and in Marie ' s  production, 8 questions 

versus 90 forms, which is furthermore the maximum 'past' score of the whole study. These 

results suggest that the learners have different interactional patterns; the same question as input 
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elicits two very different kinds of utterances. The interactional patterns shown i n  extracts (7) 

and (8) are typical of each learner. Despite reinforcement from the interviewer, 'I:aui ? ' , Eva 

interrupts her explanation of why she has become more critical with ' E:aui l1Ulis c ' est bien. " 

whereas the same question triggers off a whole sequence of narration in Marie' s  speech4: 

(7) I: mm II tres bien II euh ehm II da:ns les etudes que tu a:s euh faites a. l' universite 
que tu as suivies a. l 'universite I eh tu as pu I par ces etudes eh euh I changer ton image 
de la France ou: des Fran�ais ou . . . .  ? 
E: (SOUPIR) oui certainement parce que euh I on eh dans Ie *realia par exemple on a 
tellement appris que euh I �a serait euh I IMpossible de toujours avoir l ' image I qu'on 
avait avant . I parce que Xmoi Xau I au moins j 'avais une I une image eh euh tres euh 
stereotype des Fran�ais et de la France (I:mm) I alors I que maintenant je  j ' ai appris 
beaucoup de choses de la societe par exemple (I:mm) SIM qui est II des choses qui sont 
tres interessants I (I:mm) qui sont qui sont bien I meme (RIRE RIRE). (I:mm) oui et 
puis euh I des Fran�ais j '  ai II j '  ai connu des Fran�ais maintenant j '  ai euh j '  ai to- I des 
contacts avec des Fran�ais . . . . .  (Interview 5, Marie) 

' I :  mm II very good II euh ehm II in the studies that you have h 'm done at the university 
that you've pursued at the university I eh have you been able to I through these studies 
eh euh I to change your image of France or the French or . . . . .  ? 
E: (SIGHS) yes certainly because euh I we eh in *realia for instance we've learnt so 
much that euh I it would be euh I imPOSSible to still have the image I that we had 
before . I because I Xme Xat I at least I had an I an eh euh very euh stereotyped of the 
French and France (I :mm) I although I now I I 've learnt many things about the society 
for instance (I.mm) SIM which is II things that are very interesting I (I :mm) that are that 
are good I even (LAUGHS).  (I :mm) yes and then euh I the French I 've II I 've got to 
know French people now I've euh I 've to- I contacts with French people . . . .  . '  

(8) I :  mhm II est-ce que: tu a:s euh change un peu: ton image de la France eh apre:s XX 
E: oui SIM je suis euh je suis plus critique. 
I: plus critique. 
E: oui 

I: aui ? 
E: vis-a.-vis la France. II aui l1Ulis c ' est bien. 
I: et que : pourquoi c 'est euh I ce sont les etudes? 
E: oui les etudes de *realia 
I: mhm (Interview 5 Eva) 

' I :  mhm II is it so that you' ve euh changed a little your image of France eh after XX 
E: yes SIM I'm euh I 'm more critical. 
I: more critical. 
E: yes 
I: yes ? 
E: towards France. II yes but that's gaad. 
I: and that why that euh I it is the studies? 
E: yes the *realia studies 
I: mhm' 
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This type of narration occurs frequently in Marie's  speech and seems to be reflected in her 

verb form frequency. Individual conversational styles could explain the difference between (7) 

and (8). But considering the figures from Table 3,  the assumption that Eva uses an avoidance 

strategy, due to a weaker command of the French tense system than Marie, whose productive 

use of past forms mainly emerges on her own initiative, seems more plausible. A closer look 

at the form/function relationship in Eva' s production will probably shed some light on this 

question. 

4.2. Verb forms and functions in Eva's production 

In Eva' s production, various target-deviant mappings of forms and functions can be found. 

An example is the overuse of the present tense to refer to the past, sometimes oscillating 

between the correct form and the present, as in ( 1 0). The same simplification strategy has been 

found among Harley's  ( 1989b) immersion students: 

(9) Quand j '  ai habitt� a Val de Loire c '  est / it y a l il y  avait beaucoup de vin qui sont 
bien. (Intervju 1 Eva) 
'When I lived in Val de Loire it's / there is I there were many wines that are good. ' 

( 1 0) E: Mais a l' ecole c '  est different. (Talking about her language course in France last 
year) 
I: different de quoi? 
E: d' ici. 
I :  c 'est-a-dire? 
E: c 'est-a-dire que I c 'erait seulement des professeurs fram;ais. (Interview 2, Eva) 

'E: But at school it's different. 
I: different from what? 
E: from here. 
I: that is to say 
E: that is to say that I it was only French teachers . '  

Simplifications also occur with other tenses, as in  the following examples: 

( 1 1 )  Quand j ' ai commence ici j 'ai seulement lu un livre en franc;ais.(=j 'avais lu) 
(Interview 2, Eva) 
'When I started here I have only read one book in French. ' 

( 1 2) I: si on te donnait un million I de couronnes? 
E: un million de couronnes (RIRE) I qu'est-ce que je vais jaire ? (=je jerais) ? 
peut-etre je voudrais acheter une appartement. (= j 'acheterais), (Interview 1 ,  Eva) 

' I :  if someone gave you a million I crowns 
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E: a million crowns? (LAUGHS) / what I will do ? Maybe I would like to buy a flat. 

A somewhat different kind of simplification strategy is the use of c 'est (=it 's/that 's) as an 

invariable chunk, replacing more complex verb forms. Noyau ( 1988,  1 99 1 )  points at the 

frequent use of ' invariable predicating devices ' by her natural learners of French from an early 

stage in the acquisition process, such as [ne pa de] (=approx. n 'est pas de(s), 'isn 't ' ) ,  used as 

a general negation expression, and [se] (=e.g. c 'est, 'it 's/that 's). ( 1 3) and ( 1 4) below seem to 

reflect the same phenomenon in a relatively advanced and predominantly classroom learner 

(cf. also (9) and ( 10» : 

( 1 3)1: qu'est-ce que tu prends I comme moyen de transport pour aller a Stockholm? 
E: ah c '  est Roslagsbanan / c '  est un vieux train I .. J �a c '  est aussi auto bus I on peut 
prendre ce bus ici. (Interview 1 Eva) 

' I :  what kind of public transport do you use to go to Stockholm? 
E: ah that's Roslagsbanan / it' s an old train I . .  J that that's also bus / you can take that bus 
here. ' 

( 14)1: combien d'heures par semaine avais-tu dans chaque classe? 
E:  eh euh c 'est un deux I je crois que c 'est hm I deux heures par semaine. 
(Interview 5, Eva) 

' I :  how many hours did you have per week in each class? 
E:  eh euh it's one two / I think that it's hm / two hours per week. ' 

The leamer's  repetition of the interviewer' s verb forms occurs with a certain frequency, 

presumably a ' time-gaining' strategy in order to formulate an answer: 

( 1 5)1: tu as beaucoup lu ? 
E: beau coup lu en fran�ais? euh II mieux qu' auparavant mais / mais pas suffisamment. 
(Interview 3 Eva) 

' I: Have you read a lot? 
E: Read a lot in French? euh II better than before but I but not enough. '  

The retellings scores (Table 2)  do not give a conclusive picture of  the learners' verb use 

strategies. However, the high proportion of imperfect forms in Eva' s first two retellings 

(Comic 1 ,  Film 1 )  retellings deserves some attention. Eva' s high scores (33 and 30 instances) 

might be explained as overuse of l 'impaifait as a result of L l  influence. As a matter of fact, 

l ' impaifait is here used for purely perfective events like if partait = 'he left' , if trouvait = 'he 
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found' ,  and other forms in italics in ( 1 6) below, where le passe compose would have been 

more natural. In other words, the form that functionally corresponds to the Swedish preterite 

would have been more target-like. After this, Eva switches to the present tense. The present 

for this kind of task seems fairly common; many of the subjects as well as the French 

' control' speaker in the project used the present for retellings in their native language. It 

should be mentioned that Eva used the preterite when retelling in her L t ,  unlike Marie, who 

preferred the present also in Swedish. This fact also supports the explanation that influence 

from the Swedish temporal system is reflected in the imparfait-forms in the following extract: 

( 16) Comic 1, Eva: Gar�on, il y a une mouche dans mon assiette ! 
deux gar�ons et ils voulaient alier au restaurant I alors ils payaient tres cher I et ils 
s' assoient I Xsassoaient I et st /I un de ces personnes il l il mangeait un boisson je crois 
I mais if trouvait un petite mouche I dans I dans mon dans son assiette I et if appelait 
au gar�on I et gar�on Xdon dit I non c 'est pas vrai I c 'est peut-etre I peut-etre tu as I oh 
I c ' est pas vrai �a l et 11/ mais tu dois payer quand-meme hein I tu dois pay payer l Ie 
meme Ie meme prix pour I pour ton repas / et I un de ces gar�ons et I de Ie gar�on ce 
qui / moh I qui avait mange I il dit hm zut zut I parce que I il n ' av I il n' avait pas I 
beaucoup d' argent I et il ne voulait pas payer pour I pour un repas qui I con consistait 
aussi d'un mouche I alors I il: /I if: par:tait II if partait I lui et et son I et son camarade 
I et Ie gar�on qui travaillait au restaurant il est tres I tres- irrite I parce que I ces 
personnes ils ne voulaient pas payer Ie diller /I au alors il :s etai(en)t parti(s) sans payer 
alors / SOUPIR I alors il(s) I ils voyaient un sa un salon de the I et I et ils mangeaient 
la I co et I et RIRE et Ie meme personne je kr I non l ' autre personne il l de ces deux 
gar�ons if trouvait une mouche dans / sa verre et il dit au au gar�on la I bon alors I il 
y a une mouche ici I et Ie gar�on dit I oh I tant pis I mais I apres �a l Ies deux gar�ons 
avaient eu une mouche (EN RlANn. 

'Waiter, there' s  a fly in my soup' 
two boys and the wanted to go to the restaurant I so they paid very expensively I and 
they sit down I Xsat down I and one of these persons he I he ate a drink I think I but 
he found a small fly I in I in my I in his plate I and he called for the waiter I and waiter 
Xthen says (said?) I no that' s not true I it' s maybe I maybe you have I oh I it' s not true 
this I and 11/ but you should still pay you know I you should pa pay I the same the same 
price for I for your meal I and l one of these boys and I of the boy what I moh I who 
had eaten I he says (said?) hm too bad I because I he didn' t  ha I he didn't  have I much 
money I and he didn't  want to pay for I for a meal that I also con consisted of a fly I 
so I he /I he left II he left I he and and his I he and his friend I and the boy who worked 
at the restaurant he is very I very irritated I because I these persons they didn' t  want 
to pay the dinner /I or then they had left without paying so I (SIGHS) then they saw I 
they saw a co a coffee shop I and I and they ate there I co and I and (LAUGHS) and 
the same person I th I no the other person he I of these two boys he found a fly in I his 
glass and he says (?said) to to the waiter there I right then I there ' s  a fly here I and the 
waiter says (?said) I oh I too bad I but / after this I the two boys had got a fly 
(LAUGHING). ' 
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4.3. The semantics of the verb 

Although the last section provides some evidence for possible L l  transfer, there is at least 

one area where a more general acquistional pattern seems to arise. Andersen's claim that the 

inherent lexical aspect of the verb governs the form in which it occurs was tested in the use 

of the passe composeJimparfait distinction. It could be expected that Swedish learners typically 

deviate from this pattern, using l ' imparjait with all sorts of verbs, cf. ( 1 6) above. However, 

Table 4 below contradicts this assumption. L 'imparfait is restricted almost exclusively to state 

and activity verbs. Despite instruction about the possibility of marking basically any verb with 

an imperfective or perfective aspect morpheme in French, which these learners have probably 

been told repeatedly, it is the Aktionsart of the verb which seems to determine the use of 

l 'imparjait. Conversely, Ie passe compose most often occurs with punctual verbs and rarely 

with state verbs. The semantic determination is however less striking there : 

Table 4. Distribution of inherent aspect in imparjait (=imp) / passe compose (=p.c. )  forms in 
the interviews. 

STATE ACTIVITY ACCOMPLISH- ACHIEVE- TOTAL 
MENT MENT 

imp/p.c. imp/p.c. imp/p.c. imp/p.c. imp/p.c. 
Marie : 
1 23/9 10/3 1 2/ 19  3/46 = 1 3 8/ 105 

Eva: 
4517 6/25 0/1 3  0/28 = 5 1173 

5. Final remarks 

In this longitudinal study of two learners' temporal systems in French, two different learner 

profiles have been examined. One of them (Marie) showed some signs of L2 development, 

while the other (Eva) did not. Different acquisitional levels probably account for the variation 

in the use of past tense between them, even if conversational style could also play a role . 

Various learner strategies were commented on, such as compensatory c 'est, 

overgeneralisation of the present tense and of I ' imparjait, the latter possibly an influence from 

the Swedish preterite. 

Finally, in accordance with Andersen' s  theory, inherent lexical aspect of the verb seems 

to influence even learners at a relatively high level of proficiency. L'imparjait was practically 
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only used with state and activity verbs, whereas Ie passe compose mostly occurred with 

punctual verbs. It should be emphasized that these findings are based on data from only two 

informants. Carrying out studies of a larger number of subjects in the INTERFRA-project 

would provide more conclusive evidence for these preliminary findings. 

Notes 

* I would like to express my gratitude to Sarah Williams for correcting my English. 

1 .  For a more detailed presentation of the INTERFRA-project, see Bartning I. 'French 

Interlanguage - development and variation. A presentation of a research project' , this volume. 

2. State-verbs represent a state rather than an event, whereas the other three categories are 

referred to as ' dynamic ' ,  i.e. they denote some kind of activity. Telic verbs share the 

' duration' characteristic with activity verbs, but also involve an endpoint. The difference 

becomes clear if Vendler' s term ' accomplishment' is used. If the event run a mile is 

interrupted, the action is not accomplished, since the endpoint has not been reached. But to 

stop in the middle of run means that the event has been accomplished, because at least some 

running has taken place. Punctual verbs express events that can be reduced to a single 

momentary point, such as find, as opposed to lookfor, which is durative, cf. Andersen ( 1 990) . 

3 .  Form and function do not necessarily coincide in a target-like fashion in interlanguage. 

However, it might be expected that these relatively advanced learners to a certain extent match 

verb forms with the correct functions. The cases of non-agreements will be discussed further 

in section 4.2. 

4. For a simplified description of transcription conventions, see Appendix. 
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Appendix 

Description of transcription conventions occurring in the examples: 
E: 'etudiant' , learner' s  utterance 
I: the interviewer' s  utterance 
I short break, 2 seconds or less 
I I longer break, more than 3 seconds 
III long interruption 

extended sound 
the end of the utterance trails off 

eh, euh hesitation sounds 
* non-French word 
(SOUPIR), (RIRE) non-verbal sounds 
X uncertain transcription 
IMpossible strongly stressed syllable 
+ SIM simultaneous speech 
tres- no obligatory liaison 
il(s) ambiguity, more than one interpretation possible 



SURVIV AL FINNISH FOR FOREIGN TOURISTS 

Rolf Palmberg 
Department of Teacher Education, Abo Akademi University 

The paper looks at four guide books aimed at tourists coming to Finland and analyses 
the vocabulary items they contain from the point of view of their relevance for foreign 
travellers in their first contacts with Finnish, Finns and Finnish culture. 

Introduction and aim 
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When preparing word lists for foreign language learners, there are various criteria that can be 
used. Richards ( 1 970), for example, suggested the following criteria:  frequency, range, 
language needs, availability and familiarity, coverage, regularity, and ease of learning or 
learning burden. Since the use of such criteria in most cases produces different word lists 
depending on the category of learner in question and on his or her native and target languages, 
the great majority of writers of textbooks and well-known word lists have tended to emphasise 
some of these criteria (for examples, see Nation 1990) . 

For purposes of surviving when travelling in foreign countries, the most important criterion 
is undoubtedly that of language needs. In a recent paper, Nation and Crabbe presented the 
results of such a language needs analysis, based on the question "What is the language 
knowledge that learners fIrst need when they learn a language?" ,  or more specifIcally, what is 
the vocabulary that travellers who visit foreign countries for longer than one month need? They 
sought an answer to this question by interviewing people who had recently visited another 
country, by analysing guide books and by tapping Nation's personal travelling experience 
(Nation & Crabbe 199 1) .  

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the Finnish words and phrases (from 
now on referred to as 'vocabulary items'  or 'items') that authors of guide books aimed at 
tourists coming to Finland have deemed relevant for foreign travellers in their fIrst contacts with 
Finnish, Finns and Finnish culture. 

Survival vocabularies in four guide books 

What Finnish vocabulary, then, do tourists coming to Finland need in order to survive? The 
sections below give an overview of the vocabulary items included in four guide books aimed at 
tourists coming to Finland. All translations given in the text are the originals provided in the 
guide books. 
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Book One 

Book One is The Visitor's Guide to Finland, written by Lange Hannes and published in 1987 
by Moorland Publishing Co Ltd (Ashbourne, UK) and Hunter Publishing Inc (Edison, NJ, 
USA). It infonns the reader that Finnish is a hard language to learn because of its complex 
grammar and because it is unrelated to most other European languages. It claims that foreign 
visitors cannot be expected to learn such a difficult language as Finnish, although, it admits, 
Finnish is relatively easy to pronounce since it is spoken very much as it is written. The 

Visitor's Guide to Finland also gives a brief summary of the Finnish sound system with 
examples of the ways in which the different sounds are pronounced (p. 1 98). 

In a section for motorists entitled "Advice to Drivers" ,  The Visitor's Guide to Finland lists 
under the heading "Some Important Traffic Signs" (p. 1 86) the following vocabulary items: 

TIETYO - roadworks 
AlA V AROV ASTI - drive slowly 
KOKEILE JARRUJA - try your brakes 
KELIRIKKO - frost damage 
KAPEA SILT A - narrow bridge 
LOSSI - ferry jetty 
IRTOKIVIA - loose chippings 
TIE SA VETTU - new road surface (danger of skidding) 
HEIKKO TIENREUNA - beware soft verges 
PAANNE - danger of skidding 
AlO SALLITTU OMALLA V ASTUULLA - road used at driver's own risk 
ALUERAJOITUS - regional speed limit. 

Next, The Visitor's Guide to Finland presents the Finnish words for Britain, USA, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden under the heading "Useful Words and Phrases" (pp .  
199-200), and also the following items: 

do you speak . . .  - puhutteko . . .  
I do  not understand - en ymmarra 
no - en, ei 
excuse me - pyydan 
thank you very much - kiitoksia paljon 
good day - hyvaa paivaa 
good night - hyvaa yom 
man - herra 
girl - neiti 
. . .  Street - . . .  katu 
the road to . . .  - tie . . .  
the museum - museo 
open - auki 
the post office - postikonttori 
the station - rautatieasema 

English - englantia 
yes - niin, kylla 
please - olkaa hyva 
thank you - kiitos 
good morning - hyvaa huomenta 
good evening - hyvaa iltaa 
goodbye - nakemiin 
woman - nainen, rouva 
where is ' "  - missa on . . .  
. . .  Square - . . .  tori 
the church - kirkko 
when? - milloin? 
the Town Hall - kaupungintalo 
a bank - pankki 
a hotel - hotelli 



I should like - haluaisin mielelHini 
single - yhdenhengen huone 
with bath - kylpyhuoneella 
the key - avain 
a doctor - lliaIctiri 
to the left - vasemmalla. 

a room - huoneen 
double - kahdenhengen huone 
without bath - ilman kylpya 
the lavatory (bathroom) - kaymlila 
to the right - oikealla 
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The Visitor's Guide to Finland also includes a lengthy introduction to the Finnish sauna and 
general sauna customs (pp. 1 95- 1 97). 

Book Two 

Book Two is the 1 989/90 edition of Helsinki and Southern Finland, published by Berlitz 
Guides (Lausanne, Switzerland).  It is a pocket travel guide aimed at travellers going to the 
southern parts of Finland and Helsinki in particular. 

In a section on "Dining and Drinks",  Helsinki and Southern Finland informs you of the fact 
that it is not customary to say the Finnish equivalent of "bon appetit" at the start of a meal, but 
instead to thank your host at the end by saying kiitos ("thank you").  It also claims that you can 
rarely go wrong by smiling,  raising a glass and offering the local version of "Cheers" ,  i .e. 
Kippis! (p. 96). 

In addition, the following items appear in the text on dining and drinks (pp. 95- 1 00) , but 
not in the subsequent vocabulary lists : ravintola (restaurant) , baari, grilli (snackbar), kahvila 

(cafeteria), silakka (herring), silakkalaatikko (Baltic herring and sliced potato in a casserole), 
muikku (a white freshwater fish) , kalakukko (a loaf of rye bread into which pork and the 
local white fish have been baked) , muikunmiiti (roe from muikku), blinit (toast or small pan
cakes),  ku/ibjaka (grilled or boiled salmon in soup or in pastry), graavilohi (raw and very 
slightly salted salmon) , poronkiiristys (reindeer in cream sauce), poronkieli (reindeer tongue), 
savustettu (smoked), sitruunakastikkeen kera (served with lemon sauce), sorsa (duck) , 
jasaani (pheasant) , riekko (white ptarmigan), jiinis (hare), karhu (bear) , hirvipaisti (elk), 
sienet (mushrooms), hernekeitto (pea soup with pieces of pork) , karjalanp iirakka (a thin 
shell of rye dough stuffed with rice or potato), voileipiipyotii (a buffet table laden with dozens 
of dishes) , piimiijuusto (buttermilk cheese) , ilves (a baked loaf-shaped cheese) , m ustikka

piirakka (blueberry pie) , lakka (Arctic cloudberry) , karpalo (cranberry) , pihlajanmarja 

(rowanberry), ykkosolut (a light lager with only a trace of alcohol), kolmosolut (a light lager 
with a fairly low alcohol content) , nelosolut or A -o lut (relatively strong beer) , snapsi 

(schnapps) , puolukkamehu (lingonberry), and appelsiinimehu (orange). 
At the end of the Dining and Drinks section, there are two additional headings. The first 

one, "To Help you order . . .  " (p. 1 0 1) ,  lists the items Could we have a table?,  Do you have a 

set menu? and I'd like . . .  , followed by the Finnish words for beer, bread, cheese, coffee, 
dessert, fish, fruit, fruit juice, ice-cream, meat, milk, mustard, pepper, potatoes,  rice, salad, 
salt, soup, sugar, tea, water and wine. 
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The second heading, " . . .  and Read the Menu" ,  lists the following items (p. 101) :  appelsiini 

(orange) , hauki (pike), herneet (peas) , hirven liha (elk) , kana (chicken) ,  kan anmunat 

(eggs), karhunliha (bear steak), karviaismarjat (gooseberries) , kolja (haddock) , lammas 

(lamb) , lohi (salmon) , luum ut (plums) , m akkara (sausage),  maks a  (liver) , m a n s ikat 

(strawberries) , naudanliha (beef), ohukkaat (pankakes) , oliivit (olives) , omenat (apples) , 

parsa (asparagus) , peko ni (bacon) ,  po rkkanat (carrots) , poronliha (reindeer) , p o rsas 

(pork), purjosipulit (leeks), piiiirynii (pear), ravut (crayfish), retiisi (radish) , riisipuuro (rice 

pudding) , samp i  (sturgeon) , siika (whitebait) , silli (herring) ,  sipulit (onions),  suolasilli 

(pickled herring), tomaatit (tomatoes) , vadelmat (raspberries) , vasikka (veal) and vihreiit 

pavut (green beans). 

In a concluding section entitled "An A-Z Summary of Practical Information and Facts" ,  

Helsinki and Southern Finland provides the reader with useful vocabulary items in  Finland (in 

most cases both words and phrases) grouped into the following topics:  accommodation, air

ports, baby- sitters, camping, cigarettes, cigars and tobacco, communications,  consulates, 

embassies and legations, customs and entry regulations, driving in Finland, electric current, 

guides and interpreters, health and medical care, Helsinki Card, hitch-hiking, language, 

laundry and dry-cleaning, lost property, maps, money matters, newspapers and magazines, 

photography, police, public holidays, time differences, tourist information offices, transport, 

and finally, youth hostels. 

To illustrate the type of vocabulary included, here are the items listed under the headings 

"Communications" , "Driving in Finland" , "Health and Medical Care" ,  "Language" and 

"Transport" respectively: 

COMMUNICATIONS (pp. 109- 1 1 0):  

posti - post 

piUipostitoimisto - main post office 

sahke - telegram 

puhelin - telephone 

Where is the (nearest) post office? - Missa on (lahin) postitoimisto? 

A stamp for this letter / this postcard, please - Saisinko postimerkin tiihan kirjeeseen / tiihan 

postikorttiin? 

express (special delivery) - pikalahetyksena 

airmail - lentopostissa 

registered - kirjattuna 

poste restante (general delivery) - poste restante 

Have you received any mail for . . .  ? - Onko tullut mitaan postia nimella . . .  ? 

I want to send a telegram to . . .  - Haluan labettaa sahkeen . . .  

Can I use your telephone? - Saanko kayttaa puhelinta? 

Can you get me this number? - Saisinko puhelun taban numeroon? 

reserve-charge (collect) call - vastapuhelu 

personal (person-to-person) call - henkilOpuhelu. 



DRIVING IN FINLAND (pp. 1 1 3- 1 1 5) :  

the national mobile police - liikkuva poliisi 

The Automobile and Touring Gub of Finland - Autoliitto 

The Finnish Motor Insurance Bureau - Liikennevakuutusyhdistys 

fuel and oil - polttoaine; Oljy 

Aja hitaasti - Drive slowly 

Ajo sallittu omalla vastuu11a - Drive at own risk 

Aluerajoitus - Local speed limit 

Heikko tienreuna - S oft shoulders 

Irtokivia - Loose gravel 

Kapea silta - Narrow bridge 

Kelirikko - Frost damage 

Kokeile jarruja - Test your brakes 

Koulu - School 

Liukas tie - Slippery road 

Lossi - Ferry 

Porovaara - Beware of reindeer 

Perusnopeus - Basic speed limit 

Tie savettu - Newly surfaced road 

Tietyo - Road works 

(international) driving licence - (kansainvalinen) ajokortti 

car registration papers - rekisterikirja 

green card - vihrea kortti 

Are we on the right road for . . .  ? - Vieko tama tie . . .  ? 

Can I park here? - Voiko ilihan pysakoida? 

Fill the tank please - Tankki tayteen, olkaa hyva 

super / normal - korkeaoktaanista / tavallista 

Check the oil / tires / battery - Tarkistakaa Oljy / renkaat / akku, olkaa hyva 

I've had a breakdown - Autooni on tu11ut vika 

There's been an accident - On sattunut onnettomuus. 

HEALTH and MEDICAL CARE (p. 1 16) :  

hospital - sairaala 

tap water - vesi 

mineral water - kivennaisvesi 

pharmacy - apteekki 

Where's the nearest (all-night) pharmacy? - Missa on lahin (piiivystiivii) apteekki? 

I need a doctor / dentist - Tarvitsen liiakiiriii / hammasliiakiiriii 

I have a pain here - Minulla on kipuja tiissa. 

LANGUAGE (pp. 1 17- 1 1 8) :  

Finnish - suomi 

Swedish - ruotsi 
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Ministry of Education - Opetusministerio 
Council for Instruction of Finnish to Foreigners - Suomen kielen ulkomaalaisopetus 
Do you speak English? - Puhutteko englantia? 
good morning - hyvaa huomenta 
good afternoon - hyvaa paivaa 
good evening - hyvaa iltaa 
good night - hyvaa yom 
hello - hei 
good-bye - nakemiin. 

TRANSPORT (pp. 123- 1 24) : 

bus - bussi 
tram - raitiovaunu 
taxi - taksi 
train - juna 
I want a ticket to . . .  - Haluaisin lipun . . .  
single (one-way) - meno 
return (round-trip) - meno-paluu 
fIrst / second class - ensimmainen / toinen luokka. 

The A-Z section concludes by presenting the numbers ° to 22, 30, 3 1 , 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 

100, 10 1 ,  102, 1 1 0,  1 20, 1 30, 140, 1 50, 1 60, 1 70, 1 80, 1 90 and 200 under the heading 
"Numbers" ,  and the following items under the heading "S ome Useful Expressions" :  

yes / no - kylla / ei 
please / thank you - olkaa hyva / kiitos 
excuse me / you're welcome - anteeksi / ei kesm 
where / when / how - missa / milloin / miten 
how long / how far - kuinka kauan / kuinka kaukana 
yesterday / today / tomorrow - eilen / tiinaan / huomenna 
day / week / month / year - paiva / viikko / kuukausi / vuosi 
left / right - vasen / oikea 
up / down - ylOs / alas 
good / bad - hyva / huono 
big / small - iso / pieni 
cheap / expensive - halpa / kallis 
hot / cold - kuuma / kylma 
old / new - vanha / uusi 
open / closed - auki / kiinni 
free (vacant) / occupied - vapaa / varattu 
near / far - liihella / kaukana 
early / late - aikainen / myohainen 
quick / slow - nopea / hidas 
full / empty - taysi / tyhja 



easy / difficult - helppo / vaikea 

right / wrong - oikea / vruira 

here / there - mana / siella 

Does anyone here speak English? - Onko malla ketaan, joka puhuu englantia? 

I don't understand - En ymmarra 

Please write it down - Kirjoittakaa se, olkaa hyva 

Waiter / Waitress, please - Tarjoilija / Neiti, olkaa hyva 

I'd like . . .  - Haluaisin . . .  

How much i s  that? - Paljonko se maksaa? 

Have you something less expensive? - Onko teilla miman halvempaa? 

What time is it? - Paljonko kello on? 

Just a minute - Hetkinen 

Help me, please - Auttakaa minua. 

Book Three 
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Book Three is the 2nd edition of Baedeker's Scandinavia, published in 1 984 by Jarrold & 

Sons Ltd (Norwich, UK). Baedeker's Scandinavia informs the reader of the fact that Finnish 

has no relationship to the other Scandinavian languages and that it has two main dialects, West 

Finnish and East Finnish. It also gives a brief description of the pronunciation and stress prin

ciples of Finnish (p. 3 1 5) .  

Under the heading "Cardinal Numbers" ,  Baedeker's Scandinavia presents the numbers 0 to 

22, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 1 0 1 ,  200,  300 and 1 .000, together with the "Ordinal 

Numbers" 1 st, 2nd and 3rd as well as the "Fractions" 1/2 and 1/3 (p. 3 1 6). It also presents the 

"Months" and "Days of the Week" (pp. 3 1 6-3 17) .  

Under the heading "Useful Words and Phrases" (pp. 3 17 -3 1 8) ,  Baedeker's Scandinavia 

provides the same list as The Visitor's Guide to Finland, enlarged at the beginning with the 

Finnish words for England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and 

Swedish and at the end with the following items: 

straight ahead - suoraan eteenpain 

down, below - alhaalla, alapuolella 

new - uusi 

dear - kallis. 

up, above - ylhaana, paalla 

old - vanha 

what does it cost? - paljonko maksaa? 

The sections "Road Signs and Warnings" and "Motoring Terms" (p. 3 1 8) include the following 

items respectively: 

Stop - Stopp, Seis 

Caution - Varokaa 

One-way street - Yksisuuntainen liikenne 

Road works - Tietyo, Katutyo; 

Customs - Tulli 

Slow - Hitaasti, Hiljaa 

No entry - Lapikulku kielletty 
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air - ilma 

brake - jarru 

car - auto 

cylinder - sylinteri 

fuse - proppu 

headlight - valonheittlija 
ignition - sytytys 

motorcycle - moottoripyora 

oil change - vaihtaa Oljy 

petrol (gas) - bensiini 

radiator - jaahdytilija 

sparking plug - tulppa 

tow away - hinata 

valve - venttiili 

wheel - pyora 

battery - paris to, akku 

breakdown - konerikko 

carburettor - kaasutin 

driving licence - ajokortti 

garage (for repairs) - autokOljaamo 

hom - autotorvi, sireeni 

indicator - vilkkuri 

oil - Oljy 

parking place - pysakointipaikka 

petrol (gas) station -bensiiniasema 

spare part - varaosa 

starter - startti 

tire - rengas 

wash - pesta 

windscreen (windshield) wiper - tuulilasin 

pyyhkija. 

Under the heading "Geographical Terms" (p. 3 1 9) ,  Baedeker's Scandinavia lists the Finnish 

words for hill or mountain, peak, rock face, hill ridge, low hill, valley, river, waterfall, arm of 

sea or channel between two lakes, water, lake, beach or flat coast, island, wood or forest, 

moorland, town, church, tower, castle, garden or park, street, road, (market) square, bridge, 

railway and ferry. 

Under the heading "The Scandinavian Menu" (pp. 322-324), it finally lists the Finnish 

words for restaurant, snack bar, breakfast, lunch, dinner, eat, drink, a lot or many, a little, the 

bill, pay, at once, menu, soup, meat, grilled, roast, mutton, roast lamb, calf (veal) , lamb, rein

deer, ox or bullock, ham, pig, roast pork, sausage, fish, fried, boiled, cod, crayfish, herring, 

lobster, salmon, smoked salmon, shrimp, trout, vegetables, beans,  cabbage, cauliflower, 

cucumber, green salad, peas, potatoes, red cabbage, spinach, tomato, ice, stewed fruit, fruit 

jelly, pudding, whipped cream, fruit, apple, bilberry, cherry, cranberry, lemon, orange, pear, 

plum, raspberry, strawberry, drinks, beer, coffee, cream, milk, mineral water, tea, water, 

wine, red wine, white wine, bread, white bread, roll and cake. 

Book Four 

Book Four is the twentieth ( 1990) edition of Kathryn Saltzman Turpin and Marvin L. Saltz

man's Eurail Guide. How to Travel Europe and All the World by Train, published by Eurail 

Guide Annual (Malibu, California, USA). 

Aimed primarily at travellers on Finnish trains, Eurail Guide first gives the Finnish names 

for three types of trains found in Finland, i.e. the erikoispikajuna, the pikajuna and the hen

kilojuna (sic) and Finland's national timetable, Suomen Kulkuneuvot. Secondly, it lists the 

"signs you will see at rail stations in Finland" (p. 277), i.e. 



�TAULUT - �TABLE 

LAHTO (sic) - DEPARTURE 

LAITURIL TA - TRACK 
LIPPULUUKKU - TICKET OFFICE 

MAKUUV AUNU - SLEEPING CAR 

MATKALIPPUJEN (sic) - RESERVATIONS 

MIEHILLE - MEN 

NAISILLE - WOMEN 

NEUVONTATOIMIST (sic) - INFORMATION 

ODOTUSSALI - CHECKROOM 

RAUTATIEASEMALLE - RAILSTATION 

RAVINTOLAVAUNU - RESTAURANT CAR 

SAAPUMINEN - ARRIV AL 

SISAAN (sic) - ENTRANCE 

TUPAKOITSEVILLE - SMOKING COMPARTMENT 

ULOS - EXIT. 
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Eurail Guide provides no infonnation whatsoever on the Finnish language, its grammar or 

pronunciation. 

Discussion 

Nation and Crabbe ( 199 1 )  presented the results of their language needs analysis as  a "survival 

language learning syllabus for foreign travel" containing some 1 20 items (consisting of about 

1 50 words) . The items were divided into eight sections and these sections were then ranked as 

follows by ten interviewees according to how useful they had found the items included to be: 

I Greetings and being polite 

II Buying and bargaining 

III Reading signs 

IV Getting to places 

V Finding accommodation 

VI Ordering food 

VII Talking about yourself 

VIII Controlling and learning language. 

As some of the items in this paper may have shown, there were many items in the guide books 

that are either difficult to classify (e.g. car parts and geographical terms) or that can in fact 

belong to several sections simultaneously (e.g .  numbers and items such as Where is . . . ?) . 

Since, in addition, three of the four guide books analysed were not written for the average, 

everyday tourist, but in fact strongly biased towards motorists and people travelling on trains, 

no detailed classification of items has been attempted within the scope of this paper. 
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Instead, the guide books were compared with Nation and Crabbe's study from the point of 

view of whether or not they contained items that could be classified into the eight sections 

suggested in Nation and Crabbe. The possible inclusion of items in the guide books is indicated 

in Table 1 by the letters 'Y' (as in 'yes'), 'N' (as in 'no'), or, in one doubtful case, '1 ' ,  
together with a rough calculation of the total number of items included: 

Table 1. Number of items in four guide books divided into eight sections. 

! n III IV V Yl VII vm 

The Visitor's Guide to Finland 60 items Y N Y Y Y N ? Y 

Helsinki and Southern Finland 350 items Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Baedeker's Scandinavia 265 items Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Eurail Guide 20 items N N Y N N N N N 

Since such a sketchy analysis cannot provide any qualitative indication as to the usefulness of 

the items included in the guide books, the sections below will comment on four specific areas. 

Firstly, there is an amazingly strong emphasis on food in two of the four guide books. No 

less than 35 per cent of the items in Helsinki and Southern Finland have to do with the topic of 

eating and drinking, whereas the corresponding proportion in Baedeker's Scandinavia is 30 

per cent. The other two guide books, however, do not include the topic at all. 

Secondly, with the exception of Eurail Guide, the guide books fail to include the vocabu

lary items that rank highest in Nation and Crabbe's third section, "Reading signs" ,  i .e. the 

items Gents ,  Ladies and Toilet. On the other hand, this observation agrees well with the 

findings from a pilot study conducted almost ten years ago (Palmberg 1 983) which looked at 

ten randomly selected English textbooks used in Finnish comprehensive schools. The analysis 

showed that although all the textbooks did in fact include the word toilet (usually in connection 

with the different types of rooms found in English houses) , only one of the many characters 

appearing in the textbooks actually went (or even needed to go) to the toilet. This was Joe, 

who, on one single occasion said to his friend Ritchie: "You know I think I ought to go to the 

100. We may have to wait for ages. I wonder where it is . . .  Excuse me, where are the toilets, 

please?"  (Extract from the 1 980 edition of On the Move. Ak 7. Textbok 3.) 

Thirdly, the vocabulary items included in the guide books are surprisingly accurate as far as 

translational equivalents are concerned. To give a few examples of mistranslations, however, 

Baedeker's Scandinavia translates the word jiiiitelc5 as "ice" instead of ice-cream , whereas 

Helsinki and Southern Finland consistently suggests "olkaa hyva" as the equivalent of please, 

when kiitos would be more natural, if at all needed. Likewise, the word varaus is missing in 

Eurail Guide in the item Matka/ippujen varaus or "Reservations" ,  whereas Neuvonta (for 

"Information") would be more natural than the suggested "Neuvontatoimisto" (spelled without 

the last letter) . Baedeker's Scandinavia has a missing '0' in the Finnish word for white wine 

(spelled "valkviini" instead of valkoviini) and gives the old-fashioned word "puola" (the 

modern version of which is puolukka) as the translation of cranberry, a word that Helsinki 

and Southern Finland renders as "karpalo" which is in fact lingonberry or red worthleberry. 
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A final oddity is the inclusion of the word paanne ("danger of skidding") in The Visitor's 

Guide to Finland's list of important traffic signs, when in fact the word is extremely rare in 

Finnish (not to mention on traffic signs) . 

Fourthly, there are very few spelling errors. In addition to those mentioned above, the large 

majority consist of left-out dots from the two last letters in the Finnish alphabet, ii and o. 

Typical examples are Eurail  Guide's "henkilojuna" , "lahto " and " sisaan" instead of 

henkilojuna, liihto and sisiiiin, respectively. 

Conclusion 

The tentative results of this study suggest that three out of the four guide books are clearly 

organised not only towards receptive but also towards productive knowledge of Finnish. The 

productive goal is implicitly indicated in the guide books through the selection of vocabulary 

items included ("Where is .. ?" etc.) and through the fact that many of the items are presented in 

conjugated forms. (Although the latter fact presupposes some basic knowledge of Finnish 

grammar on the part of the reader, the guide books do not, however, provide any practical 

information about basic Finnish grammar.) Moreover, the productive goal is explicitly evi

denced in two of the guide books by the fact that advice on pronunciation is given. Only one of 

the guide books, Eurail Guide, is  clearly a receptively oriented book, with vocabulary items 

restricted to signs found at railway stations. 
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CAN BACKGROUND INFORMATION RUIN A COMPREHENSION EXERCISE? 

Geoffrey Phillips 

English Department, Abo Akademi 

A simple experiment illustrates the limitations of certain texts as the basis for 

comprehension tests because of the wide variety of interpretation to which they 

legitimately give rise . 

Many linguists have pointed out that background knowledge will be used in the 

interpretation of texts, Grice being perhaps the first to emphasize the strength of the co

operative principle in discourse, not least if one of the maxims of conversation appears to 

be broken. !  To take a simple example, if a pupil announces to another in the school 

playground that "Our teacher turned up on time for class to-day" this may carry the 

conversational implicature that " the teacher usually turns up late."  The listener will reach 

this conclusion if his knowledge of the world tells him that teachers are expected to begin 

classes on time. To be told so appears to break the maxim of quantity, but the co

operative principle will over-ride that apparent break, hence the implicature. However, the 

implicature would not be present in a different world, involving a culture where teachers 

are not expected to tum up to classes on time. 

Considerations of this kind come into play in the interpretation of all texts. Since no two 

people share an identical view of the world, it follows that when two or more native 

speakers of a language are presented with the same text each of them may react to it 

differently. Indeed in literature, a text may be considered great largely because it gives rise 

to a rich variety of interpretation. This may seem an obvious point, but for language 

teachers and testers variations in interpretation could raise a problem. The questions on a 

multiple-choice listening or reading comprehension test are set and marked on the basis 

that there is only one correct interpretation of the text. This might cause no problem at an 

early or intermediate level or with scientific and technical texts designed for only one 

interpretation, but with more literary texts there will come a point in a student' s  studies 

at which the examiner or teacher has to accept an interpretation which differs from his 

own, and yet regard it as acceptable. They will have understood the sentences of the text 

in the same way, but their differing understanding of the world, interacting with the text, 

gives rise to different interpretations. It is a complex issue, because, for advanced learners, 

the teacher will want the student to have absorbed sufficient of the cultural background of 
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the target language not to have too different a view of the world from the teacher. Where 

is the line to be drawn? 

This article will not attempt an answer, but illustrate the problem with the results of a 

simple and informal experiment, though it must be said at once that the results themselves 

are capable of different interpretations. A section of one of Auberon Waugh ' s  columns was 

selected from the Daily Telegraph newspaper. It appeared not long after the presentation 

of the 1992 budget in which it was proposed that householders should be able to earn 

some tax free income from lodgers. The text is reproduced here as appendix A. This was 

then presented to ten Finnish learners of English, students at Abo Akademi, who are in 

their third year of studies in the English Department, and who have some experience of 

British culture through visits and their studies .  The text was also read by five native 

speakers of English, including this writer, all older, and more familiar with British culture, 

than the students and four of whom are graduates .  

All the respondents were asked to write brief answers to five general questions on the 

text, responding to the first question before considering the next. They could repeat 

themselves, quote from the text, continually refer to it, and take as much time as they 

needed. The Akademi students were asked a further seven questions on specific parts of 

the text, the purpose of which was to make sure that the semantics of the text had been 

understood. These were such questions as "In paragraph three why did the government' s  

attempts to increase employment through grants fail?" The responses to these questions 

seemed to indicate that none of the students had any difficulty in understanding the 

semantics of individual sections of the text. But there was a wide variety of response to 

the general questions. 

In the response to these general questions it was not possible to make a clear distinction 

between the attitudes of the native and non-native speakers . The graduate native speakers 

did have confidence in arriving at an interpretation of the text. The non-graduate native 

speaker did not have the same confidence, 

"To be quite honest I'm not quite sure at all about what he ' s  on about. "  

and this i s  reflected in many of the responses of the non-native speakers, none of whom 

have graduated. 

"I am a little bit confused" 

"I didn't quite understand what the writer really wanted to say. " 

The difference in confidence may partly explain why the responses of the native speaker 
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graduates tended to be more specific and clear, though they will also have had more 

experience of writing in the English language. 

About what the writer is really trying to say, a clear majority of the non-native speakers 

mention that the theme revolves around the problems of housing and unemployment, but 

only two mention resident domestic service as a solution to those problems. (Fuller answers 

by all the students to some of the questions are given in Appendix B.) Concerning this 

theme a range of disagreement is seen in both native and non-native speaker responses. 

My own childhood was spent in a household which included several full-time resident 

domestic servants, and it is not impossible for me to dream of a return to such a situation, 

while recognising it as improbable. I can imagine Auberon Waugh adopting such a position 

too, and being half serious about his suggestion that resident domestic service should be 

tax-allowable. This view is also expressed by a non-native speaker. 

"Even though he is very ironic about the matter, I think he is serious about making 

the resident domestic service tax-allowable. "  

For one of the other native speakers this suggestion i s  not to be  taken seriously 

"a return to domestic service as part of ordinary households is unthinkable" 

For her, general criticism is intended by the article of 

"impractical, backward-looking, 'at-a-stroke' solutions to England' s  economic 

problems. By putting forward various stupid and simplistic 'solutions ' it mocks the 

optimism of the Government and warns that the situation is in fact complex."  

At least two non-native speakers seem to take the same stand 

"The writer of the article is not satisfied with the present government' s  way of 

handling housing problems and unemployment. Also expensive colleges of further 

education are criticized." 

A third possible attitude is that no serious point at all is being made by the article. The 

third native speaker moves somewhat in this direction. Answering the question on the main 

theme of the article he says 

"how to solve social problems in Britain (or perhaps; how to stay cheerful in the face 

of problems)" 

and he adds, 
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"Perhaps theme is not entirely applicable in a humorous column like this (what does 

one call these in English. in Finnish it is a 'pakina' .) It is part of the genre rules that 

the writer rambles .  Formally he starts with tax concessions and finishes with the 

servant problem." 

This too is taken up by a non-native speaker 

" . .  . it is difficult to say if the text had any impact on me at all. 'Let us, at any rate, 

concentrate on one thing at a time ' .  As far as his own writing is concerned, the writer 

didn't  follow this principle. " 

And this does not exhaust the variety of interpretations possible. The fourth native speaker 

says 

"The implicit theme is that the British government is influenced by Britain' s  socialist 

past, or something similar, and is unable to reverse the trend of history." 

In formulating the general questions on the text I was chiefly interested to discover 

whether the respondents would pick up the humour in the article, which arises from a dead 

pan presentation of aspects of English life at variance with one ' s  own experience of those 

aspects. So the questions gradually push the respondents into considering whether humour 

is present. They were asked successively, what impact does the article have on you, what 

is its theme, what is the tone, is the writer being serious, and what makes you think so. 

I had found the article hilarious, and already in answer to the first question, three of the 

other native English respondents mention humour, but the degree to which they found it 

funny clearly varied. 

"I take it to be a joke aimed at. . .  " 

"It amuses me, with its classic humorous devise of inappropriate and trivial solutions 

to major problems, and - for the same reason- it irritates me slightly. " 

"He has a point but is frivolous and ignorant" 

With the non-graduate native Englishman one has to wait until question three, on the tone 

of the article, before humour is mentioned. 

"the tone of the article is straightforward and ruthless, tinged with a bit of tongue in 

cheek. " 

Two of the ten non-native speakers mention humour in answer to the first question but 
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when asked specifically about the tone of the article, satire comes through strongly. Three 

of them use the words ironic or irony, and words like negative and sarcastic appear in the 

answers. There seems to be consensus of a sort too in answer to the question about 

whether the writer is being serious or not, the consensus being yes and no. To quote from 

one of the native speakers 

"the serious dimension to the text is conveyed through repeated references to very 

genuine serious social problems; the frivolity is conveyed through ridiculous 

exaggerations offered as though they were equally serious"  

The non-native speakers may have been trying to say the same thing, though they are 

much less specific 

"Yes and no. He is dealing with serious questions but chooses to write in a non

serious way." 

Not surprisingly, they were not able to draw on other literature to illustrate their points, 

as is done by this native speaker. 

"There is also a linguistic element, a ' tone' ,  but I fmd it hard to pin down precisely 

where and why the language of pompous self-assurance topples over into caricature. 

The writer is using the same technique of a gradual increase in implausibility, 

disguised under solemnly rational 'argument' , as was famously used by Swift in his 

Modest Proposal to solve Irish poverty by rearing babies, so abundant in Ireland, to 

be sold to English butchers as delicacies to eat. The opening paragraph is quite 

plausible, the concluding one has let the cat out of the bag by its exaggeration, but 

the gradation is very subtle. "2 

It is highly probable then that all the respondents agree that satire is present in the 

article, but there is some disagreement about the precise nature of the points being made 

and the extent to which they are funny. A major weakness of the experiment itself has 

been to capture generalisations from freely written answers to general questions.  Multiple 

choice questions on the text would have elicited responses which could be classified, but 

might have pushed respondents in certain directions. A second weakness is to interpret the 

responses themselves. The replies to the questions create the same difficulty as the text 

itself. The difficulty applies more particularly to the answers of the non-native speakers. 

This is what prompted me to include their answers in detail as Appendix B.  

Having said that, i t  is still possible to say that there are variations of interpretation to 
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this particular text by a number of native speakers, and that each variation is mirrored by 

at least one of the non-native speakers . If this had been used as a comprehension exercise, 

at least these variations would have to be regarded as acceptable interpretations. What I 

have not discussed are those views given by the non-native speakers which are not 

expressed by this group of native speakers. Are they also acceptable? Would more native 

speaker respondents produce more interpretations? When would an interpretation never 

produced by a native speaker be regarded as acceptable, and when not? Further 

consideration could be given to questions such as these. 

NOTES 

1 .  There is a vast literature on this subject. Standard works include: 
Levinson, S .C. ( 1983) "Pragmatics"  Cambridge. C.U.P. 
Sperber, D. and Wilson, D. ( 1986) " Relevance, Communication and Cognition. "  Oxford, 
Blackwell. 

2. I am grateful to Dr. Jacqueline Simpson and all the other respondents for their time and 
effort. 

APPENDIX A: 

More problems solved 

Where the English are concerned, I feel that tax concessions, rather than straight bribes, 

are usually more effective. It was a good idea of Mr Major' s to offer householders the 

chance to earn £3,250 tax free if they will take in a lodger, rather than giving them grants 

which are always expensive to supervise. This may well make some contribution towards 

the housing problem without adding to government expenditure. 

No Englishman really wants a fellow-countryman living in his house nowadays. We 

are too dirty, too boring and too awkward to talk to. That is why half the bedrooms of 

Britain are empty every night, even while many young people, who desperately need to 

live reasonably close to their dole offices, have to sleep out of doors. 

In the same way, nobody really wishes to employ a fellow countryman these days, if 

he can possibly avoid doing so. We know each other too well. The Government used to 

offer huge bribes or grants to anyone who would employ an Englishman, especially in the 
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north of England, but it never really worked. Employers took the money and spent it on 

machinery to make the workers redundant. 

If the Government really wants to solve the unemployment and housing problems it 

has only to make resident domestic service tax-allowable. I point this out three times a 

year. Soon it will be too late. As a nation, we will have forgotten how to cook meals , 

wash up, use a duster, make beds, or clean shoes. 

Immensely expensive colleges of further education will have to be set up to teach these 

things, but as our teachers are incapable of teaching anything except racial awareness and 

our young people are incapable of learning anything at all, it will all boil down to another 

gigantic waste of taxpayers ' money. 

Make no mistake about it, England' s  greatest problem by far is the servant problem. 

Solve that, and everything else falls into place: unemployment, housing, bank lending 

rates, left-wing university teachers, violence in the streets, the socialist threat, race riots, 

ritual abuse, global warming . . .  Let us, at any rate, try to concentrate on one thing at a 

time. 

APPENDIX B 

Question 1 .  In one sentence what impact does this article have on you? 

A. The article both confuses and amuses me. 

B. I get the feeling that the English are trying to solve all their problems by employing 

the redundants and people without homes and roofs over their heads as servants to 

wealthy householders. 

C. The article makes me think about how self-centered people really are, we should really 

care about our fellow-countrymen in order to improve our society. 

D. Very confusing indeed. 

E. The text gives some good and usable ideas to solve the problems concerning housing 

and unemployment in Britain but the style is very straight-forward, even provoking. 

F. I am a little bit confused. I don't quite understand how the servant problem can be the 

greatest problem in England! Strange article ! 

G. The article makes me think about the fact that taxes seem to be a huge issue in Britain, 

always discussed. Further, do the English treat their foreigners as servants , make them 

do all the dirty jobs. The article is full of irony, isn ' t  it? 

H. I didn' t  quite understand what the writer really wanted to say with his text. That is why 
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it is difficult to say if the text had any impact on me at all. "Let us, at any rate, try 

to concentrate on one thing at a time." As far as his own text is concerned, the writer 

didn' t  follow this principle. 

I. This text gives me the impression that the English are ignorant and conservative, they' ll 

never solve their social problems unless the system of dividing people into different 

classes disappears. 

1. It makes me think of the English people in a 'new' way. From this text I get the feeling 

that the English are lazy, ignorant and unwilling to solve their own problems. Although 

it is written in a funny way. 

Question 2. What is the main theme of the article? 

A. The writer . . .  is not satisfied with the present government's  way of handling housing 

problems and unemployment. Also expensive colleges of education are criticized. 

B. The cheapest way to solve unemployment and housing problems. It would be cheaper 

for the government to offer householders tax concessions rather than to offer them 

grants. 

C . . . .  is how we can solve the biggest problems in society: unemployment and housing 

problems. If we do not change our behaviour what will the consequences be. 

D. Decisions concerning housing, unemployment, taxes. 

F. The writer is criticizing the government; how it tries to solve the unemployment and 

housing problems, and makes it somewhat ridiculous by suggesting that the resident 

domestic service would be the solution to all problems . . .  the writer is making fun of the 

English in general too. 

G. You cannot solve everything at one time or taxes or concessions to solve problems or 

big brother, you are not as good as you think. 

H. As I already said, I really don' t  know. I get the impression that the main theme is that 

the Englishmen need servants because they are so bad at domestic tasks and many 

problems could be solved if 'resident domestic service' . . .  was made tax-allowable. 

I. . . .  is to show how the English have become too proud to accept employment as servants 

and how the whole nation is going to suffer because of this attitude. 

J. To get the English or the government to realise that they've got a servant problem, and 

how to solve the problems related to this one. 
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Question 3. What is the tone of the article? 

A. Satirical. 

B. The article treats the English quite negatively as people. At the same time the article 

is quite suggestive, rude. 

C. I feel that the writer has quite a negative attitude, he exaggerates the future in order to 

attract the reader's interest. 

D. Straight-forward and sarcastic. 

E. The tone of the article is bold and humours, the author uses many bold expressions: 

"Solve that, and everything else falls into place. "  

F .  Ironic. 

G. I find that there is much irony in the article, maybe mixed with some disappointment 

and hopelessness. Fonnal in looks, but infonnal and straightforward in meaning (?) 

H. Ironic? 

I. I get the feeling that the author of the article thinks he has found the only solution to 

the problems. He describes the English as people who don' t  respect each other and who 

are much too self-concerned to realize that solving the problems of the nation will take 

co-operation and compromizes. 

J. He' s  quite funny, but with a pointing finger. 

Question 4. Is the writer being serious? 

A. Yes and no. He is dealing with serious questions but chooses to write in a non-serious 

way. This way the prime minister and the government are made fools of. 

B. The writer is being serious about the fact that the housing problem and the 

unemployment need serious consideration. But I feel that the article makes fun of the 

English and the government. 

C. No. 

D. In a sense yes, even though it doesn't seem that way when reading it. 

E. I 'm not sure because he makes fun about the problems and presents the situation in a 

funny and light way. 

F. Partly yes ,  a difficult question! ! 

G. I think he is serious, yes ,  considering the fact that he is playing with irony. in other 

words, literally he is not serious. (Does this make any sense?) 

H. It is impossible to know. It depends totally on the writer and his character. Someone 

might write this kind of a text and be very serious but the other might write the same 



kind of text in order to be ironic, in order to make fun of the Englishmen. 

1. No. 

J. Yes, but he hides it behind the words that he uses, to make the readers recognize 

themselves in the text and smile. 

1 2 5 
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ON NEAR·NATIVENESS IN WRITING 

HAkan Ringbom 

Department of English, Abo Akademi University 

Even highly qualified native speakers have difficulties in distinguishing between native 

and near-native English texts, near-native here signifying late bilinguals usually 

concerned with some aspect of English teaching as their profession. The distinction 

between declarative and procedural knowledge illuminates the differences that 

nevertheless exist between native speakers and near-native speakers, even though it 

is difficult to clothe these differences in linguistic terms. The paper ends by posing 

a number of questions relevant to further research in determining what characterizes 

near-native proficiency. 

As native speakers we are sometimes confronted with texts which make us ponder on their 

origin. We may not find constructions in them that could be labelled clear errors, but they 

have an air of translationese, or they prompt the suspicion that the language of the text is 

not the writer' s  L l .  

Can foreign learners then learn to write English so well that even highly competent 

judges do not recognize their texts as being produced by non-native speakers? If not, what 

are the features that reveal the text as having been written by a non-native speaker? 

Few learners, of course, ever reach a stage when their written production could even 

be suspected of having been written by native speakers : most texts have errors and other 

features which clearly reveal them as non-native. But, for example, some university teachers 

of English in Scandinavia, who consistently keep up their language in both speech and 

writing might be regarded as potential near-native speakers/writers , who at any rate at times 

might be taken for natives. Near-native speakers, as I define the term, are late bilinguals, 

who did not have an opportunity of being in an L2-speaking environment until their late 

teens, although they later spent considerable time in English-speaking countries, often 

taking a degree at an English-language university. Their profession often involves some 

aspect of the teaching of English. 

In speaking, near-native speakers (NNS) may sometimes pass as natives In certain 

communicative situations which they are used to, even though observant native speakers 

(NS) will notice that practically every near-native has some slight trace of foreign accent. 

A foreign accent or non-native infelicities of phrasing may not appear in, say, ordinary 
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cocktail party conversations, but can generally be noticed when the speakers have to 

concentrate more on their message, especially when having to deal with cognitively 

demanding topics which they do not often talk about. Also, where affective and 

sociocultural meanings are involved, and when the speaker is pressed for time or under 

some kind of stress, non-native elements easily creep in. 

In writing, time pressure and the articulatory aspects are absent. Also, in contrast to oral 

situations non-native speakers are not generally forced into expounding on topics they are 

not very familiar with and where the insufficiency of their pragmatic background becomes 

evident. On the other hand, the writing situation has its own rigid demands, to which 

educated native speakers are sensitive. But to what extent educated native speakers can 

recognize non-nativeness even in near-native writing, and on what grounds, is an interesting 

question that has rarely been asked. 

At Abo Akademi the question of near-nativeness in writing has been tackled in a recent 

M.A. thesis by Tove Waller. Thirteen postgraduate students of languages at Sheffield 

University, all with English as their Ll,  were given twenty texts and asked to state for 

each of them whether it had been written by a native or a non-native speaker. They were 

also asked to comment on those features in the texts which made them arrive at their 

decision. One set of texts consisted of contributions to the department magazine of the Abo 
Akademi English department, together with two essays written by American undergraduates. 

The other set was ten reference letters for their students, written by Finnish university 

professors of English, both native and non-native speakers. It appeared that correct 

identification of native and non-native texts was not very easy. Of the 64 judgments 

pronounced on NS texts, 40 correctly identified them as written by native speakers, but in 

as many as 24 judgments they were thought to have been non-native speaker texts. The 

proportions for the texts by near-native speakers were 1 25 judgments correctly identifying 

them as non-native, but 68 wrongly assigning them to the native speaker category. 

The NS texts were of varying quality, and the generally poor writing quality of one of 

the five native texts in particular made all the judges except one assign it to the non

native category. The NNS texts, too, were assessed very differently by the judges, even 

though several of the texts were produced by the same authors. Some texts written by the 

same NNSs elicited very different comments as to their possible non-nativeness. 

What this shows, then, is that even highly educated native speakers have difficulties in 

distinguishing near-native from native texts. On the average they are right in only two out 

of three texts. 
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Ideally, NNS texts should be statistically analysed and compared with NS texts for lexis 

and idiom, syntax and discourse. Such a comparative analysis would probably reveal clear 

differences. However, there are considerable problems in text sampling: NS texts must be 

truly comparable as far as both topic and writer' s  backgrounds are concerned, and a 

considerable body of texts, much more extensive than is possible to gather within the 

framework of an M.A. thesis, would have to be collected. The researcher must also have 

a clear idea of exactly what linguistic and stylistic features the analysis should concentrate 

on. 

Some of the qualities required for good writing in one's  Ll may be transferrable. Under 

some circumstances, ability to write well generally can no doubt compensate for a great 

many potential non-native features in L2-writing. The question whether L2-proficiency or 

writing ability is more important for the writing of native-like texts can probably be 

answered by posing an absolute threshold level of ability. This threshold level would 

include at least a varied and extensive lexical knowledge combined with the ability to 

produce texts without obvious lexical or grammatical errors. Most Scandinavian university 

students of English can, or should, reach this level, but this certainly does not mean that 

they are able to write native-like texts. Various oddities of phrasing will mostly reveal their 

non-nativeness. Above this threshold level of being able to write texts which are free from 

obvious errors and which have a reasonably varied vocabulary, only a general writing 

ability will take some learners to the near-native, or possibly even native-like level. But 

there is an important reservation that has to be made here. Near-natives can write native

like texts only in registers they are very familiar with. 

Since near-native speakers have not been to school or grown up in an English-speaking 

country their pragmatic knowledge is bound to have large gaps. This insufficiency will 

inevitably be highlighted if they are asked to perform tasks they do not normally have to 

do. A foreign university teacher of English who is asked to write an account of a soccer 

hooligan abusing a policeman or of a pub conversation between two dock labourers will 

hardly sound convincing. He might not sound very convincing in doing that in his Ll 

either, but, like journalists frequently having to cover unfamiliar events or situations, he 

can draw upon a wide pragmatic as well as a wide linguistic knowledge. These will be of 

a different order from what he could normally hope to have in a foreign language. 

Grammar, vocabulary and discourse can be varied in the Ll  much more extensively and 

with more sophistication than in a language a person has not grown up with. It is therefore 

most probable that the shortcomings in writing in an L2 will be revealed in a writer' s  L2 
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quite differently from how they are manifested in his L l ,  since the pragmatic gaps will 

always be accompanied by language gaps. 

Tasks like these are, however, learnable. In theory at least, you can fIll a large number 

of gaps by observing native speakers and learning from them. Yet this does not mean that 

you have succeeded in learning to produce native-like language, and it is here that the 

distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge will be relevant (see e.g. Faerch 

& Kasper 1987). 

Declarative knowledge ( 'knowledge that ')  is the underlying knowledge (lexical, 

grammatical, pragmatic, interactional) a person has, while procedural knowledge 

( 'knowledge how') refers to the knowledge how to use these linguistic and other rules and 

elements. (This distinction touches upon several other perennial dichotomies in linguistics :  

langue - parole, competence - performance, language - language use, CALP (cognitive 

academic proficiency) - BIeS (basic interpersonal communicative skills) to name just a 

few.) By improving his declarative knowledge the NNS may well be able to learn what 

native-like texts even in new, unfamiliar registers are like, though the pragmatic gaps that 

he has to attend to are so numerous and so wide that it is probably impossible to fill all 

of them. But in principle for example an immigrant mother who decides to bring up her 

child in the language of the new country may learn a wholly new child culture with 

nursery rhymes, fairy tales etc . ,  if she sets her mind to it. Declarative knowledge can 

develop rapidly and suddenly, but what requires a great deal of time and practice is to 

develop procedural knowledge, especially in production, to NS level. This is why the NNS 

differs from the NS above all in his procedural knowledge: here the lack of practice, 

especially in exercising the productive skills in highly varied situations becomes much more 

evident. 

That the distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge should be essential 

for the difference between NS and NNS is, of course, perfectly natural if we consider the 

different ways in which these people have learnt their language. A NS has learnt everything 

by acquiring procedural knowledge: without special training he will not have a declarative 

knowledge of his Ll , even though a few academically inclined people may at times be able 

to infer declarative knowledge from procedural knowledge. Such rare analytical insight into 

the languages there is must nevertheless always be preceded by automatized procedural 

knowledge. 

By definition the NNS , on the other hand has learnt the language largely by being taught 

and by reading books, thereby acquiring considerable declarative knowledge as a foundation 
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to build upon later. He may have a very large vocabulary superseding that of many native 

speakers, and he knows a great deal about the L2 and its rules, even though some of this 

knowledge may be in oversimplified fonn, deriving primarily from pedagogical grammars. 

The NNS' s  declarative knowledge is certainly supplemented by or converted into procedural 

knowledge as a result of constant contact with native speakers, but this has not taken place 

until after puberty. 

In writing, as in speech, successful production largely depends on the procedural 

knowledge of language items and rules .  The NS ' s problems in writing largely stem from 

insufficient knowledge either of the written code or of the relation between spoken and 

written language. These problems are highlighted by the higher demands on clarity, 

accuracy and organizational skill posed by writing. Yet writing hardly illustrates the 

difference between declarative and procedural knowledge as clearly as speaking, where the 

pressure of time makes procedural automatization at different levels absolutely essential. 

Due to the special environment of a classroom situation, foreign language learners 

normally learnt to read and write almost as soon as they learnt how to listen and speak. 

Especially at the stage when learners have already acquired a reasonable writing ability, 

the learning problems they meet probably affect speaking and writing in much the same 

way. 

Ultimately the problems of foreign language learners, including the NNSs, can be 

referred back to ignorance of items and rules generally applying to both speaking and 

writing in much the same way, while the problems NSs have in writing largely derive from 

the restricted possibilities of applying spoken language rules. To communicate coherently 

in monologue form with somebody who is absent and does not react to what the writer 

says requires some special qualities as well as practice, even in one' s  Ll . 

The practice element necessary for achieving this goal indicates the importance of 

acquiring procedural knowledge also in writing. The distinction between declarative and 

procedural knowledge may be more relevant to speech than to writing , but it is surely also 

relevant to the difference in writing skills between NSs at comparable educational levels. 

The problems here largely stem from the difficulty of defining terms, what the task of 

writing and its various sub tasks entail what proficiency is, and who the NS and the NNS 

are. 

Without trying to solve these problems, I shall therefore conclude by posing a number 

of concrete questions,  most of which I have briefly touched upon here but which certainly 

have not been answered. Perhaps some of them can never be fully answered. Anyway, 
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these are the questions: 

- How should (a) native, (b) near-native proficiency in writing be defined? 

- Who is a near-native speaker and what texts should be analysed? 

- What is the relation between global L2-proficiency and general writing ability? To 

what extent and under what circumstances can writing ability achieved in Ll be 

transferred to L2? 

- What are the statistical features of NNS texts (cf. e.g. translated texts)? 

- What is the relation between L2-speaking and L2-writing, compared with that between 

Ll-speaking and Ll-writing? Is,  for example, the greater verbosity that has been noted 

in advanced foreign language learner's speech paralleled in their writing? 

- To what extent and under what circumstances can declarative L2-knowledge be 

converted into procedural L2-knowledge? 

- Are there parallels between the difference between NS and NNS writing and the 

difference between bilingual immigrant children 's  writing compared with the writing 

of their monolingual peers? 

So far even the surface of these big questions has hardly been scratched. But I think it 

is important to be able to phrase the relevant questions at the very outset of one ' s  research. 

To what extent a single project will be able to answer these questions,  which touch upon 

a great many complex areas of research, is a different matter altogether. 
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The central issue examined in this paper concerns the role played by Ll in the acquisition 

of English phrasal verbs by Finnish- and Swedish-speaking Finns (henceforth Finns and 

Swedes) in bilingual Finland. It was found in the study undertaken with advanced 

learners of English, that semantic transparency was a crucial feature for learnability 

among lx>th language groups. Finns tended to underuse phrasal verbs in the early stages 

(probably for structural reasons), whereas the acceptance pattern for Swedes was U

shaped. The strong tendency displayed by Finns to choose transparent, Swedish-based 

phrasal verbs could possibly be due to influence from Swedish. 

Theoretical background 

The questions addressed in this paper are concerned with the role played by "fixed 

expressions" or "conventionalized language" (idioms, formulas prefabricated patterns etc.) in 

second language acquisition (see Alexander 1978, 1979, Yorio 1989 etc.) .  

Fixed expressions comprise multi-word expressions of different kinds. Cowie proposes a 

division of multi-word expressions into two major groups "according to the kind of meaning 

which their members convey and to the structural level at which they operate. " ( 1988, 1 32). The 

fIrst group, which he labelsformulae orfunctional idioms, constitutes expressions which have 

meanings that are largely a reflection of the way they function in discourse (greetings, enquiries 

etc. such as good morning and how are you). The constituent parts of these expressions appear 

to have lost most of their referential meaning. 

The other major group mentioned by Cowie is represented by expressions such as kick 

one's heels and pass the buck, which instead of losing meaning have acquired a new meaning. 

These expressions have developed more or less unitary referential meanings as a result of their 

recurrent use as fIxed units in grammatical constructions. These kinds of word combinations, 

which are more or less invariable in form and function as constituents of sentences (as objects, 

complements, adjuncts, etc.) were, by Cowie, termed composites ( 1988, 1 34). Expressions of 

this kind with a more or less stabilized meaning and form have become semantically 

specialized, or idiomatic. "They are lexical building-blocks comparable in their syntactic 

functions to nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs. " (Cowie 1988, 1 34-35; cf. Lattey 1986, 

2 19). 
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The focus of this study will be on a certain kind of composite, phrasal verbs. The tenn 

phrasal verb has here been used in its widest sense including (a) genuine phrasal verbs (a 

'base' verb + adverbial particle e.g. break down (collapse) , take of! (remove), (b) prepositonal 

verbs (a 'base' verb + preposition e.g. apply/or, g% r) and (c) phrasal- prepositional verbs (a 

'base' verb + adverbial particle + preposition e.g. catch up with, put up with) (see Quirk et al. 

1972, 8 1 1 - 19; Gairns & Redman 1986, 33; Collins COBVILD 199 1 ,  158). 

Why is then the acquisition of phrasal verbs an interesting object of study ? One answer is 

that the acquisition of idioms seems somehow to be connected with such theoretical concepts as 

learnability, transferability, avoidance (or non-use), and V-shaped behaviour. Therefore it 

seems plausible to start with a simple and frequent idiom-type such as phrasal verbs and see in 

what way such a study will contribute to our understanding of second language acquisition. 

The learnability of lexical items seems to be connected with the notion of core words and 

prototypical meanings of lexical items. Carter (1987, 33) describes core items as those that are 

the most basic and simple and possess properties that are generic rather than specific. A related 

concept in other levels of language organization is the distinction between marked and 

unmarked features (see Lyons 1968, 79). A lot of recent research indicates that L2 learners ftrst 

tend to learn core words and prototypical meanings of lexical items, non-core words and non

prototypical meanings are learned later (cf. Hatch 1983, 70-73; Gass 1988, 101 ). 

Kellennan's experiments with various meanings of the Dutch word "breken" (English 

"break") showed that Dutch learners of English and Gennan were most prone to transfer "core" 

meanings of "breken" to the target language (Kellerman 1978)( e.g. He broke his leg was 

accepted, but not His/all was broken by a tree.) .  Similarly, Harley & Lou King ( 1989) noted 

that English immersion students of French were making much more use than natives of certain 

verbs of motion "which have direct translation equivalents and which in general can be fttted 

more readily into semantic and syntactic frames that are common in English."  ( 1989, 426). 

Examples of such verbs were aIler and venir , which are the two highest frequency motion 

verbs in French. 

The avoidance or under-use of phrasal verbs has been found in several studies and with 

different types of data. McPartland ( 1983) found in her oral production data that six Russian 

learners of English (they were fluent Russian-English bilinguals) used significantly fewer two

word verbs than native speakers of English. She also found that the two-word verbs they used 

were verbs with a low degree of idiomaticity. In the written composition data analysed by Yorio 

(1989), the same pattern emerged (cf. Ife 1990). 

Similar results have been noticed with elicitation data by Dagut & Laufer ( 1985). They found 

that Hebrew learners of English in a choice situation between phrasal and synonymous one-part 

verbs (e.g.turn up versus appear) tended to prefer the one-part verb. They interpreted their data 

as avoidance, i.e. as an indirect influence from Ll ,  because the phrasal verb structure does not 

exist in Hebrew. In a later study, Hulstijn  & Marchena (1989) suggest that the structural 

interpretation made by Dagut & Laufer may, after all, not be entirely correct. They argue that a 

corollary to be derived from Dagut & Laufer's study is that native speakers of Gennanic 

languages (e.g. Dutch) "would not avoid English phrasal verbs, since both the English and the 
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Dutch language system comprise phrasal verbs. "(Hulstijn & Marchena, 1989, 242 ). In a 

study similar to the one by Dagut & Laufer, they found , however, that also Dutch learners of 

English avoided phrasal verbs, probably because the phrasal verbs often had a specific, 

idiomatic meaning, whereas their one-word equivalents often had a more general (prototypical) 

meaning. Unfortunately, an exact comparison between these two studies was not possible for 

methodological reasons. First, the test sentences used in the two studies were not identical, and 

the testing procedures were also slightly different. Second, Hulstijn & Marchena believed that 

the Dutch learners possibly had a higher level of proficiency than the equivalent Hebrew 

learners ( 1989, 25 1 ). 

A phenomenon which somehow seems to be related with avoidance or avoidance-like 

behaviour, is that of U-shaped behaviour. This phenomenon, which has been noticed in Ll  as 

well as L2 acquisition (and also in other cognitive, non-linguistic domains) can be plotted down 

on three points on a time/performance graph (cf. Ervin 1964; Strauss & Stein 1978; Bowerman 

1982; Kellerman 1985). The first point, i.e. stage 1 ,  implies targetlike performance in some 

limited linguistic domain. At the second point (i.e. stage 2), the performance in the same 

linguistic area deviates from the target model (hence the 'U') and fmally at point three (the third 

stage) the targetlike forms of stage 1 seem to reappear ( cf. Sharwood Smith & Kellerman 

1989, 22 1 ) .  It has been argued that cross-linguistic influence plays a critical role in the 

manifestation of V-shaped behaviour in L2-learning (Kellerman 1985; Sharwood Smith & 

Kellerman 1989). U-shaped learning seems somehow to be related with chunk learning and 

the learning of fixed utterances. Kellerman, for example, demonstrated a V-shaped curve for 

intransitive break among Dutch learners of English. Kellerman's learners accepted transitive 

and intransitive forms with break to the same extent to the age of 17, but after 18  there was a 

marked drop in the performance for intransitive break. Among third-year university students 

(age 20-21 )  the acceptance rate was again beginning to rise. Another study revealing V-shaped 

behaviour among L2 -learners is that of Peter Jordens ( 1977).  He found that Dutch-speaking, 

first-year university students of German tended to accept Dutch-like idiomatic expressions, 

whereas these expressions tended to be rejected by second-year learners. 

Methodological backgroun d 

The conditions in Finland, which is a bilingual country with two official languages (Finnish 

and Swedish), are in many respects ideal for studies focusing on the role played by Ll  in 

second language acquisition. A comparison between Finns and Swedes in Finland is interesting 

for different reasons. The two language groups have a more or less identical national 

curriculum, and the cultural differences between the two language groups are relatively small. 

Swedish, as is well known, is a Germanic language closely related to English, whereas Finnish 

is non-Germanic and very different from English. 

The central issue of this study was to gain insight into the conditions under which different 
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types of Ll influence tend to occur in the acquisition of English phrasal verbs and phrasal verb

like expressions. Structural as well as semantic considerations were assumed to affect the 

patterns and character of this influence. An analysis of how the phrasal verb category is 

expressed in Swedish and Finnish respectively, shows that an almost identical construction to 

English phrasal verbs exists in Swedish, whereas this category is lacking in Finnish (see 

Sjoholm in press). The equivalents to English phrasal verbs are in Finnish in most cases 

expressed by one-part verbs (e.g. take off Iliihteii; go out /jatkaa). 

Advanced Finnish- and Swedish-speaking learners of English were, in bilingual Finland, 

given a multiple-choice test with each question containing two correct alternatives, a phrasal 

verb (which was preferred by native speakers) and a synonymous one-part verb (e.g. make 

up/invent). 

Problems and hypotheses 

It is argued here that learnability (or difficulty) of English phrasal verbs as perceived by 

advanced Swedish- and Finnish-speaking learners is a function of convergence or divergence 

from the learners' expectations. In the early stages of learning the expectations can, to a great 

extent, be assumed to be determined by the learners' native language. Because of the structural 

similarity between Swedish and English and the structural dissimilarity of Finnish and English 

(generally speaking as well as with regard to phrasal verbs), the following hypothesis was set 

up: 

( 1 )  Finns tend to commit more errors (especially in the early stages) than Swedes in a test on 

phrasal verbs. 

According to the core theories and prototypical theories of second language acquisition referred 

to earlier, "transparent" phrasal verbs ought to be easier to access than opaque phrasal verbs. 

The next hypothesis would then be that: 

(2) Both language groups tend to make fewer errors in test items with transparent phrasal verbs 

than in items with opaque phrasal verbs. 

The semantic feature opacity (which seems to correlate well with idiomaticity) appears to have a 

constraining effect on accessability (or usability), but "literal" counterparts in Ll are facilitative 

also with opaque expressions. This leads to the third hypothesis:  

(3) Swedes tend to make fewer errors in test items with opaque phrasal verbs with a Swedish 

literal counterpart than in items with opaque, non-Swedish-based phrasal verbs. 
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In the three hypotheses above, learnability was 'measured' in terms of errors made by 

learners. In the four remaining hypotheses, the measure used will be the proportion of correct 

phrasal verbs chosen out of the total number of correct responses, i .e. the two correct 

alternatives taken together. 

Judgements by native speakers showed that the phrasal verbs on the whole were 

semantically opaque (in 7 1 .4 % of the items), whereas the " synonymous" one-part verbs 

tended to have a general, central or multi-purpose meaning (in 82. 1 % of the items). It could 

therefore be postulated that learners from both language groups would tend to choose one-part 

verbs considerably more often than natives (a play-it-safe strategy). The fourth hypothesis 

would then be that: 

(4) Both language groups tend to choose phrasal verbs less often than native speakers of 

English, especially in the early stages of learning. 

It is plausible to assume that the structural differences between Finnish and English (Finnish 

lacks the phrasal verb category) would lead to an under-use of phrasal verbs among Finns. The 

fifth hypothesis set up is therefore as follows: 

(5) Finns tend to choose opaque phrasal verbs less often than Swedes in the early stages. 

It is argued here that Swedish-speaking learners initially adopt the view of an undifferentiated 

semantic equivalence between Ll and L2. Because Swedish and English are perceived to be 

particularly close languages, learners assume that they share phrasal verbs as well. At a later 

stage when these learners have been exposed to more L2 material, they will become sensitive to 

new semantic distinctions such as literal and opaque meanings of phrasal verbs. The more 

semantically opaque the expression is in Swedish, the more likely it is that its English 

equivalent is rejected (Le. the one-part verb is chosen) . At the most advanced stages of learning 

when approximating near-native performance, Swedes will once again accept the phrasal verb. 

The next hypothesis runs as follows: 

(6) The choice of (opaque) Swedish-based phrasal verbs among Swedes tends to be V-shaped 

so that these verbs are chosen more at an early and an advanced stage, but less often (i.e. 

avoided) at an intermediate stage. 

Since transparent, Swedish-based phrasal verbs comprise common core items which are easy 

to process and comprehend, they are expected to be chosen especially by Finns. The semantic 

feature of transparency combined with perceived similarity with Swedish make these phrasal 

verbs especially attractive to Finns, whereas the close proximity with Swedish may withhold 

some Swedes from choosing these expressions. Both language groups are expected to become 

more sceptical about these expressions with increased L2 knowledge (as well as Ll  and L3 

knowledge). This leads to the next hypothesis. 
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(7) Finns tend to choose transparent, Swedish-based "phrasal-verbs" more often than Swedes, 

especially in the initial stages of learning. 

Subj ects & data collection procedure 

The data collection was carried out in two steps. In the first step a pilot test was constructed on 

the basis of pairs of phrasal verbs and synonymous one-part verbs (e.g. let down! disappoint) . 

The test format used was a multiple-choice test comprising two acceptable alternatives and two 

distractors. In the test instructions the subjects were asked to choose one alternative only, the 

one that best fitted the context. According to native speaker informants, the phrasal verb 

alternative was on the whole to be preferred. The pilot test was given to 94 advanced learners 

of English (equally distributed among Finnish- and Swedish-speaking subjects). One of the 

ideas behind the pilot test was to make sure that the target subjects largely were familiar with 

both of the acceptable alternatives (the phrasal and the one-part verb). On the basis of the 

analysis of the results in the pilot test, a revised version of the original test was compiled (28 

items). This test (see appendix) was first given to native speakers of English (N=1 2). The test 

(as well as a questionnaire about the subjects' educational background) was then given to 

comparable Finnish- and Swedish-speaking learners of English representing four levels of 

proficiency. The subjects were selected so as to be representative of each language group. Level 

1 and 2 comprised pupils who had completed the first and second form of the upper secondary 

school in Finland and level 3 and 4 comprised third-year university students (level 4 students 

were majoring in English, whereas level 3 students were majoring in other, non-linguistic 

university subjects) . 

Table 1 .  Number of participants at four levels of proficiency 

Level l 

Swedes 272 

Finns 294 

Total 566 

Level 2 

224 

212 

436 

Level 3 

84 

93 

177 

Level 4 

28 

39 

67 

Total 

608 

638 

1246 

Two native speaker experts were used (independently of each other) to assess the phrasal as 

well as the one-part verbs for their semantic properties. According to the native speaker 

judgements, the phrasal verbs were subcategorized as semantically transparent or semantically 

opaque. A "phrasal verb" was dermed as semantically transparent if the sum of the meanings of 

the individual parts (Le. base verb + particle) was very much the same as the "fused meaning" 
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[e .g.  fill in(complete)] .  The phrasal verb was defmed as opaque when the combined meaning 

(base verb + particle together) builds up a new and idiomatic meaning which is very different 

from the sum of the meanings of its constituent parts [e.g. run down(criticise)] .  On the basis of 

the semantic features (transparent or opaque) and the existence of a "literal" equivalent of the 

phrasal verb in Swedish, the test was subdivided into three subtests, namely subtest 1 ,  

containing semantically transparent "phrasal verbs" with literal Swedish equivalents [e.g. take 

out (ta ut)] , subtest 2 ,  including semantically opaque phrasal verbs with Swedish-based 

equivalents [e.g. break out (bryta ut)] and finally subtest 3 , comprising semantically opaque 

phrasal verbs with no Swedish (nor Finnish) equivalents [e.g. go off ("explodera'') ] .  

Results 

As was suggested earlier in this paper, learnability (or difficulty) of some aspects of a second 

language may be assessed according to "how far they coincide or diverge from the learner's 

expectations." (lfe 1990, 48). Generally speaking, it could be assumed that advanced Finnish 

learners' expectations would be determined by a perceived distance between Ll and L2. This 

distance is probably felt to be even more marked when dealing with such aspects of the target 

language where there is an incomplete reference frame in L l .  It would therefore, as stated in 

hypothesis 1 ,  be plausible to expect Finns to make considerably more errors than Swedes (at 

least initially) in a test on phrasal verbs. In this study all responses (as well as omitted 

responses) that did not coincide with the two acceptable responses (the phrasal and the one-part 

verb) were considered erroneous. In figure 1 below the percentage of errors is illustrated 
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Figure 1. Errors made by Finns and Swedes at four levels of proficiency 

The trend in figure 1 is very obvious. At levels 1 and 2, Finns have committed considerably 
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more errors than Swedes, but the differences are levelled out at more advanced proficiency 

levels. 

Figure 2 gives support for hypothesis 2 and 3. The diagram clearly shows that the fewest 

number of errors was made in items with transparent "phrasal verbs" by both language groups 

(hypothesis 2). It is also worth noting that the error pattern in figure 2 is different for the two 

language groups. For Swedes, the items with Swedish-based phrasal verbs (transparent as well 

as opaque) have been easier than items with non-Swedish-based phrasal verbs. For Finns, 

however, the diagram shows a different pattern. As a matter of fact, Finns turned out to be 

making considerably more errors in subtest 2 (opaque/+Sw) than in subtest 3 (opaque/-Sw/

Fi), whereas the reverse was true for the Swedes. 

o 
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Figure 2. Percentage of errors in three subtests (all four levels). 
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The percentages presented in the text and the diagrams below designate the proportion of 

chosen phrasal verbs out of the total number of correct responses (i.e. the phrasal and the one

part verb). The native speakers had strongly preferred the phrasal verb alternatives in all 

subtests, i.e. 70. 83 % in subtest 1 ,  76.67 % in subtest 2, and 83 .0 1  % in subtest 3 .  The 

proportion of phrasal verbs chosen by learners (Finns as well as Swedes) was 50-55 % at 

levels 1 -3 and 60-65 % on level 4. Hypothesis 4 was thus strongly supported. 
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Figure 3. Proportion of phrasal verbs (opaque) chosen in subtest 3 .  

The fifth hypothesis stated that Finns would choose opaque phrasal verbs less often than 

Swedes in the early stages (see figures 3 and 4). Hypothesis 6 predicted that the choice of 

Swedish-based phrasal verbs (especially opaque ones) would fonn a V-shaped curve among 

Swedes (see figures 4 and 5). Finally, in hypothesis 7, the transparent Swedish-based "phrasal 

verbs" were predicted to be chosen more often by Finns, especially in the beginning stages (see 

figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Proportion of phrasal verbs (Swedish-based, opaque) chosen in subtest 2. 
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Concluding discussion 

1 4 1 

The test results in this study indicated that Finns on the whole made more errors than 

comparable Swedes, especially at levels 1 and 2 (hypothesis 1 ) .  These differences could at least 

partly be explained in terms of differing expectations by Finns and Swedes when coping with 

phrasal verbs. The influential effects on the learners' expectations can at least in the early stages 

be traced to Ll ,  but as learning progresses, expectations will also come from within L2, and if 

a third language is known, this may also prove influential. It has repeatedly been argued that all 

L2 learners make the initial assumption of word-for-word equivalence as a working hypothesis 

when dealing with the L2 (see Adjemian 1983; Blum-Kulka & Levenston 1983; Ijaz 1986; 

Harley & Lou King 1989). This hypothesis, which Ijaz termed the semantic equivalence 

hypothesis, "facilitates the acquisition of lexical meanings in the L2 in that it reduces it to the 

relabeling of concepts already learned in the L1 . "  (Ijaz 1986, 446). Thus Swedes are often able 

to use, with comparatively great success, one-to-one lexical mapping strategies when coping 

with English phrasal verbs. For a Finn, simple transfer-based lexical mapping is not possible, a 

fact that leads to organizational problems (and errors) in the early stages. 

Figure 2 showed that items with transparent phrasal verbs (subtest 1 )  were the least difficult 

among both language groups, i.e. if difficulty (or learn ability) is measured in terms of errors 

(cf. hypothesis 2). The feature of semantic transparency seems to correlate well with such 

notions as prototypicalness and coreness. Therefore, the data in this study appear to be in 

accordance with previous research results, i.e. that prototypical and core meanings of lexical 

items tend to be learned more easily than non-prototypical and non-core meanings. The data 

(figure 2) also suggest that items with Swedish-based phrasal verbs (subtests 1 & 2) on the 
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whole have been easier for Swedes than items with non-Ll-based phrasal verbs (subtest 3). A 

tentative conclusion to be drawn from this is that Ll ,  for Swedes, seems to have a facilitative 

effect, also among items with opaque, Swedish-based phrasal verbs. Figure 2 shows that the 

error pattern for Finns is very different. A closer look at the distractors revealed that the great 

number of errors in subtest 2 among Finns was partly caused by some of the distractors being 

too attractive (due to an influence from Finnish). 

Hypothesis 4 predicted that both language groups would, on the whole, choose phrasal 

verbs less often than native speakers. The rationale behind this was that phrasal verbs on the 

whole (in 7 1 .4 % of the items) were found to be semantically opaque and were thus perceived 

as idiomatic and language-specific. When the learner is placed in a situation of choice between 

an idiomatic phrasal verb and a one-part verb with a general, central and multi-purpose 

meaning, the latter may easily be chosen because it is considered a safer choice. Such a play-it 

safe strategy is a result of a choice between forms within L2. 

Hypotheses 5-7 were all based on the proportion of phrasal verbs chosen in relation to the 

one-part verbs. Hypothesis 5 claimed that Finns would choose phrasal verbs less often than 

Swedes in the early stages. This was thought to be true for structural reasons i.e. the non

existence of phrasal verbs in Finnish. Figures 3 and 4 both strongly supported this claim. The 

results suggested that Finns tended not to use phrasal verbs to the same extent as Swedes (and 

natives). It is argued here that under-use or non-use of a structure does not necessarily imply 

avoidance of a structure. In Schachter's original theory of avoidance it was postulated that 

language difference was leading to avoidance (Schachter 1974). Some years later, Kleinmann 

(1977) maintained that avoidance of a linguistic feature implied a choice between options. In a 

more recent publication, however, Seliger ( 1 989) argues that avoidance is only one 

manifestation of non-use of a structure, non-use may also result from "differences between Ll 

and L2, ignorance or presystematic use of a not yet fully acquired form" ( 1989, 32). Seliger 

proposes that true avoidance can be claimed only if the following three conditions are satisfied, 

i.e. ( 1 )  that the learner can demonstrate knowledge of the avoided language form, (2) that the 

obligatory environments for use of the form can be identified by native speakers, and (3) that 

there exists in Ll a form that basically requires the same rules for realization as the (avoided) 

form in L2. According to Seliger's defmition, true avoidance must assume contrastive analysis 

congruence or potential for positive transfer (Le. language similarity). The conclusion to be 

drawn from Kleinmann's and Seliger's reasoning is that it is logically difficult to term as 

avoidance the non-use of a form which the learners have incomplete or no knowledge of either 

from their L2 learning experience or their L1 . Because the Finnish learners had some L2 

learning experience (and knowledge) of phrasal verbs (but no Ll experience), the under-use of 

phrasal verbs among Finns might partly be interpreted as avoidance, and partly as a result of 

ignorance and incomplete knOWledge. 

The claim expressed in hypothesis 6 that Swedes would display a V-shaped curve in their 

acceptance of Swedish-based phrasal verbs was supported among the opaque phrasal verbs 

(fig. 4), but partly also among the transparent phrasal verbs (fig. 5). The Swedes were, in the 

early learning stages (level ! )  inclined more globally to adopt a transfer-based lexical mapping 
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strategy (the semantic equivalence hypothesis was at work), but later (level 3) when learners 

had acquired a more differentiated L2 (Ll) knowledge and become sensitive to new semantic 

distinctions such as opaqueness (idiomaticity, language-specificity) and transparency, the 

phrasal verb alternative tended to be avoided because it was perceived as language-specific or 

too close to Swedish. 

The claim that Finns would choose transparent, Swedish-based "phrasal verbs" more often 

than Swedes (hypothesis 7) was also strongly supported (fig. 5). The core and prototypical 

meanings of the constituent parts of the transparent "phrasal verbs" made them easily accessible 

to Finns. In addition, perceived similarity with Swedish (all Finns had studied Swedish at 

school) may have made them, at least initially, even more attractive. The Swedes were, 

however, somewhat more sceptical about the transparent phrasal verbs, because of their too 

close similarity with Swedish. As one of the Swedish-speaking informants expressed it, "they 

represent Swedish-based, substandard English used by beginning Swedish learners who are 

not yet familiar with the "idiomatic" English expressions"(i.e. the one-part verbs). 
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A ppendix 

(Extract from test) 

1 4 5 

Valj, fOr varje uppgift, det uttryck som enligt din mening bast passar in i sammanhanget genom 

att ringa in sijJran framfor uttrycket. Anta a.tt sprAket i de olika uppgifterna ar skrivet pA normal, 

vardaglig enge1ska. Valj endast ett alternativ fOr varje uppgift ! 

l .  They had to ____ their wedding for six weeks after their skiing 

accident. 

1 )  move up 3) postpone 

2) push 4) put off 

2. The plane despite the fog. 

1) lifted up 3) lightened 

2) took off 4) departed 

3.  He only to get some cigarettes and we didn't see him again for fifteen 

years. 

1) left 3) went out 

2) parted 4) left out 

4. "You don't want to ___ to the first shop already, do you ? There are three more we 

haven't tried" 

1 )  return 3) turn over 

2) retire 4) go back 
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RELATIONEN MELLAN SVENSK OCH FINSK SPRAKF ARDIGHET HaS TVA· 

SPRAKIGA BARN I FINLAND 

Marketta Sundman 

Svenska institutionen, Abo Akademi 

The paper i s  based on results from a research project  in which the language 

proficiency of bilingual children attending S wedish comprehensive schools in 

Finland was examined. There was a clear interdependence between the com

petence in Swedish and Finnish .  Most of the bilingual children had native or 

near-native competence in both languages ,  whereas some of them performed 

poorly on language tests in both languages. There was also a correlation between 

language proficiency and social background. The children with good comptence 

in both languages had on an average slightly better marks at school than mono

lingual Swedish-speaking children. 

Syfte 

Ett centralt  problem i tvAsprAkighetsteorin ar hur fardigheten i de tvA sprAken 

fOrhAller sig till varandra. Ar det moj ligt att utveckla en normal kompetens i tvA 

olika sprAk? Eller tas den kompetens som man utvecklar i ett andra sprAk (S2) i 

sj alva verket frAn den kompetens som man kunde ha utvecklat i sitt fOrsta sprAk 

(S I ) ?  I frAga om ett barn som tillagnar sig tvA sprAk parallellt kan man stalla upp 

tvA till synes motsatta hypoteser, som bAda fOrefaller plausibla: 

1 .  Det ena sprAket inlars pA det andra sprAkets bekostnad. Ju mer tid och energi 

man anvander fOr att lara sig S2 ,  desto mindre moj ligheter har man att utveckla 

S 1 .  

2 .  SprAken stoder varandra, p . g.a. att en del av den lingvistiska kompetensen kan 

overfOras frAn ett sprAk till ett annat. Ju battre man kan S 1 ,  desto lattare tiT det 

att tilHigna sig S2. 

Den fOrsta hypotesen bygger pA antagandet att fardighetsnivAn i ett sprAk stAr i 

direkt relation till mangden av stimulans pA detta sprAk. P .g .a. att den mangd ling

vistisk stimulans ett barn kan fA ar ungefar konstant eller i varje fall  har en ovre 

grans ,  kommer stimulansen pA S2  att " subtraheras" frAn stimulansen pA S 1 .  Ju battre 

barnet beharskar S2 ,  desto svagare ar sannolikt hans/hennes kunskaper i S 1 ,  enligt 

denna hypotes .  Hypotesen motsvarar en subtraktiv tvAsprAkighetsmodell; den kunde 

ocksA kallas "stimulanshypotes".  
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Enligt den andra hypote sen ar fardigheten i S 2  b ara delvis en konsekvens av 

stimulans pll. detta sprll.k; dartill kommer transfer mellan sprll.ken,  som innebar aU 

lingvistisk kunskap overfOrs frll.n ett sprll.k till eU annat. Den del av sprll.kkompe

tensen som ar gemensam fOr olika sprll.k behover inte laras in separat i varje sprll.k 

(Cummins talar om "common underlying proficiency" ,  se t . ex .  Cummins 1 99 1 a,b) .  

Dessutom kan sprll.kliga element och strukturer pll. olika nivll.er i sprll.ket vara gemen

samma fOr tvll. olika sprll.k och overfOras frll.n det ena till det andra. Enligt denna 

modell gynnar alltsll. stimulans pll. S l  indirekt ocksll. S2 (och tvartom) (t.ex. Cummins 

& Swain 1 98 6 : 8 7 ) .  Hypotesen motsvarar en additiv tvll.sprll.kighetsmodell och kunde 

ocksll. kallas "transferhypotes" .  

De delvis  motstridiga erfarenheter och aven forskningsresultat som erhll.llits pll. 

olika hll.ll i varlden kan bero pll. att bAda dessa hypoteser i sj alva verket ar korrekta. 

Sprll.klig stimulans ar naturligtvis en fOrutsattning fOr all sprllinllirning. Men dessutom 

influeras den sprll.kliga kompetensen ocksA av en mangd andra faktorer, av vilka moj

ligheten aU overfOra lingvistisk kunskap frAn tidigare inlarda sprAk ar en. Det ar 

sannolikt au transferns roll varierar, beroende pA Lex. det typologiska fOrhll.llandet 

mellan sprAken, sprAkens status i det omgivande samhallet, individens fOrmAga aU 

dra nytta av transfer samt Aldern och formen fOr inlarningen av sprAken (fOr en 

oversikt se t.ex. Odlin 1 989). 

am man finner en positiv korrelation mellan kompetensen i S l och S2 (se t.ex. 

Cummins 1 99 1  a) , sA ar det inte sakert att denna enbart bor fOrklaras som resultat 

av transfer. Korrelationen kan ocksA reflektera det faktum att fardigheten i bAda 

sprll.ken influeras av nAgon eller nll.gra gemensamma, oberoende faktorer, t .ex. medfOdd 

(lingvistisk) begAvning samt kognitivt och sprll.kligt stimulerande miljo (se t.ex. Bourhis 

1 990, McLaughlin 1 990, Skehan 1 989, 1 990) . En tvAsprAkig individ som har lau fOr 

att lara sig sprAk och dessutom fAr rikligt med sprAkliga impulser i sin omgivning, 

kommer sannolikt aU utveckla en battre kompetens i bAde S l och S2 an en som inte 

har samma fOrutsattningar. 

am vi lagger ihop de tvA modellerna ovan och antar att den sprll.kliga kompetensen 

dessutom influeras av (Atminstone) begAvnings- och miljofaktorer, sA kan vi formulera 

fOljande hypoteser (med de fOrklarande faktorerna in om parentes) : 

a) Det tvll.sprll.kiga barnets kompetens i eft spdk ar nll.got svagare an det ensprll.kiga 

barnets i samma sprll.k. (stimulans) 

b) Hos barn som ti l lagnar sig tvA sprAk parallellt finns en tendens till positiv 

korrelation mellan fardigheten i S 1 och S2. (transfer, begAvning, miljo) 

c) Den spdkliga kompetensen korrelerar med barnets skolframgll.ng och hans sociala 

bakgrund. (begll.vning, miljo) 
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I denna uppsats skall jag granska den spdkliga kompetensen hos tvAsprAkiga barn 

i Finland, oeh syftet ar att se om dessa  hypoteser fOrefaller riktiga  i finlandska 

fOrhAllanden. Det ar fdga om barn som vaxer upp i tvAsprAkiga hem dar fOraldrarna 

har olika modersmAI , svenska resp . finska. B arnen gAr i svensk skola, d .v . s .  har 

landets minoritets sprAk som skolsprAk. Omstandigheterna avviker klart frAn dem 

som galler for t .ex .  invandrarbarn samt minoritetsbarn i mAnga andra tvAsprAkiga 

samhallen i varlden.  I Finland kan man studera den tvAsprAkiga utveeklingen hos 

barn vars bAda sprAk Atnj uter offieiel l  s tatu s i miljon oeh som aven annars har 

goda mojligheter att fA likvardig stimulans pA bAda sprAken. 

Undersokningen tillhor projektet TvAsprAkigheten i skolan (ej att fOrvaxla med ett 

svenskt projekt med nastan likalydande namn, se Viberg 1 98 8 )  som j ag deltagit i 

som proj ektledare . En  utfor l ig  rapport om proj ektet fOrel igger i manuskript 

(Sundman 1 992) . 

De tvasprakiga barn en i Finland 

Finland ar ett tvAspdkigt land med tvA officiella sprAk, fin ska oeh svenska. De 

svensksprAkiga u tgor i dag ea 6 % av hela befolkningen oeh ar bosatta framst i 

kustomrAdena i Osterbotten oeh i Nyland samt pA Aland. Cirka half ten av finlands

svenskarna lever i kommuner dar majoriteten av invAnarna talar finska. Blandakten

skap , dvs .  aktenskap mellan svensktalande oeh finsktalande, har blivit alIt vanligare: 

mer an halften av finlandssvenskarna gifter sig i dag med en finsksprAkig partner. 

I Finland rekommenderar man att barn som fOds i blandaktenskap skall uppfostras 

till tvAspdkighet. Man menar alltsA att bAda fOraldrarna skall tala sitt eget moders

mAl med barnet. Losningen anses ha mAnga fOrdelar fOr familjen :  dels  fAr barnet 

dub bel sprAkkompetens oeh tillgAng till tvA kulturer, dels fAr alIa i familjen tala sitt 

eget sprAk. Men dessutom ar det sprAkpolitiska argument som ligger bakom rekom

mendationen :  al ternativet yore att de fIesta av dessa  barn blir ensprAkigt fin ska, 

vilket skulle leda till ytterligare minskning av den finlandssvenska befolkningen. 

Det finns inga offieiella siffror om hur mAnga familjer som faktiskt gAr in  for 

tvAsprAkighet. Men vi vet au ca 60 % av familjerna valjer svensk skola for sitt 

b arn oeh att de ssa  barn kan bAde svenska oeh fin ska. De barn som valjer finsk 

skola talar antingen en bart fin ska el ler har fin ska som sitt klart starkare sprAk. 

En betydande del ,  fOr narvarande ea  1 /4 ,  av eleverna i de svenska grundskolorna 

kommer frAn tvAsprAkiga hem. Men pA tvAsprAkiga orter ar det vanligt att sA gott 

som alIa elever talar bAde svenska oeh finska, i oeh med att de dagligen umgAs 

med finska kamrater. 
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Forutsattningarna fOr balanserad tvAsprAkighet kan antas vara goda i de finlandska 

forhAllandena. De tvA sprAken ar tamligen likvardiga i soeialt oeh kulturellt av

seende. BAda sprAkgrupperna har ungefar samma sociala struktur, oeh moj ligheterna 

att fA utbildning pA olika nivAer oeh till olika yrken ar nastan lika goda pA svenska 

som pA finska. Aven om utbudet ar myeket stOrre pA finska, finns  det bl .a .  tid

ningar, radiokanaler, TV-sandningar oeh teaterverksamhet oeksA pA svenska. TvA

sprAkigheten ar ett frivilligt val; bl . a. kan man i tvAsprAkiga kommuner valja  mellan 

att gA antingen i svensk eller finsk skola. Den sprAkliga medvetenheten ar pA hog 

nivA, oeh mAnga fOraldrar ar beredda att satsa myeket pA sitt barns sprAkliga utveek

ling. N aturligtvis  finns det oeksA fall dar tvAsprAkigheten lyekas mindre val, bl .a .  

darfor aU den sprAkliga stimulansen ar otillraeklig. I de svenska skolorna finns 

mAnga elever som enligt lararnas bedomning inte beharskar skolans sprAk tillraekligt 

val. 

De kulturella skillnaderna mellan finnar oeh svenskar anses i allmanhet vara ganska 

smA, t . o . m .  sA pass  obetydliga aU det nas tan inte spelar nAgon roll vilket sprAk 

man talar .  Ibland kan det darfOr vara svArt att  uppratthAlla barnets motivation fOr 

bAda sprAken, i synnerhet fOr minoritetssprAket. 

I Finland har vi hitti l l s  vetat myeket lite om de tvAsprAkiga barnens sprAkut

veekling. Fortfarande saknas t.ex. fallstudier av hur enskilda barn utveeklas i finska 

oeh svenska. Vad som daremot har undersokts ar hur val de tvAsprAkiga eleverna i 

den svenska skolan beharskar svenska, i j amfOrelse med ensprAkiga elever. Dessa 

undersokningar (bl .a .  Korkman 1 990, Lauren 1 99 1 )  visar, aU skillnaderna i sprAk

beharskningen inte ar sarskil t s tora. Det mest  pAfallande draget i de tvAsprAkiga 

elevernas fria skriftliga produktion ar en klart hogre felfrekvens  i j amfOrelse med 

de ensprAkiga eleverna,  samt en nAgot annorlunda fel s truktur. Daremot har de 

nastan lika stort oeh varierat ordfOrrAd oeh ungefar lika komplieerad syntax som de 

ensprAkiga barnen. 

Proj ektet TvAsprAkig'heten i skolan ar mig veterl igen  det fOrsta i Finland dar 

barnens  kompetens  i bAda sprAken kartlaggs  oeh relateras t i l l  v arandra oeh till 

kompetensen hos ensprAkiga barn. 

Undersokningens material och metoder 

Projektet TvAsprAkigheten i skolan startades vid mitten av 1 980-talet pA fyra olika 

orter i S venskfinland oeh en finsk kontrollort (se Sundman 1 990) . Undersokningen 

genomfOrdes i fyra olika Arskurser i grundskolan, namligen 2, 4, 6 oeh 8. Ideo var 

au kartlagga barnens  fardigheter i bAde sven ska oeh finska med hj alp av olika 

skriftliga  sprAktest  oeh fri skriftlig produktion . En del av testen var s .k .  SPIN-
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oeb S V  AN-prov som tidigare anvants fOr att testa invandrarbarn i Sverige, oeb 

re sten kons truerades inom projektet b l . a .  pA basis av existerande ordfOrrAdstest .  

Testen var framst  avsedda fOr aU mata barnens bebarskning av lexikon, fraseologi 

oeb grammatik. De tvAsprAkiga barnens testresultat j amfOrdes med motsvarande 

ensprAkiga bams pre stationer i samma test. 

"TvAsprAkigbet " definierades pA tvA olika satt, dels  utgAende frAn en del faktorer 

i barnets nuvarande oeb tidigare sprAkmiljo  (bakgrundskriteriet) , dels  pA basis av 

re sultatet i sprAkfardigbetstest (kompetenskriteriet) . Andra eentrala variabler var 

barnets skolframgAng oeb familjens social a status, som bestamdes pA basen av fOrald

rarnas  utbildningsnivA .  Tidigare undersokningar - bl . a .  i Finland - bar visat au 

barnets  sprAkliga pre stationer korrelerar myeket s tarkt med fOraldrarnas soeiala 

status (se t.ex. Brunell 1 992) . 

I undersokningen deltog bela skolklasser frAn de fyra orterna ( sammanlagt 370 

elever) . A v dessa barn bildades sedan grupper med olika slag av sprAklig bakgrund 

oeb sprAkfardigbet. De fIesta tvAsprAkiga barn i undersokningen barstammar frAn 

Yanda, en klart finskdominerad kommun i narbeten av Helsingfors .  De fIesta en

sprAkigt svenska eleverna kommer frAn Ekenas , en svenskdominerad stad vid syd

kusten . Dessutom finns elever frAn BorgA oeb Pargas,  bAda tvAsprAkiga stader i 

sOdra Finland. 

Kompetensen i svenska och finska 

I bela undersokningsgruppen, i vilken ingick bAde tvAsprAkiga oeh nastan ensprAkiga 

individer, fanns  en positiv korrelation mellan det svenska oeb finska testresultatet, 

med undantag av den lagsta Arskursen. De elever som kunde finska bra kunde alltsA 

med storre sannolikbet svenska bra an dAligt. 

Nedan skall j ag granska relationen mellan sprAken bos en delgrupp,  dem med 

tvAsprAkig bakgrund. Hur fOrholl sig svenska oeh finska till varandra hos de tvA

sprAkiga eleverna oeh pA vilken nivA var deras sprAkfardigbet i j amforelse med de 

motsvarande ensprAkiga barnen? Som tvAsprAkiga betraktades i detta fall de elever 

vars sprAkliga bakgrund var tamligen balanserad i fOrhAllande till svenska ocb finska, 

med undantag av att samtliga gick i svensk skola. 

For att fA reda pA hur kompetensen i de tvA sprAken fOrboll sig till varandra rang

ordnade jag dem enligt testresultatet i svenska oeh finska. Det visade sig dA au 

det i s tort sett var samma barn som plaeerade sig bland de basta resp.  bland de 

svagaste barnen i bilda sprAken .  Antalet tvAsprAkiga individer var visserligen bara 

1 0  - 1 3  i de olika Arskurserna, men det faktum att monstret var detsamma i alla 
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fyra drskurser visar att resultatet knappast kan vara en slump.  I drskurserna 4 och 

6 sdg rangordningarna ut pd fOljande satt: 

Arskurs 4 

Svenska 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12  1 3  

/ X 
Finska 2 9 5 7 6 8 1 

Arskurs 6 

Svenska l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  

� 
Finska 10 3 4 6 1 2 5 1 2  9 8 1 1  1 3  7 

Figur 1 .  Rangordning av de tvdsprdkiga eleverna enligt testresultatet i svenska 

och finska 

I varje  grupp fanns ndgra individer som avvek frdn monstret, d. v . s .  som hade ett 

mycket bra re sultat i det ena sprdket och ett klart samre resultat i det andra (i 

drskurs 4 individerna nr l och 9 ,  i drskurs 6 nr 1 0) .  Dessa barn var sannolikt inte 

balanserat tvdsprdkiga, trots au de ansdgs ha vuxit upp i en tvdsprdkig miljo. Det 

svagare resultatet i det andra sprdket beror sannolikt pd att de fdtt mindre stimulans 

pd detta spdk. 

Vi har alltsd Utt belagg fOr hypotesen att fardigheten i S l och S 2  tenderar att 

korrelera positivt med varandra. Resultatet galler fOr barn som vaxer upp med tvd 

sprdk och tillagnar sig bdda i autenti sk sprdkmiljo .  En liknande korrelation har i 

andra undersokningar pdvisats mellan inlarning av modersmdlet (S 1 )  och frammande 

sprdk (S2) (se Skehan 1 990 och McLaughlin 1 990: 1 63) och mellan inlarning av fOrsta 

och andra sprdk i sprdkbad samt i tvdsprdkiga undervisningsprogram fOr minoritetsbarn 

(Cummins 1 99 1 a,b) .  Vdra resultat harmonierar dels med stimulanshypotesen (barnen 

vaxte upp i balanserat tvdsprdkig miljo) , dels med uppfattningen att inlarningen av 

Mda sprdken pdverkas av samma medfOdda anlag och miljofaktorer. 

Men man kan andd havda au det ena sprdket inlars pA  bekostnad av det andra 

sprdket ,  om namligen kompetensen i bdda ar klart samre an hos  (motsvarande) 

ensprdkiga barn . Ar det aUtd d att aven de basta  av vAra tvdsprAkiga elever 

ligger klart efter de en sprAkiga i sprdkbeharskningen, och hur skall vi se pA de 
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svagaste tvAspdkiga barnens spdkliga kompetens - ar ordet "halvsprAkig" adekvat 

fOr dem? - I tabellen nedan j amfOrs de tvAspdkiga barnens testresultat i svenska 

och finska med de ensprlliga kontrollgruppernas resultat. 

Tab e ll 1 .  De tvAsprAkiga b arnen s te s tresultat i svenska och fin ska uuryckt i 

procent av de ensprAkiga barnens resultat 

Svenska 

Finska 

Arskurs 

2 

78  % 

86 % 

4 

96 % 

90 % 

6 

92 % 

89 % 

8 

95 % 

95 % 

A v tabellen framgAr att de tvAspdkiga barn ens genomsnittliga resultat ligger nAgot 

under de ensprAkiga barnen s ,  i bAda sprAken .  S ki l lnaden ar ca 5 - 1 0  % ,  med 

undantag av den Higsta Arskursen dar den ar stOrre . Det ar svArt aU bedoma om 

skillnaden ar " stor" eller "liten"  - i vArt material ar den nAgot stOrre an skillnaden 

mellan flickor och pojkar. - Nu kan man inte utan vidare anta att de tvAsprAkiga 

barnen generellt utvecklas sA aU de narmar sig de ensprAkiga barnens fardighetsnivA, 

som det ser ut i denna tabell ,  eftersom detta inte ar en longitudinell undersokning. 

Det bor ocksA pApekas au barnen i den tvAsprAkiga gruppen hade nAgot hogre social 

status an de enspdkiga grupperna, vilket delvis kan fOrklara det - enligt min mening 

- positiva resultatet. Sammantaget hade alltsA de tvAsprAkiga barnen i vATt material 

en mycket omfauande sprillompetens, dA fardigheten i bAda sprAken slAs ihop. 

Det ovansagda galler fOr den tvAspdkiga gruppen i medeltal. Variationen inom 

gruppen var stor: de basta var pA samma nivA som de basta ensprAkiga barnen, men 

nAgra av de svagaste tvAsprAkiga barnen lAg under de svagaste ensprAkiga barnens 

nivA. (Variationen var visserligen stor ocksA bland de ensprAkiga; bland dessa fanns 

ocksA elever med mycket svaga testresultat . )  En granskning av de har elevernas 

upp satser v i sade att det (enligt min mening) inte ar berattigat att tala om "halv

sprAkighet " :  samtliga kunde uttrycka sig begripligt bAde pA svenska och pA finska. 

Karakteristiskt fOr deras sprAk var enkelhet, enformighet och talsprAklighet. 

Sprakfardighet och social bakgrund 

Ovan framgick au en del av de tvAsprAkiga barnen hade infOdd kompetens i bAda 

sprAken medan andra inte kom upp till denna nivA i nAgot av demo Om gran sen fOr 

infOdd sprAkkompetens dras vid eU poangtal som overskrids av 90 % av de ensprAkiga 

barnen, kan vi konstatera att de tvAsprAkiga barn som har dub bel infOdd kompetens 

var betydligt fler an de som inte klarade gransen i yare sig svenska eller finska. 

AndA horde ca 1/4 av de tvAsprAkiga barnen till den senare gruppen. 
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Nu kan man friiga sig vilka barn det ar som hamnar i den ena och den andra kate

gorin .  Vad ar det som avgor om barnet lyckas utveckla en god fardighet i biida 

spriiken eller om hans/hennes kompetens kommer att ligga mer eller mindre klart 

under de enspdkiga barnen s ni vii? Ar det t .ex .  friiga om medfOdda egenskaper 

eller faktorer i barnets hemfOrhiillanden? 

Vi har inte haft mojligheter att kartlagga t.ex. barnens begiivning och andra person

liga egenskaper som har betydelse fOr spriikinlarning (se Skehan 1989) .  Men niigra 

slutsatser kan man kanske dra av familjernas sociala status och barnens skolbetyg. 

Det v i sade sig aU de tviispriikiga barn som hade infOdd fardighet ( = overskred 

poanggransen) i biida spriiken i medeltal hade hogre social status an de barn som 

hade svag spriikfardighet (= kom under gransen) i biide svenska och finska. I fOljande 

figur visas  barnen i dessa  tvii grupper placerade pii en skala som anger moderns 

utbildningsnivii: 

InfOdd fardighet i sv. och fi . 

antal barn 

2 3 

9 9 

4 5 

moderns utbildning 

6 7 

Svag fardighet i sv. och fi. 

antal barn 

8 

2 3 4 5 

moderns utbildning 

6 7 

Figur 2 .  De tviispriikiga barnens  spriikfardighet i relation till moderns utbild

ningsnivii (1 = lagst, 7 = hogst) 

A v de tviispriikiga barn vars mor saknade utbildning var det bara ca 20 % som kom 

upp till den infOdda niviin i biida spriiken,  medan ca 40 % hade svag kompetens i 

biida (resten overskred gran sen i svenska men hamnade niigot under den i finska) . 

A v de barn vars mor hade minst medelliing utbildning hade ca 60 % infOdd kompetens 

i biida spriiken .  Andelen barn som inte klarade gran sen i niigot av spriiken var i 

denna grupp lika stor som bland de enspriikiga barnen, dvs. ca 10  %.  
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Det ar allts! en stark tendens att det tv!spr!kiga barnet antingen utvecklas normaIt 

eller nastan normalt i b!da spr!ken eller har en begransad spdkfardighet (= ligger 

efter den normala utvecklingen?) i b!da. Vidare tycks hemmets sociala status ha en 

viss  betydel se fOr vilken grupp barnet kommer att tillhora. Men det ar naturligtvis 

ingalunda fOraldrarnas sociala status (examina, yrke, inkomstniv! etc . )  i sig som p! 

ett kausaIt satt p!verkar barnets spr!kliga utveckling. Snarare torde det vara fdga 

om sprdkliga beteendemonster i hemmet, mojligen i kombination med mefOdda anlag, 

som b!da i v i s s  m!n korrelerar med familjens  sociala status Ufr Brunell 1 992) .  

Foraldrar med en viss  (ej s arskilt  hog ! )  utbildning ger sannolikt sina barn mer 

kvalificerade spr!kliga impulser, genom att tala och lasa med sitt barn , diskutera 

varierande amnen och anvanda ett rikt spdk. Men det finns ingenting som hindrar 

att ocks! fOraldrar som saknar utbildning kan bete sig p! samma satt. 

Sprakfardighet och skolframgang 

Olika undersokningar som gjorts i Finland har visat att det inte finns n!got samband 

mellan barnets tv!spdkighet (= tv!spr!kiga bakgrund) och hans/hennes skolframgdng: 

enspr!kiga och tv!spr!kiga barn har i medeltal lika goda betyg (se t .ex .  Knubb

Manninen 1 992) . D aremot kan man vanta sig aU det finns  ett samband mellan 

skolbetygen och barnets spr!kliga prestationer, t.ex. i sprdktest. I v!r undersokning 

korrelerade spdkfardigheten ( = testresuItaten) klart med skolbetygen, s!val med 

medelbetyget fOr alla amnen som med t.ex. betyget i matematik! 

Ett intre s sant - men inte overraskande - resultat var att det var de tv!spr!kiga 

barnen med dubbel infOdd spr!kkompetens som hade de basta betygen. De klarade 

sig al l ts! t . o . m .  b attre i skolan an de helt  enspdkiga eleverna. En fOrklarande 

faktor kan vara aU denna tv!spr!kiga grupp i medeItal hade n!got hogre social 

status an den enspdkiga gruppen . Dessutom kan j u  sj alva det faktum att barnen 

lyckats utveckla normal kompetens i tv! olika spr!k ses som ett bevis p! en tamIigen 

hog beg!vningsniv!. Men resultatet harmonierar ocks! med den numera ratt allmanna 

uppfattningen att sj alva tv!spr!kigheten - beharskning av tv! olika koder - rent av 

kan ha  en stimulerande effekt fOr den intellektuella och kognitiva verksamheten.  

(For en diskussion av flera undersokningar om detta se t .ex .  Skutnabb-Kangas 1 98 1 :  

233 - 238, Baetens Beardsmore 1 982:90 - 97 , Hamers & Blanc 1 989:48-55 . )  En fOrut

sattning anses visserligen vara att barnet uppn!tt en tamligen hog niv! i b!da sprdken 

(Cummins ' s.k. troskelhypotes, se t.ex. Cummins 1 984:3, Cummins 1 99 1 b) .  
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Diskussion 

Nar vi s tartade proj ektet TvAsprAkigheten i skolan , vantade vi o s s  aU finna en 

negativ korrelation mellan SI och S2. VAr utgAngspunkt var mAnga larares bedomning 

att en del av de tvAsprAkiga eleverna beharskade svenska dAligt, och vi antog att 

det rorde sig om barn som i sj alva verket hade fin ska som modersmAI och alltsA 

beharskade detta sprAk baure . OcksA sAdana elever finns  i materialet, men ett 

vanligare monster ar aU b arnets beharskning av bAda sprAken ligger pA  ungefar 

samma nivA. VAra resultat harmonierar daremot med de hypoteser som stalldes upp 

i inledningen . Jag har antagit att den sprAkliga kompetensen hos b alanserat tvA

sprAkiga barn pAverkas dels  av barnets medfOdda fOrmAga att tillagna sig sprAk och 

den intellektuella miljo som barnet vaxer upp i, dels av transfer mellan sprAken. En 

del av den sprAkliga kompetensen bestAr snarare av en kognitiv fOrmAga, som ar 

oberoende av sprAk . Har man tillagnat sig ett avancerat satt att uttrycka sig pA 

e tt sprAk, kan man overfOra denna fOrmAga till et t  annat sprAk, om bara de nod

vandiga sprAkliga fOrutsattningarna finns.  I skriftliga sprAktest - som snarast mater 

en "akademisk sprAkfOrmAga " (en term lanserad av Cummins )  - presterar darfOr 

samma barn bra i bAda sprAken. 

VAr undersokning visar att det tvAsprAkiga barnets sprAkfardighet inte behover 

vara mer begransad an det ensprAkiga barnets . Daremot ar risken fOr begransad 

sprAkfardighet s tOrre fOr tvAsprAkiga an fOr ensprAkiga barn . Det ar moj ligt att 

detta kan fOrklaras med ett slags troskelhypotes :  barn som har svaga intellektuella 

och andra fOrutsattningar fOr sprAktillagnande fAr ytterligare problem om de skall 

forsoka utveckla tvA sprAk parallellt .  I vArt material var risken fOr att hamna i 

den gruppen klart storre fOr barn med lAg social status .  Jag har antagit att detta 

kan ha del s med medfodda anlag,  del s  med den sprAkliga stimulansen (framst i 

hemmet) att gora. 
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WORD ASSOCIATIONS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNERS AND NATIVE 

SPEAKERS - DIFFERENT RESPONSE TYPES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO 
LEXICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Tove Soderman 

Department of English , Abo Akademi University 

This article reports on a recent study of word association (SOderman, 1992) , which 

addresses the question of what the learner 's  mental lexicon looks like, how it develops 

and in what ways it is similar to or different from that of English native speakers (Meara, 

1982) . Response types in learners ' and native speakers ' free word associations are 

examined in two experiments using different proficiency levels and word frequencies . The 

basic assumption is that a shift in response type is not only a matter of age and language 

proficiency but also of the subject ' s  familiarity with the words in question . 

Experiment 1 

Introduction 

The purpose of this experiment was to find out whether the word associations of foreign 

language learners undergo a similar shift in response type as that found for English native 

speakers . A large number of child-adult studies report evidence of a shift from a 

predominance of syntagmatic responses and clang associates to a pattern dominated by 

paradigmatic responses . Briefly, a syntagmatic response is associated with the stimulus by 

contiguity in a sentence and , therefore, as a rule belongs to a form class different from the 

stimulus (dog - bite) . A paradigmatic association , on the other hand , generally belongs to the 

same form class as the stimulus and could often function as a substitute for the stimulus in 

a sentence (dog - cat) . Clang associates , however, are responses which are phonetically 

related to the stimulus word but which bear no obvious semantic relation to it (ca! - hat) . 

This shift from one response category to another, usually referred to as the syntagmatic

paradigmatic shift, has been claimed to take place some time before the age of seven . 

However, very little has been done to compare the word associations of foreign language 

learners to those of native speakers . The work that has been done suggests that the 

associations of learners are very similar to those of small children learning their mother 
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tongue, i .e .  learners have been found to produce large numbers of syntagmatic responses as 

well as clang associates . 

Test material and subjects 

The stimulus words used for this experiment were the 100 words of the Kent-Rosanoff list, 

which is one of the most well-known and frequently used standard word association tests 

(Postman & Keppel , 1970) . Free associations to these relatively frequent English words of 

various form classes were collected from four groups of learners representing different levels 

of proficiency . The least proficient group was made up of pupils in the 7th form of the 

Finnish comprehensive school . These subjects were 13 - 14  years old and only third-year 

students of English . They will here be referred to as 7th graders. The use of frequent words 

was an absolute prerequisite for including these learners. In fact, the corresponding L l 

studies have been concerned with relatively frequent words for the same reason . Another 

group consisted of pupils in the second form at a "Gymnasium" .  They were 1 7- 1 8  years old 

and had been learning English for almost seven years . The two most proficient groups were 

students at the Abo Akademi University. One of the groups represented first-year university 

students of other languages than English whereas the other was made up of advanced 

students of English . Each group consisted of 28 subjects . 

All the subjects were asked to write down the first English word each of the stimuli made 

them think of. Each response was then assigned to one of four response categories : 

syntagmatic , paradigmatic, clang associate or "other" . The last response category comprised 

cases where the response was given in Swedish or showing an obvious Swedish influence as 

well as cases of anomalous responses and repetitious responses . 

Statistical analysis 

The huge amount of data arising from this experiment was systematized by calculating for 

each individual subject the number of responses belonging to each of the four categories .  To 

find out about the degree of syntagmatic or paradigmatic dominance for each group, the 

percentage of paradigmatic responses was calculated for each subject out of his total number 

of syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses . On the basis of individual scores , the mean 

percentage of paradigmatic responses and the mean percentage of responses in the other 
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categories were calculated for each group of subjects . Part of the data was also submitted to 

an analysis of variance. 

To be noted is also that only 85 of the 100 stimulus words were analysed for the least 

proficient learners due to the fact that the remaining 15  words were not likely to be familiar 

to these learners. In that the list was fully workable for three of the groups and that only 1 5  

words would have to be statistically excluded for the least proficient learners , it was not 

considered worthwhile replacing the stimuli in question with other words.  In the alternative 

case that all four groups had been given a list of only 85 words, three of the groups would 

have got a far too easy task. As the problem was solved here, however, the results of the 

least proficient learners , though clearly suggestive, may not be fully comparable to those of 

the other groups. 

The more proficient the learner, the fewer syntagmatic responses , clang associates and 

"other" responses was he expected to produce. As is evident from the test results , each of 

the four response categories showed an almost fully consistent development in the expected 

direction . 

Test results 

The syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses were the dominant response categories for all 

the test groups. However, there was a change of proportions of the two types across the four 

levels of proficiency . In view of the fact that we are dealing with proportions here rather 

than the total number of syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses for the different groups ,  the 

results of the least proficient learners should be largely comparable to those of the other 

groups. The results are shown in Figure 1 .  
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Figure 1 .  The mean percentage of paradigmatic responses based on  the total number of 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses . 

These data were also submitted to an analysis of variance, in which the main effect was 

proficiency. This analysis showed a significant proficiency effect [F(3 , 108) = 6 .00 1 9 ,  p < 

. 00 1 ] .  Further analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the three 

most proficient groups and it was therefore concluded that the difference in the main analysis 

lies between the 7th graders and the other three groups.  Thus, these three groups produced 

significantly more paradigmatic responses than the least proficient learners. 

Though comparatively small on the whole, the remaining two response categories , clang 

associates and "other" responses , seemed to attract fewer responses the more proficient the 

subjects were. There was a consistent decrease in the number of clang associates across the 

three most proficient groups for whom responses to all 100 stimuli had been analysed . This 

is shown in Figure 2 .  
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Somewhat surprisingly , however, the percentage of  clang responses for the least proficient 

learners remained rather low even though their lower response total was taken into account. 

On closer inspection of the test material , however, a considerable number of the clang 

associates produced by the other three groups were responses to some of the most "difficult" 

words of the test, i .e .  the words which were not analysed for the 7th graders. The small 

number of clang associates produced by this group is not too surprising after all considering 

the fact that their test was made up of only very frequent words. No such deviation is likely 

to have occurred if their test had contained even a slightly more difficult set of stimulus 

words. Still , it could have been words these learners had encountered before. 

There was a similar decrease also in the number of responses classified as "other" . Except 

for group C ,  this is clearly to be seen in Figure 3 .  
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Figure 3.  The proportion of "other" responses . 

The data for the two minor response categories , clang associates and "other" responses, 

were not submitted to an analysis of variance. The small number of responses in these 

categories would have made interpretation very difficult. 

Discussion 

The findings still provide some fairly convincing evidence of a shift in response type for 

foreign language learners. At first, it may appear as if this shift is simply a function of 

overall proficiency , with early learners preferring other response types than advanced 

learners. However, it is hardly as simple as that. 

It is important to note that all the subjects , both in this study and in the corresponding 

native speaker studies, were presented with a set of fairly frequent English words.  It is only 

natural that adult native speakers and advanced learners should possess a better knowledge 

of these particular words and many other words than children and early learners of a foreign 
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language. However, not even advanced language users can have as thorough a knowledge 

of all the words in their lexicon as of a sample of frequent words.  New words are constantly 

being learned and integrated in the mental lexicon whereas many old words may have to be 

relearned. As a matter of fact, even the responses of the most proficient learners contained 

a surprising number of syntagmatic responses as well as a number of clang responses and 

diverse responses. In the same way , the least proficient learners produced an impressive 

number of paradigmatic responses though they clearly differed from the other groups. 

On the basis of these findings,  it may be more accurate to relate the phenomenon of a 

shift in response type to the development of individual words in the lexicon of a native 

speaker or foreign language learner than to the mental lexicon as a whole. Each word for 

each language user, native speaker or foreign language learner, is likely to pass different 

stages of development - regardless of proficiency . A word which has just entered the mental 

word store is likely first to elicit anomalous or clang responses whereas later it may pass on 

to a syntagmatic or a paradigmatic stage. Thus, the different response types obtained in a 

word association test could reflect the subjects ' degree of lexical knowledge of the words in 

question . However, since lexical development is to be viewed as a lifelong process , it is 

highly unlikely that a shift in response type would affect all the words in the mental lexicon 

at the same time. Naturally , the time for this shift may vary from one word to another. Still , 

the mental lexicon of adult native speakers and proficient learners has got to be larger and 

more developed than that of children and initial learners . However, the way individual 

words develop is likely to be fundamentally similar whether the language being learnt is a 

native or a foreign language. Consequently , there is reason to believe that findings of the 

kind reported here may be as much a function of the particular words tested as of age or 

language proficiency .  

Experiment 2 

To test the above assumptions ,  another experiment was set up . This time, an equal number 

of very advanced learners of English and adult native speakers were presented with a set of 

both very frequent and relatively infrequent English words. The assumption was that the 

difficulty of the task would influence the test results despite the fact that all the subjects 

were most proficient. Thus, the infrequent words were believed to create different response 
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patterns than the frequent words. I t  is important to note though that an infrequent word is 

not necessarily always a difficult word. 

Test material and subjects 

To estimate the proficiency of the L2-learners to be tested, a verSIon of the Swansea 

Vocabulary Tests , developed by Dr. Paul Meara, was used. This is a computerized 

vocabulary test, which is believed to give an estimate of the size of a person ' s  vocabulary 

as well as his overall proficiency (Meara, 1990) . With the help of this test , 28 learners of 

English were picked out, who would all be characterized as very advanced learners of 

English . These subjects were staff and students at the Abo Akademi University and the 

University of Turku. The corresponding native speaker sample was made up of staff and 

students at the University College of Swansea. 

The word association test was made up of 64 stimulus words, half of which were frequent 

and the other half infrequent words. The words were selected on the basis of the frequency 

lists by Hofland and Johansson ( 1982) . Words occurring more than 50 times in a corpus of 

a million words were counted as frequent whereas words with an occurrence of ten times or 

less per million were characterized as infrequent. All stimuli except four were adjectives . 

This was not believed to be a problem for the present purpose since an investigation of form 

class would have required a much larger number of stimulus words, at least 30 words per 

form class. This would have been far beyond the scope of this experiment, where the use of 

30 frequent and 30 infrequent adjectives seemed to be a most reasonable decision . 

The following hypotheses were set up for the investigation : 

( 1 )  The frequent words would result in : 

a. a larger proportion of paradigmatic than syntagmatic responses , 

b .  only a small number of clang and "other" responses 

whereas 

(2) The infrequent words would result in : 

a. a larger proportion of syntagmatic than paradigmatic responses , 

b .  a fair number of clang responses and "other" responses. 

No big difference between the two groups was expected for the set of frequent words. 

Proficient learners would not have more difficulties dealing with these words than native 
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speakers .  However, a set of infrequent words would be more likely to distinguish the 

learners from the native speakers, at least to some extent. 

Statistical analysis 

The design and operation of this word association test was almost identical with that of the 

first experiment as were also the response analysis and the statistical analysis. Again , the 

percentage of paradigmatic responses was calculated for each subject out of his total number 

of syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses . However, this time, the results for the other two 

response categories of clang associates and "other" responses were not based on percentages 

but on the total number of these response types for each subject. As these categories turned 

out to be even smaller than in the first experiment, it seemed reasonable here to treat them 

as a single category called "unusual responses" . 

Test results 

-Syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses 

In this study as in the previous one, most of the responses were classified as either 

syntagmatic or paradigmatic . However, the proportion of these response types seemed to 

differ for the frequent and the infrequent words as well as for the two test groups, as indeed 

was expected . As for the frequent words, the percentage of paradigmatic responses was 62 . 7  

for the native speakers and 52 . 6  for the advanced learners . However, both groups clearly 

produced a lower percentage of paradigmatic responses for the set of infrequent words, 44 . 3  

for the native speakers and 30.3  for the advanced learners. These results are summarized in 

Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. The mean percentage of paradigmatic responses based on the total number of 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses. 

These data were also submitted to an analysis of variance, in which the main effects were 

group (native speakers / advanced learners) and word frequency (frequent / infrequent) . 

This analysis revealed no significant group effect [F( I ,54) = 3 . 48)] . Due to large individual 

variation within the two groups , the above differences between the groups were not good 

enough to tell the two groups apart. On the other hand, there was a highly significant 

frequency effect for these response types, [F( 1 ,54) = 86.54,  P < . 00 1 ] . Inspection of 

Figure 4 shows that both groups consistently produced fewer paradigmatic responses for the 

infrequent words than for the frequent words. However, the interaction between group and 

frequency was non-significant, [F( l ,54) < 1 ] .  In other words, there was not a significant 

difference between the groups in the way they produced syntagmatic and paradigmatic 

responses for either the frequent or the infrequent words. 

-Unusual responses 

Certain differences were to be found also for the clang responses and "other" responses , 

which had been treated as a single category , unusual responses . For the set of frequent 

words the native speakers produced a mean number of 1 . 7 and the learners an only slightly 
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lower figure of 1 . 5 .  However, the infrequent words resulted in a larger mean number of 

unusual responses for both groups, 3 . 6  for the native speakers and 7 . 1 for the advanced 

learners. These data are summarized in Figure 5 .  
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Despite the small number of unusual responses , these data were also submitted to an analysis 

of variance, with main effects group and frequency. However, the low level of responses in 

this category means that the data needs to be treated with some caution . 

Unlike the data for syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses, this analysis did reveal a 

significant group effect, [F( I ,54) = 9 .44 , P = .003] . Inspection of Figure 5 shows that the 

advanced learners produced a larger proportion of unusual responses than the native 

speakers .  The frequency effect was also very highly significant, [F( l , 54) = 59 .56 ,  P < 

. 00 1 ] .  Both groups consistently reacted with fewer unusual responses to the frequent than to 

the infrequent words. However, the group by frequency interaction effect turned out to be 

also highly significant, [F( I ,54) = 1 3 . 79 , P < . 00 1 ] .  Inspection of Figure 5 suggests that 

for frequent items there is no difference between the two groups whereas there is a very 

large difference for infrequent items.  The advanced learners produced significantly more 

unusual responses than the native speakers when the stimuli were infrequent words . 

Interestingly enough, there was also a very strong negative correlation (v = - . 7853 , N = 28 ,  

P < . 0 1 )  between the number of unusual responses produced by the L2-learners and their 

respective scores on the computerized vocabulary test used to measure the vocabulary size 
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of these learners. The higher someone scored on the computerized test, the fewer unusual 

responses did he produce in the word association test. 

Discussion continued 

These findings clearly suggest that the subject ' s  familiarity with the stimulus words does 

have a bearing on the test results . If response type had only been conditioned by the age and 

level of proficiency of the subjects there would not have been any difference between the 

response patterns for frequent and infrequent words.  Somewhat surprisingly , however, there 

was not a clear preference for syntagmatic or paradigmatic responses in either of the groups, 

not even for the frequent words. In fact,  none of the two experiments gave evidence of a 

very strong paradigmatic dominance for the frequent words. As for the infrequent words of 

the second experiment, however, there was a consistent trend to produce slightly fewer 

paradigmatic than syntagmatic responses . 

Conclusion 

According to these new data, the shift from syntagmatic to paradigmatic responding is 

clearly not as straightforward as used to be believed. In fact, there may not be such a 

marked shift from syntagmatic to paradigmatic responses after all . At least for adult native 

speakers and advanced learners, there seems to be a fairly stable balance between 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic responses when the stimulus words are frequent. However, in 

the same way as frequent words have been found to elicit a predominance of syntagmatic 

responses from beginning learners and children, advanced language users tend to produce a 

somewhat smaller proportion of paradigmatic responses for infrequent words.  Consequently , 

there seems to be a development from clang and other responses to a greater or lesser 

degree of paradigmatic responding . For this reason, the more g�neral concept of a shift in 

response type has been preferred here to the widely accepted term syntagmatic-paradigmatic 

shift. However, there are other problems as well with previous approaches to the subject. 

Whereas cognitive development does not seem to account for this phenomenon , most 

linguistic theories tend to represent the view that a shift in response type is simply a matter 

of age and overall proficiency of a language. They give the impression that all the words in 

the mental lexicon would be affected by the same changes more or less at the same time. 
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Such an approach, however, may not be accurate enough to describe the true nature and 

origin of a shift in response type or the way words in the mental lexicon are likely to be 

processed. 
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VOCABULARY LEARNING BY READING · AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE 

INFLUENCE OF WORD FREQUENCY AND CONTEXT 

Peter af Trampe 

Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University 

The design of an experiment on foreign language vocabulary learning by reading is 

presented. Subjects read a special text some of the words of which are new to him/her. 

These words differ with respect to text frequency and meaningfulness of the context in 

which they occur. A lexical decision test and a word meaning test are then 

administered. A pilot study, using only the lexical decision test, is reported here. The 

results show meaningfulness of context to have a strong, but text frequency little or no, 

effect on reaction time and error rate. It is concluded that the text and test seem to be 

appropriate for the purpose intended. 

Background 1: On Word Frequency 

There are differing views on the importance of word frequency for the acquisition of 

vocabulary. Commons sense tells us that the frequency of a linguistic phenomenon should be 

reflected in the learning process - higher frequency resulting, perhaps,  in faster learning, 

overlearning or in priority with respect to the order in which items are acquired. In word 

recognition experiments, for instance, high frequency words generally get faster reaction 

times and this word frequency effect is very robust indeed. Larsen-Freeman and others have 

found a positive correlation between input frequency and accuracy order for certain 

morphemes in L2 (Larsen-Freeman & Long 199 1).  As Ellis ( 1990 p. 97) points out, however, 

the frequency hypothesis is not without problems as 'it does not tell us why input frequency 

should affect acquisition' and the relationship between frequency and other factors such as 

complexity, context and learning difficulty is not clear. All things considered, it is probably 

not very often that frequency is the only factor at work. Furthermore, sceptics have pointed to 

cases where frequency seems to have no effect whatsoever. Larsen-Freeman & Long, for 

instance, mention the acquisition of articles as a case in point. These are extremely frequent, 

but acquired late. The acquisition of personal pronouns is another striking example. In the 

language directed at children you occurs more often than I, while I is more frequent than you 
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in the child's own use (Strayer 1977, summarized in Macnamara 1984). It seems, then, that 

input or text frequency sometimes influences learning , sometimes not. If this is so, it 

becomes interesting to look more closely at the interaction between frequency and other 

factors. In the experiment presented here, I have primarily chosen to study the interaction 

between text frequency of words and meaningfulness of context. 

Background 2: Methodological considerations 

When testing for any complex mental construct such as vocabulary knowledge, the use of 

more than one kind of test is normally to be preferred, as the validity of each separate test 

always can be questioned. Looking at vocabulary learning, another important consideration is 

the fact that a person's knowledge of words is a matter of degree. In particular I would like to 

refer to Susan Carey's distinction between lexical and conceptual mapping (Carey 1978). 

According to Carey a new word form is relatively quickly absorbed by the learner and 

incorporated into the lexical structure, whereas the conceptual mapping may take longer and 

be less complete. Carey studied Ll acquisition, but the distinction might be applicable to 

adult L2 learners as well. A previous experiment of mine indicated that this might be the case 

(af Trampe 1988), and the present study has been designed to provide further insight into this 

question. 

Against this background, I test for word comprehension using two different tests - a word 

recognition test and a word meaning test. The recognition test measures 'more superficial' 

knowledge that is not accessible through the meaning test. To the extent that learning a word 

is a process, the two tests should probe different aspects of that process. The recognition test 

could be supposed to relate to lexical and the word-meaning test to conceptual mapping. 

It would, of course, be interesting to extend the study to include one or two tests of 

production; e.g. a naming (cued recall) test and a test of free production such as writing a 

summary. 

Design 

See Figure 1. In the text-reading (or input) phase subjects read a 12-page, illustrated text in 

English. There is no time-limit. Subjects are instructed to read the text through just once and 

told in advance that they will have to answer questions about the content of the text after 

having read it. The latter is to guard against the subjects just skimming the text through. Mter 
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having read the text and a five-minute break a word recognition test is administered. 

Immediately upon this test, one group of subjects is given a word-meaning test. For another 

group this test is given on the second test occasion - three days later. On this occasion both 

groups are tested using both test. The reason for using two groups in this way is that I want to 

measure retention over time. To be able to do this I must eliminate the learning effects of the 

word-meaning test. The learning effects of the word recognition test are supposed to be 

negligible. 

The subjects will be university students (not necessarily of English) with Swedish as their 

L 1 .  The experiment may be repeated with high school students as subjects. 

TEXT READING TEST 1 TEST 2 

<5 MIN> <3 DAYS> 

GROUP 1 RECOGNITION RECOGNITION 
MEANING MEANING 

GROUP 2 RECOGNITION RECOGNITION 
MEANING 

Figure 1 .  Design of the experiment 

The text and the target words 

The text consists of 401 1 word tokens distributed over 776 word types (type/token ratio . 19). 

It has been especially written for this experiment by the present author and is called: Basic 

Heraldry. An Introduction to the Language and Concepts of Heraldry. In the text heraldic 

concepts and rules are presented and defined. Some of the concepts are illustrated. There are 

64 words in the text that I will call the target words. According to three different criteria this 

set of words can be divided into subsets. The three criteria are: word type, frequency and 

context. 

The criterion word type admits four different possibilities according to whether the word 

and/or the heraldic concept it denotes can be thought of as common (and previously known to 

the subjects) or special (and thus unknown). E.g. caltrap 'a spiked instrument used for 
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injuring the feet of enemy horses' (special fonn - special concept); gules 'red' (special fonn -

common concept); leopard 'a walking lion with its face turned towards the viewer' (common 

fonn - special concept); lion 'lion' (common fonn - common concept). The last category 

(exemplified by lion) was not included among the target words as nothing new is learned with 

these words. In all, then, there are 48 word fonns that are supposed to be new to a reader 

lacking previous knowledge of heraldry, and 16  that should be familiar, though with their 

common non-heraldic meaning. 

There are three types of context for the target words. In the first kind, a complete definition 

of the (denotative) meaning of the word is given. E.g. 'talbot (A dog that was formerly used 

for hunting. It is depicted as something between a hound and a beagle.)' In this, and some 

other cases, the definition is supplemented by a an illustration. In the second type, the target 

word is presented in a hyponymic context - i.e. together with a superordinate concept. The 

reader is thus given some idea about the meaning of the word but not enough to know its 

proper denotation. The following sentence from the text exemplifies this: 'Other mythical 

beasts . . .  are for example: the cockatrice, the dragon, the wivem and the ibix'. The third kind 

of context is semantically neutral. Other than the target word itself, no clues to the meaning 

of the word are given. E.g. 'A great number of other terms were also taken over more or less 

wholesale from the heraldic terminology of Nonnan French. Look for instance at the words 

below which all have a distinctly French flavour to them. Annulet, arbalest, baton, bouget, 

bassinet, brigandine .. .'. 

As to frequency, there are two groups. One group consists of 32 target words that occur 

only once in the text, and the other group of 32 words occurring three times or more. (In fact, 

just 6 words in the latter group occur only three times, 16  occur 4 times, 5 occur 5-6 times and 

5 occur 8 times or more). 

Combining the criteria context, frequency and word type results in 3 x 2 x 3 = 18  groups 

of target words. However, only 16  groups, with four words in each, were used as it seemed 

unnecessary for my purposes to present common word fonns in a semantically neutral 

context. The 1eopard' type of words were thus excluded from the neutral context. 

The tests 

The word recognition test is of the lexical decision kind; i.e. forms appear one by one on a 

computer screen and it is the task of the subject to decide whether a form is a word in the 

language or not. The subject responds by pressing one of two keys standing for yes and no, 

respectively. For each form the computer registers the reaction time (RT) and the response 
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chosen (yes or no). 

In addition to the 64 target words, 64 common English words and 64 pseudo-words were 

selected. From this set of words three separate lists of 64 words were constructed, each list 

containing 1/3 of words from each category. The pseudo-words were constructed and the 

common words chosen to be to some extent similar to the target words. E.g. chevron-chevol

chorus, morion-barion-moron. Within each list the words are presented in a randomized 

order. One and the same subject is tested on all three lists, but the order in which lists are 

presented is varied between subjects with a view to balancing out possible effects of order on 

the responses. 

The word meaning test consists of a booklet in which the 64 target words are listed in a 

randomized order. For each word there is an empty space where the subject writes down 

his/her definition or other indication of the meaning of the form. The test, then, is a written 

one and subjects are instructed to state the meaning of the words in any way they like - e.g. by 

giving a definition, a translation or a figure. Subjects are encouraged to guess when uncertain 

and to supply fragments of meaning (e.g. poodle - 'an ammaf). For common word forms their 

special heraldic meaning should be given as well. 

The Pilot Study 

In order to check the feasibility of the design - especially with respect to the constructed 

English text and the lexical decision test - a pilot experiment was carried out with an 

experimental group consisting of 6 university students (Ll = Swedish) from the Department 

of Scandinavian languages as subjects. These students were given the heraldic text to read and 

immediately afterwards the full lexical decision test with the three wordlists balanced for 

order. Another group of students from the same department constituted the control group 

(n=8). These controls were given the lexical decision test only - i.e. without first having read 

the heraldic text It is part of the logic of the lexical decision procedure, that RTs to pseudo

words are longer than RTs to existing words. It follows that, for this study, it should be 

hypothesized that the experimental group will differ from the controls in their responses to the 

target words. In particular they should have shorter RTs and more yes-responses on the target 

words than on the pseudo-words, as this would indicate that some kind of learning of new 

words had taken place. The controls ought to treat the special heraldic terms as pseudo-words 

with longer RTs and more no-responses. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 below. 

Within the experimental group comparisons between different groups of target words 

according to the variables frequency, context and word type were also made. The results of 
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these comparisons are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. 

Results 

In Table 1 we see that, the proportion of incorrect responses to the heraldic words (Le. 'no' 

instead of 'yes') is much higher in the control group - 63 % vs. 37 %. On the other hand, the 

subjects in the experimental group make proportionally more errors (Le. 'yes' instead of 'no') 

on the pseudo-word stimuli - 25 % as compared to 13 %. Both these differences between the 

groups are significant (Chi-square = 57.07 and 18.47; p < .(01). The three-percent difference 

with respect to the common English words, however, is not significant. Thus, the results for 

both groups on the heraldic and common words turned out more or less as expected. 

Table 1 .  Number and percentages of incorrect responses to stimulus words in the lexical 

decision test. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 

[Q[ai !2 [Q[ai � 
HERAlDIC WORDS 142 37 321 63 

PSEUDO-WORDS 95 25 68 1 3  

COMMON WORDS 50 1 3  80 16  

It may seem surprising that the controls after all managed correct answers on 37 % of the 

heraldic words. One should bear in mind, however, that among the 64 heraldic words, there 

are 16 common word forms of the leopard type. If these are excluded, error rates increase to 

79% for the control group and 47% for the experimental group. As the controls have not read 

the text and consequently cannot be expected to be familiar with the 48 special word forms 

(the caltrap and gules types), the proportion of yes-responses on these heraldic words should 

match the proportion of yes-responses on the pseudo-words. However, the controls make less 

yes-responses on the pseudo-words - 13% as compared to 21 %. One possible explanation is 

that they have indeed come upon some of the special word forms before. Three of the four 

heraldic words receiving most yes-responses were griffin, talbot and jamb, and it is not 

altogether unlikely that the controls had met them before. This conjecture is not realistic with 

regard to the fourth word - tressure. Possibly, this is a matter of interference from a more 
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common word fonn, in this case, treasure. 

With respect to the pseudo-words, the experimental group makes twice as many errors as 

the controls. In a simple world the responses of both groups to these words ought to match. 

Evidently the world of the present experiment is not that simple. I believe that this particular 

outcome is caused by interference from the heraldic words. Firstly, reading the text, the 

experimental subjects were introduced to a fair amount of new words. A fact which could 

have influenced memory storage and/or retrieval. Secondly, most pseudo-words had been 

deliberately designed to look like heraldic words and could easily be mixed up with the actual 

words in the text, especially if the mental representations of the latter had not been 

consolidated or were in some way imperfect. 

Table 2. Mean Reaction Times (in seconds) to stimulus words in the lexical decision test. 

HERALDIC WORDS 

PSEUOO-WORDS 

COMMON WORDS 

EXPERIMENTAL 
0.99 
1 . 14 
0.86 

CONTROL 
1 . 1 8  

1 .24 
1 .00 

In Table 2 the average reaction time (RT) is given for each type of word. For the 

statistical analyses each single word was treated as a case and scored on two variables -

experimental and control - using the average RT for each particular word and group of 

subjects as values. 

As there are three word-groups with 64 members in each group, N = 3 x 64 = 192. First a 

two-way analysis of variance (Winer 1962) was carried out with word group (heraldic

pseudo-common) and experimental-control as factors A and B respectively. The results are 

shown in Table 3. 

The overall effects of both factors were significant. There was no significant interaction 

between the factors. The experimental group differs from the controls in being faster on all 

three types of words. Either this is due to chance, or to some kind of priming effect from 

having read an English text immediately before the test. To compare the differences in RTs 

between heraldic, pseudo- and common words within the experimental and control groups, a 

one-way analysis of variance and comparisons of means using the Newman-Keuls procedure 

(see e.g. Winer op.cit.) were carried out separately for each group. For the experimental group 

all the differences turned out to be significant ( p  < .01 ). With regard to the control group 

only the differences between, on the one hand, common words and pseudo-words and, on the 
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other, heraldic words and common words were shown to be significant (p < .01 ). Thus the 

difference in mean RT between pseudo-words and heraldic-words was significant in the 

experimental but not in the control condition. However, this difference almost disappears if 

only the 48 'new' heraldic words are considered. The mean reaction times for these words are 

1 .25 and 1 .08 for the control and experimental groups, respectively. The mean RTs for 

pseudo-words were 1 .24 and 1 . 14, respectively. The 0.06 difference between pseudo-words 

and 'new' heraldic words for the experimental group is of course too small to be significant. 

Table 3. Two-way ANOVA of mean RTs. N = 192. 

SS df MS F 

BETWEEN 16.508 ill 
A (word type) 4.52 2 2.26 35.87

* 

Subj. within gr 1 1 .988 1 89 0.063 

WITHIN 2.2CiR .l22 
B (exp.-contr.) 2.27 1 2.27 55.37

* 

AB 0.239 2 0.012 0.29 

B x Subj. within 7.66 1 89 0.041 

* 
p <  .01 

Evidently, the significant difference between the set of all 64 heraldic words and the set of 

pseudo-words is due to the fact that 16 common word forms are included in the fonner. It is 

worth noticing, however, that this inclusion seems to be of little or no consequence for the 

RTs of the controls. The main reason for this is that the groups behave differently with regard 

to the 16 'common' heraldic word fonns. Here, the experimental group shows a mean RT of 

0.72, which is 0. 14 seconds shorter than that for the ordinary common words. The difference 

is significant (t-test, p < .01). The corresponding values for the control group are 0.97 and 

0.03 (not significant). As a speculative explanation of this difference, one could again refer to 

priming effects. Reading a text involves accessing the words of the text in the mental lexicon. 

Recent access may facilitate re-access resulting in shorter RT on a lexical decision task. 

Priming effects among the stimulus words in lexical decision lists are well attested (e.g. 

Meyer & Schvanefeldt 197 1 ;  Schvanefeldt , Meyer & Becker 1976). Fischler & Bloom 

(1979) showed that sentential context can have facilitating or inhibitory effects depending on 
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the semantic congruence between stimulus words and context, and similar effects were found 

by Stanovich &. West (1979). However, I have not found any studies on lexical decision 

priming caused by reading a substantial text before the actual decision test. In my opinion, the 

possibility of this kind of 'massive' facilitation deserves further study. 

Text frequency and type of context. 

For these analyses only the experimental group data on the target words were considered. 

These data were grouped according to: 

1 .  Frequency. Two groups with 32 words in each group. One group consisting of words 

with text frequency = 1,  and the other of words with text frequency > 2. 
2. Context. Three groups. The definition group with 24 words, the hyponym group also 

with 24 words and the neutral group with only 16 words. 

Mean RTs and the proportions of incorrect (Le. 'No') responses for these groupings are 

shown in Tables 4 and 5. 

Table 4. Frequency. Mean RTs and % incorrect responses. 

MEAN RI  % 
FREQUENCY = 1 0.994 41 

FREQUENCY > 2 0.995 32 

From Table 4 it is quite clear that the effects of frequency, as defined here, are small. 

Mean RTs are almost identical; but there is a 9 % difference in favour of the higher frequency 

group as far as the proportion of errors is concerned. This difference is not significant (Chi

square = 2.5 1 ,  df 1 ). 
The effects of context are more pronounced. Both the reaction times and the percentages 

of incorrect responses differ in a way that can be summarized thus: The more meaningful the 

context, the shorter the average reaction times and the fewer the errors in lexical decision'. 

The RT data were subjected to a one-way ANOV A which gave F = 5.36 (df 2, 61) which is 

significant at the .01 level. A comparison of means using Newman-Keuls procedure indicates 

significant differences between the full defInition context and both the hyponymic and the 

neutral context (p < .05), whereas the difference between the latter two is too small to be 
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significant 

Table 5. Context Mean RTs and % incorrect responses. 

MEAN RT  % 
DEFINITION 0.82 22 

HYPONYMY 1.06 40 

NEUTRAL 1 . 1 1  53 

The differences in error rate between the defined words and the other two categories are 

also striking and significant (Chi-square = 7.6, df 1 ,  P < .01 ). In fact, the difference between 

the hyponymic and the neutral context wonts, though smaller, is also significant but only at 

the .05 level (Chi-square = 3.33, df 1 ,  one-tailed region of rejection). 

Conclusions 

Comparing the control and experimental group with respect to the differences in the 

proportions of errors on common, heraldic and pseudo words, I found that the groups behaved 

in a way predictable from the hypothesis that readers learn some of the new words that they 

encounter in a text The reaction time data were in line with general findings as far as 

common and pseudo words were concerned. As to the 'new' heraldic words, however, only the 

controls behaved as expected, while the null-hypothesis could not be rejected for the 

experimental group. Why that should turn out to be the case remains to be explained. 

From the comparisons within the experimental group it could be concluded that variations 

in text frequency - at least within the range defmed here - seem to have little effect on the 

aspects of vocabulary learning that are revealed through a lexical decision test. The 

meaningfulness of the context in which the words are presented in the text, on the other hand, 

seems to be an important factor. It seems, then, that the design used in this pilot study can 

reveal facts about learning wonts by reading. In view of this and the fact that the error-rate 

comparisons with the controls turned out as expected, I think that the text and the lexical 

decision procedure could be profitably used in the full experimental design described at the 
beginning of this paper. 
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